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Summary
Many phenomena in nature can be modeled by differential equations depending on 
parameters that are being varied continuously. We say that a given solution undergoes 
a bifurcation with respect to a given parameter if the qualitative behaviour of the 
system changes arbitrarily close to this solution when the parameter is varied across 
a critical value. Bifurcation problems can achieve a very high level of complexity 
because nature is complex. Several assumptions can be made in order to  introduce 
considerable simplifications without going too far from reality. In this thesis we are 
mainly concerned in setting the problem in a symmetric context and showing that this 
is a realistic assumption that makes analysis much simpler. We want to emphasize that 
a lot of behaviour can be much easier to understand and predict when the appropriate 
symmetry context has been set.
The message in part I of this thesis is that the full set of symmetries is not always obvi­
ous. We give examples of phenomena that are modeled by partial differential equations 
on rectangular domains and show that these problems have more than rectangular 
symmetry. Such hidden symmetries are found by embedding our problem into a larger 
one satisfying periodic boundary conditions and then consider all the symmetries that 
satisfy the original boundary conditions.
In part II we study the behaviour of an electric circuit which can be modeled by a 
3-dimensional system of ordinary differential equations. We begin by analysing this 
system under a symmetry assumption. Then in order to be more realistic we break the 
symmetry with a small perturbation. Most of the results for the asymmetric system 
are obtained by numerical and experimental search since a rigorous analysis became 
much harder. We observe a smooth change in qualitative behaviour by increasing the 
symmetry breaking perturbation. There is no dramatic change and we conclude that 
the original symmetry assumption was convenient and not misleading.

Chapter 1 
Introduction
This part deals with a kind of degeneracy that has surprisingly been found in several 
physical systems. As pointed out by several authors such degeneracies are created 
by symmetries tha t are not obvious in bounded domains. This phenomenon was first 
noticed by Fujii et al. [9] and formalized by Armbruster and Dangelmayr [1, 6] for the 
steady-state reaction-diffusion equation
P E « '  + F (u ,i)  =  0 (1.1)
where F  is a smooth real valued function and u : R —» R. This PDE is invariant 
under the euclidean group of translations and reflections. The cited authors are inter­
ested in solutions of (1.1) restricted to the interval (0,7r] satisfying Neumann boundary 
conditions
u'(0) = u'(*) =  0.
They observe tha t the only symmetry of the domain is reflection about *
and the behaviour of codimension two bifurcations is not generic in this context. We 
proceed by describing how this change of genericity occurs. The reason is based on 
symmetries of V(u) that do not leave the interval (0, x] invariant.
Crawford et al. (4) pointed out that this change of genericity may also be present 
in the simplest codimension one bifurcations. Now, invariance of equation (1.1) under 
reflection about zero allows the extension of any solution of the Neumann boundary 
value problem to the interval [-* , x] by reflection about zero
« ( - 0  *  «(0 .
and by translational invariance it may be extended 2ir-periodically to R. Theorem 1 
below shows tha t this extension method preserves the regularity of the solutions. The 
proof is based on the Neumann boundary conditions and on the second order structure 
of equation (1.1). The extended solutions satisfy periodic boundary conditions on the
(b)
T  (U)
(C)
-n
T (u)
Figure 1.1: (a) Solution satisfying Neumann boundary conditions on [0.7r] with period 
TT. (b) Its form under the reflection r  : ‘ t-» it — £. (c) Its form under the translation
interval [— The reaction-diffusion equation (1.1) on the extended domain has 
0 (2 ) as the group of symmetries, generated by the reflection
Given the translational invariance of equation (1.1) all translations of the extended 
solution satisfy the periodic boundary value problem. In lemma 1 below we show 
that any 2ff-periodic solution that is invariant under the reflection k  satisfies Neumann 
boundary conditions a t 0, it. On the other hand some of them coincide neither with the 
original solution nor with its image under the only symmetry r  of the domain. This 
phenomenon is illustrated in figure 1.1. The original function is invariant under the 
reflection t, but it is sent to its negative by reflection about zero followed by translation
We proceed by stating and proving two lemmas that lead directly to the theorem 
that makes valid the described extension method.
and also translations modulo 2it
o f f
Lemma 1 (lemma 1.1 of Craw ford et al. [4]) Solutions to V{u) =  0 satisfying 
Neumann boundary conditions on [0, jrj are in 1 : 1 correspondence with K-invariant 
solutions satisfying periodic boundary conditions on (—n, 7r].
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P roof It is shown above, by construction, that each solution satisfying NBC on [0, jt] 
leads to a unique solution satisfying PBC on [—tr,jr).
To prove the converse, let u(£) be a 27r-periodic solution to V(u) = 0 which is 
invariant under k. Differentiating the action of k we get that
u'(0) =  0 and u'( —t ) =  —«'(»).
Now 2jt-periodicity implies tha t u'(—tt) = u'(jt), so that 
u'(x) =  0.
Therefore u satisfies Neumann boundary conditions on [0, jt]. □
Lemma 2 below is a particular case of lemma 5.15 of Field et al. [8]. It makes 
a useful observation about smoothness of solutions of the reaction-diffusion equation 
(1-1).
Lem m a 2 Let u € C*(R) be a solution of V(u) =  0. Then u G C°°(R).
P roof Suppose that u is a steady-state solution of the reaction-diffusion equation 
V{u). Then
u "  +  F (tl , A) as o. (1.2)
Assume also that u G C^R). This means that u and u' are continuous functions from R 
onto R. Now the smoothness of F  together with (1.2) imply that u" is also continuous. 
Proceeding by induction we get that u G C°°(R). D
Next we state and prove the theorem that validates the extension method described. 
This a corollary of theorem 5.18 of Field et al. [8).
Theorem  1 Let V  be a reaction-diffusion operator. Then
1. Every smooth K-invariant solution u of V  on [—x, tr] satisfying periodic boundary 
conditions restricts to a smooth solution of the Neumann problem for V  on (0, »].
2. Let u € C»((0,Jr]) be a solution to the Neumann problem for V  on (0, w). Then
• u is smooth.
•  u extends uniquely to a smooth K-invariant solution of V  on (—ir,tr) satis­
fying periodic boundary conditions.
P roof By lemma 1 we know that these statements are true except for the smoothness 
of the solutions. That is what we concentrate on now.
1. There is nothing to prove here since smoothness of u on R implies that its re­
striction to [0, 7t) is also smooth.
2. From the fact that u G C7* ([0. jt]) and the Neumann boundary conditions we have
that the extended solution u belongs to C‘(R). By lemma 2, u € C°°(R) and so 
its restriction to [0, tt] is also smooth. G
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Summarizing, we have that if V(u) is a reaction-diffusion equation on the line the 
two following problems are equivalent:
1. V(u) — 0 with Neumann boundary conditions on (0,»].
2. Impose 0(2)-symmetry to V(u) =  0 on [-» , x] and then restrict the result to the 
subspace fixed by the reflection k .
The only obvious symmetry of problem 1 is the reflection r  about This is the only 
nontrivial symmetry of both the equation and the boundary conditions that leaves the 
domain [0. rr] invariant. This reflection can be obtained as a symmetry of problem 2 
by reflection about zero composed with a translation of x. However, the converse does 
not hold. The second problem may have more symmetries that remain hidden in the 
first.
This change of genericity may occur for more general problems. The ideas described 
above may be generalized in the following directions:
•  Boundary conditions other than Neumann (in particular Dirichlet boundary con­
ditions).
•  More complicated operators other than reaction-diffusion, but with similar struc­
ture.
•  Systems of equation (in particular systems of equations with a structure similar to 
reaction-diffusion and a mixture of Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions 
on different components).
•  More complicated domains in higher dimensions.
The first of these generalizations to Dirichlet boundary conditions was made by Gomes 
[12] and Crawford et al. [4] and there is a brief description of it in chapter 2. The 
main point is that a periodic extension is allowed also for Dirichlet problems. In this 
case reflection of solutions across the boundaries must be combined with sign change. 
A solution u to V(u) =  0 satisfying Dirichlet boundary conditions on [0, x] extends to 
[—x,x] as
u ( - o -------«(0 .
Then we extend periodically on R as in the Neumann case. Crawford et ai [4] also 
give examples of physical systems that fit into the second generalization, namely the 
Taylor-Couette and Faraday experiments and the 2-dimensional Bénard convection 
reproduced in section 1.1 of this introduction. Ashwin [2] applied these methods to the 
Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation and we reproduce some of his results in section 1.2.
Field et ai [8] define a class of operators more general than the simple reaction- 
diffusion operator where the extension method still applies. However, the main focus 
of these authors is the fourth generalization. They present a large class of pairs of man­
ifolds f i e f !  where extra symmetries obtained from extensions to the larger manifold 
will change the genericity of the problem on the smaller manifold. They consider (l as
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any smooth, compact, connected, Riemannian n-manifold without boundary acted by 
a group of reflections which divides Cl into several connected components. The smaller 
manifold with boundary, ft, is one of these connected components.
After these considerations about how to set PDEs with Neumann boundary condi­
tions into the appropriate symmetry context, we go back to the simple reaction-diffusion 
equation (1.1). Recall that the group of symmetries of V(u) =  0 with periodic bound­
ary conditions on [—?r, 7r] is 0(2). Thus there is always a translation-invariant solution 
which, without loss of generality, we may assume to be u =  0. We are interested in 
studying bifurcations from this trivial solution by varying the parameter A. Assume 
that a bifurcation occurs at A =  0. By Crawford et al. [4] we have the following:
Proposition 1 (proposition 1.2 of Crawford et al. [4]) Under the above hypothe­
ses on V(u) =  0, satisfying Neumann boundary conditions, we have:
1. Bifurcating solutions have a well-defined mode number k € N.
2. Generically, when k > 0, the bifurcation is a pitchfork.
P roof By theorem 1 there is a bifurcation at A =  0 in equilibrium solutions of 
V(u) =  0 with periodic boundary conditions on [—»,*■]. The group of symmetries of 
this bifurcation problem is 0 (2 ).
1. Let L = dV  denote the linearized equations about u =  0 at A = 0. By 0(2) sym­
metry we expect ker L to be either one or two dimensional, since, by Golubitsky 
et al. [11] p.330, irreducible representations of 0(2 ) have those dimensions. We 
may write the action of SO(2) on ker L as
« : : m  eMs, (1.3)
where k  =  0 in the simple eigenvalue case and k > 0 in the double eigenvalue 
case. The integer k defined in (1.3) is the mode number. If k > 0 the bifurcating 
solutions are ^-periodic.
2. From part 1 of this proof we see that in the periodic boundary conditions problem 
ker L is spanned by the eigenfuntion eiki. We denote this eigenspace by
Vi =  spanfe'**}.
The action of 0(2) on the eigenfunction is generated by SO(2) acting as (1.3) 
together with the reflection
k : z ►—* 7.
The solutions to V(u) =  0 satisfying Neumann boundary conditions are found in 
Fix(«) =  {: € ker L\z =  7} =  R.
Thus when Neumann boundary conditions are imposed, the eigenspace of L is 
the subspace of Vi that is fixed by the action of k . This eigenspace is denoted by
Vi -  span{cos(*0}.
If it > 0 this fixed point subspace is invariant under the translation of half a 
period, J , which sends the eigenfunction to its negative. Thus, all bifurcations 
are pitchforks. □
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There are two relevant consequences of proposition 1. The first is the pattern 
formation associated with the existence of a mode number. This phenomenon has 
been observed in experiments and it would not be expected if the periodic extension 
had not been taken into account. The second consequence is the existence of a Zj- 
symmetry in the problem of bifurcating solutions with even mode number, in which 
case the symmetry of the domain acts trivially on the solution, as illustrated in figure
1.1 for k =  2. Note that if the mode number is odd the solution is sent to its negative 
by the symmetry of the domain. So the extension method does not introduce any new 
reflection symmetry in this case.
In section 2.3 we prove an analogue of proposition 1 for reaction-diffusion equations 
satisfying Neumann boundary conditions on n-dimensional rectangles. In this case the 
group acting on the extended problem with periodic boundary conditions is 0 (2)". 
This implies pattern formation in the n directions that generate the rectangle. So each 
solution has n associated mode numbers. By analogy we show that all steady-state 
bifurcations from the trivial solution u =  0 are pitchforks. By considering only the 
symmetries of the domain, pitchfork bifurcations should not be expected if all the 
mode numbers are even. So also here there is a change of genericity by considering the 
periodic extension.
Armbruster and Dangelmayr [1, 6] use these ideas to study steady-state mode in­
teractions in reaction-diffusion equations on the interval with Neumann boundary con­
ditions. Assume that V(u) depends on an additional parameter r. Associated to each 
mode number there is a curve along which the linearized Neumann boundary condi­
tions problem has a single eigenvalue. Generically, two such curves meet at some point. 
Suppose that the curves corresponding to mode numbers it, / 6 N meet when the pa­
rameters are set to zero. This implies that L has a double zero eigenvalue and no other 
eigenvalues on the imaginary axis.
Assume that k l. When extended to  periodic boundary conditions, ker L is the 
direct sum of two irreducible representations of the group 0 (2) as
Vi©V(,
where V* and \j are defined in the proof of proposition 1. The action of 0(2) on such 
eigenspace is generated by
0 : (**u>) *-* (e'*#z,e*wu>)
«:(*,«>) t-» (7, V) 1 '
We may assume without loss of generality that k  and l are coprime. Otherwise we 
factor out the kernel of the group action and restore it when interpreting the results.
By fixing the parameter r  = 0 and keeping A as the bifurcation parameter, after a 
Liapunov-Schmidt reduction we get the bifurcation equations
/(* , u>, A) =  0,
where /  : V* © ty x it —♦ V* © i}. We know that /  is 0(2)-equivariant under the 
action (1.4). Since Fix(ie) = R2 the bifurcation equations corresponding to Neumann 
boundary conditions are just
9(x,y,\) -  0,
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where x  =  Re(z), y =  Re(u>) and g = f  |R* x R : R2 x R -» R2. By invariant theory 
methods Armbruster and Dangelmayr (1, 6] compute the generators for the invariant 
functions and equivariant mappings under the action (1.4). Then they restrict the 
result to Fix(tf). The result is as follows:
T heorem  2 (A rm bruster and  Dangelm ayr (1, 6]) Assume that V(u) = 0 under­
goes a simultaneous bifurcation of the two modes k, l € N from u =  0 when the param­
eter A crosses zero. Then the projection of the bifurcation equations onto ker L are of 
the form
ax +  cx‘~ 'yk =  0 
by + dxlyk~x = 0,
where a.b.c.d are functions of x2.y 2 and A.
In reference [1] these authors give the classification of the this system up to codi­
mension two and the corresponding bifurcation diagrams. Their results say thay if k 
and l are large enough the system behaves basically as a generic Z2 ® Z2-invariant 
problem with a slight bending of branches in the bifurcation diagram. By looking at 
the equations in theorem 2 this behaviour is not surprising: the first term in each line 
is what would be expected from Z2®Z2-symmetry and the second two terms break this 
at high order. What is surprising is the form of the system. The Neumann boundary 
conditions should lead to a generic system with Z2-symmetry. However, the existence 
of an extended problem with greater symmetry causes a degeneracy that may change 
the result dramatically.
Gomes [12] proved the analogue of theorem 2 for two dimensional rectangles. Fur­
thermore, in section 2.4 we show that it generalizes for n dimensions. The proof uses 
combinatorial arguments based on representation theory and invariant theory. This 
is the central result of this thesis. It applies to  the steady-state reaction-diffusion 
equation
V  =  Au + F(u, A) =  0
where F  is a smooth real valued function and u : R" —» R. We are interested in 
solutions u(() to V{u) =  0 on the generalized rectangle [(Mi] x • • • x [0,4,], where all 
the £j are different, with Neumann boundary conditions
!«>■ & -(M <  for 1 < 1 < n.
We assume that V(u) = 0 undergoes a simultaneous bifurcation of the two modes 
(fcj,. . . ,  kn), ( /j ,. . . , /„ )  € Nn from u = 0 when the parameter A crosses zero. Then the 
form of the projection of the bifurcation equations onto ker L depends on the mode 
numbers as follows:
1. If all kj have the same parity and all lj have the same parity we have
a i  + f c r '- y  =  0
cv + ix'y*-■ =  0, 
where k = maXjfc, and / =  maXjlj.
2. Otherwise
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ax =  0 
cy =  0 ,
where a, b ,c,d  are functions of x2,y2 and A. In case 1 the bifurcation equations reduce 
to those of Armbruster and Dangelmayr when n =  1. However, their assumption that 
k  and / are coprime is no longer always valid. In case 2 the equations are Z2 ® Z2- 
equivariant and those have been studied by Golubitsky and Schaeffer [30]. In this case 
there are no degeneracies created by the periodic extention.
Recall that in this description of problems on generalized rectangles we have as­
sumed that all the edges have different lengths. This is the main concern of chapter 
2. Apart from this, some partial results on simultaneous bifurcations of an arbitrary 
number of modes are also given. We say partial results because a general form for the 
bifurcation equations cannot be given: the generators of the restricted invariants and 
equivariants must be computed algorithmically.
From now on we consider the effect of equal edges. Suppose that the domain is an 
n-dimensional rectangle [0, ¿i] x . . .  x [0,£„] with m < n equal edges
and all the other l , are different. Then given the euclidean invariance of the reaction- 
diffusion equation 'P(u), the symmetry group of the periodic boundary conditions prob­
lem is the semi-direct sum 0(2 )n+Sm where Sm is the group of permutations of m 
elements.
Chapter 3 deals with the case where all the edges are equal 
h = = l n
and our generalized rectangle is actually a generalized cube. The symmetry group of 
the periodic boundary conditions problem is now 0(2 )n+S„ This addition of the group 
of permutations makes the problem extremely complicated. All results depend very 
strongly on n. For a single mode bifurcation with Neumann boundary conditions on 
such a  domain we expect ker L  to have dimension n! and the difficulty of analysing 
the bifurcation equations grows very fast with n. For n =  1 the domain is just an 
interval, which was studied before. A description of the case n =  2 was given by 
Crawford [3J. If n = 3 the problem is already too complicated. As we will show, the 
symmetries introduced by the periodic extension depend on the mode numbers in a 
very complicated way.
In chapter 4 some results for 2-mode interactions on squares and 3-mode interactions 
on rectangles apply to the 3-dimensional Bénard convection problem. For such mode 
interactions, the kernel of the linearized operator is expected to have dimensions three 
or four. Depending on the mode numbers we may or not give a general form for the 
bifurcation equations. In some cases the generators of the invariants must be computed 
algorithmically, which is an obstacle to obtaining of general results. A Liapunov- 
Schmidt reduction will be performed near a 3-mode interaction point on a box with a
1.1. Two Dimensional Bénard Convection 18
rectangular horizontal section and a 2-mode interaction point on a box with a square 
horizontal section.
In appendices A and B we analyse normal forms with Zj © Z2 © Zj and Z2 © D« 
symmetry. Tables for existence and criticality of branches are given. If we have a set 
of bifurcation equations with such symmetries, the bifurcation diagrams can be drawn 
directly from the tables in the appendices. The use of the appendices is illustrated in 
chapter 4 for sets of equations obtained by Liapunov-Schmidt reduction.
The aim of the following two sections is to illustrate how the abstract ideas described 
above apply to concrete physical problems. Rather than trying to obtain new results 
for these particular problems, we want to show how our methods can lead to new 
results.
1.1 T w o  D im en s io n a l B é n a rd  C o n v ec tio n
Apart from having an interest on its own. the Bénard convection problem is often 
chosen to illustrate in a concrete setting many of the abstract ideas of bifurcation 
theory. Also it gives a good intuition for other generalizations. This problem can be 
taken up from different points of view. An assumption often made is that the fluid 
is confined to an infinite layer bounded by two horizontal planes. Since here we are 
mainly interested in properties induced by the boundary conditions, we refer to Kidachi 
[15] and Metzener [16] for work on finite domains. We take a different approach here. 
We want to use all the symmetry information that we can get. The methods used here 
apply in a much more general setting as described above in this introduction.
We proceed by giving a brief description of the Bénard problem in the 2-dimensional 
rectangle fi =  [0, *t\) x [0, xf2]- Our main interest is to show how the extension method 
applies in this case. This method tells us what are the actual symmetries of the problem 
and how to set a generic problem satisfying these symmetry constraints. Then it can 
be shown that this abstract setting is isomorphic to the Bénard problem and it has 
the advantages of being much simpler and representing a large class of systems. This 
section is also a motivation for chapter 4 where we analyse in more detail the same 
Bénard problem in a 3-dimensional box.
As in Golubitsky ct al. [11], the Boussinesq approximation of the equations for the 
2-dimensional Bénard convection may be written as
dl* T d l ,
(1.5)
where v = (v,,V2 ) is the velocity vector, 0  describes the deviation of temperature, p 
is the pressure and the parameters R  and a  are, respectively, the Rayleigh number 
and the Prandtl number. The boundary conditions are a mixture of Neumann and
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àv2 n
’  * 7  "  e<1
f e — —
0 for i i  =  0, x t t 
for i 2 = 0, x i2.
( 1.6)
In order to satisfy the last equation of (1.5) we express the velocity in terms of the 
stream function 9
: «í,
The pressure can be eliminated by subtracting of the second equation from g^  of 
the first. This operation together with the scaling
6  7“&<•2
♦ 3 0 ♦ 6 *
yields the system
where the parameter
roÇ i cr
+ =  o,r
(1.7)
h
'  “
has been introduced in the equations and some operators have been scaled as
1 d2
’ = r ’ d ( i +  aa
V =
\ r d ( , 'd ( J
M f . i )  =
The domain has been scaled to fl =  [0, w] x [0, n] and the boundary conditions ¿ire
*  = *<,«, =  0<, =  0 for 6 = 0 , »  (1.8)
*  = = 0  =  0 for 6  = 0, t .
Let u =  ( 9 ,0 )  be a smooth solution to 9  satisfying the boundary conditions (1.8) on 
il. We define an extension ti by reflecting each component of u across the boundaries 
of the domain as
*.:(*. 0)«., 6) -(-•. ex-Ci.6)
«*:(*.eX 6.6)~(-*.-eX 6.-6)
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and extend periodically to the whole R3. By construction, the extended function u is 
/^•invariant where K  is the group generated by which is isomorphic to Z3 ® Z2.
It can be shown tha t u is a smooth solution of the same equations on the larger domain 
H = [—7T, ?r] x [—7r , 7r] satisfying periodic boundary conditions. The opposite is also 
true: if u is a smooth A'-invariant solution to $  satisfying periodic boundary conditions
the boundary conditions (1.8). These results are proved in section 4.3 for the Bénard 
problem in 3-dimensional domains.
We observe tha t equations (1.7) admit the translation invariant solution u =  0. We 
are interested in steady states bifurcating from this trivial branch when the Rayleigh 
number R is increased. Let Lr denote the linearization of the operator (1.7) around 
u =  0. In order to locate bifurcation points in the parameter space and compute the
As explained before, bifurcating solutions have a well defined set of mode numbers 
(k\ , fcj) € N3 induced by the periodic extension. By imposing the boundary conditions 
(1 .8) we get the eigenmode uk with components
By plotting the critical Rayleigh numbers in the (r, R) parameter space we get the 
curves in figure 1.2. By fixing the unfolding parameter r , we have a bifurcation from 
u = 0 when the bifurcation parameter R is increased across some of these curves. It is 
well known (see Golubitsky et al. [11]) that the qualitative behaviour of system (1.7) 
is preserved by projection onto ker Lr. This process is the so called Liapunov-Schmidt 
reduction. Under the assumption of periodic boundary conditions, ker Lr must be 
an irreducible representation of A'-i-T3 at a single mode bifurcation point, where K  
acts as before and T 3 acts as translations of the domain. The effect of imposing the 
boundary conditions (1.8) is to restrict this representation to Fix(A’). It can be shown 
that in this case ker Lr is isomorphic to a representation defined before in the context 
of reaction-diffusion equations with Neumann boundary conditions (see chapter 4 for 
an explicit isomorphism in 3-dimensional domains). So we can apply directly here the 
results stated before in this introduction, but the interpretation may differ because the 
isomorphism is not the identity.
For a simultaneous bifurcation of two distinct modes, ker Lr is the direct sum of 
two representations as above. A generalization of results applicable to such situations
on Ô then its restriction to ft is a smooth solution of the same equations satisfying
corresponding eigiWunctions we solve the one parameter family of equations
Lr(u ,R )  =  0. (1.9)
when the Rayleigh number is at the critical value
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Figure 1.2: Location of bifurcations in the (r, R) space.
is stated above in this introduction and proved in chapter 2 . We reproduce here the 
restriction of the final result to the 2-dimensional case for ease of exposition.
Denote the bifurcating modes by (kx, k2),{lx,l2) € N3 and x ,y  € » the respective 
amplitudes. Then the form of the projection of the bifurcation equations onto ker Lr 
depends on the mode numbers as follows:
1. If kx,k2 have the same parity and lx,l2 have the same parity we have
ax + bxl~lyk =  0 
cy +  dx‘yk~l -  0,
where k = max(kx,k2) and / =  max(lx,l2).
2. Otherwise
ox = 0
cy = 0,
where a,b,c,d  are functions of x3,y 3 and A.
On the other hand the symmetries induced by the two reflections that leave the 
domain invariant are
1. Z2 if ¿i, k2 have the same parity and lx,l2 have the same parity.
2. Z2 9  Zj otherwise.
In case 2 the bifurcation equations are expected to be a generic Z2 © Z2-equivariant 
with or without the extension method. The difference comes in case 1. Without
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the extension method we should expect the bifurcation equations to be a generic Z2- 
equivariant. As a consequence of extending the problem we find more symmetries on 
the nonlinear part. We can tell which coefficients are expected to vanish and at which 
order we can truncate the bifurcation equations without misleading the result.
Bifurcations more often considered in the literature are the ones occuring at onset. 
From figure 1.2 we see that onset mode interactions have mode numbers of the form 
(n, 1) — (n + 1,1) and these do not satisfy the parity conditions in case 1. Therefore the 
bifurcation equations for onset mode interactions in the 2-dimensional Bénard problem 
have always Z2 © Z2 symmetry and the extension method is not needed to make this 
prediction (see Metzener [16]). It would be relevant for other mode interactions found 
in figure 1.2. Some examples are
•  (2,2)-(3,l)
•  (2,2)-(5,l)
•  (4,2)-(7,l)
among many others satisfying the conditions in case 1. Further analysis is not per­
formed here. Recall that the point we wanted to make is that the extension method 
applies in the Bénard convection problem and in some cases (depending on the mode 
numbers) it is really worth applying. It can save the work of computing coefficients in 
the bifurcation equations tha t can be predicted to be zero and it helps to decide where 
the equations can be truncated.
1.2 K u ra m o to -S iv a s h in sk y  E q u a tio n
The results summarized in this introduction have been applied by Ashwin [2] to the 
Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation describing the motion of a flame front. He examines 
steady solutions on a rectangular domain with Neumann boundary conditions. There 
is a double interest in reproducing some of his results here
• As a physical application, this work is a motivation for the methods developed 
in this thesis.
•  The particular setting of this problem makes it possible to obtain further results. 
Many times in this thesis we refer to an algorithm that does part of the work. 
Beyond this it seems th a t no more general results can be obtained.
We proceed by stating the  problem and summarizing the results. Some notations 
will be changed for uniformity with the ones we have previously adopted. By taking 
the limit of zero gas expansion the steady equations can be written as
V (u )  =  A au +  Au +  (V u)a - 0 . (1.10)
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The domain is denoted by fi = [0, ax-] x [0, for] and the Neumann boundary conditions 
are
du
S(, ’
du
d h '
for
dix
^ = 0 fordZi
£i =  0,ax 
( 2  = 0, bn.
Let the function u be a solution of equation (1.10) satisfying Neumann boundary 
conditions. By reflecting u across the boundaries of the domain we get a new function 
ù such that
* * ( -& .  6 )  = ( 1.11)
Then we extend u periodically to  the whole R2. Note that equation (1.10) is invariant 
under an action of the euclidean group E(2). Thus the extended function it is a 
solution of this equation satisfying periodic boundary conditions on the larger domain 
fl = [—ax. ax] x [—6x ,6x]. It may also be shown that this extension preserves the 
regularity of the solution. The reverse is also true. Thus, solutions of (1.10) on H 
satisfying Neumann boundary conditions are in 1 : 1 correspondence with solutions 
of the same equation satisfying periodic boundary conditions on fl and the invariance 
( 1 .1 1 1 -
Note that u =  0 is a translation-invariant solution of equation (1.10). Ashwin 
examines steady-state bifurcations by regarding the two numbers (a, b) as bifurcation 
parameters. Denote L =  dV  the linearization of V  about u =  0. By Golubitsky and 
Schaeffer [30], there is a bifurcation when L hits a nontrivial kernel.
The periodic extension property implies the eigenvectors can be written as
- - -(¥)-(¥)•
where (ki,k j) € N2 are called mode numbers. The set of bifurcation points in the 
(a, b) plane is shown in figure 1.3, where each line corresponds to fixed mode numbers 
(*i,*a).
Bifurcation diagrams in a neighbourhood of some mode interaction points are drawn 
in Ashwin [2]. Using computer algebra, he projects equation (1.10) onto ker L, which is 
a finite dimensional space. Then a  bifurcation analysis is performed on these equations. 
The method used for the projection is the so called Liapunov-Schmidt reduction as in 
Golubitsky and Schaeffer [30].
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Figure 1.3: Location of bifurcations in the (a, 6) plane. Taken from Ashwin [2].
Chapter 2
Boundary Conditions and 
Symmetry
2.1 In tro d u c tio n
The aim of this chapter is to generalize, in a very natural way, the results obtained by 
Armbruster and Dangelmayr [1, 6] and Fujii et al. [9] for reaction-diffusion equations 
with Neumann boundary conditions (NBC) on the interval to n-dimensional rectangles. 
We give a brief description of how to obtain analogous results when Dirichlet boundary 
conditions (DBC) are imposed. This case is not explored in much detail here because 
after setting the symmetry context where such problems are generic, which we do, a 
complete analysis follows as in the NBC case. These results also apply to more general 
PDEs but we do not explore this direction here.
We proceed by describing the problem that we will concentrate on and summarizing 
the results obtained. Let V(u) denote a reaction-diffusion equation on an n-dimensional 
rectangle with Neumann or Dirichlet boundary conditions. We are interested in the 
solutions to V{u) = 0. In section 2.2 we give the appropriate symmetry context, where 
this problem is generic. The basic idea in the NBC case is to state a periodic boundary 
conditions (PBC) problem using the symmetry 0 (2 )" , where the superscript means 
cartesian product, and then restrict the result to the  subspace fixed by the reflections 
across the boundaries of the domain. The main point of Armbruster and Dangelmayr 
(1, 6] and Fujii et al. (9) and emphasized by Crawford et al. (4) is that in the case 
n =  1 this procedure leads to a problem with more symmetry than we would expect 
by considering only the shape of the domain. This was explained with more detail in 
chapter 1. In the DBC case we also construct a periodic extension and then restrict the 
result to the subspace fixed by reflections across the boundaries combined with sign 
change. This extension requires an extra Zj-symmetry of the operator V.
Further results in this chapter will be obtained for Neumann problems only since this 
is the simplest case where the extension method applies. Analysis of other boundary 
conditions (in particular, Dirichlet) can be carried out in a very similar way. In section
2.3 we assume that the differential operator V  is parametrized by A and V(u) =  0 
has a trivial solution u =  0, which undergoes a steady-state bifurcation at A = 0. Let 
L =  dV  denote the linearization about u =  0 a t  A =  0. We are interested in the
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projection of solutions of V(u) = 0 onto ker L for small A. We show that ker L is 
one dimensional and the resulting normal form is a generic Z2-invariant system. We 
remark that this result is completly general in the sense that it does not depend either 
on the dimension n or on the mode numbers k € Nn. Thus any bifurcation from the 
trivial solution is a pitchfork. Apart from having an interest on its own, this section 
also introduces an irreducible representation of 0 (2 )” which gives the basic blocks for 
the construction of more complicated representations of groups in later sections.
Section 2.4 is concerned with the case where the operator V  depends on an addi­
tional parameter r. In this case we expect the existence of values of r  such that two 
modes bifurcate simultaneously from the trivial solution when we vary the bifurcation 
parameter A. In this section we state and prove the main theorem which describes the 
generic bifurcations of a system near a mode interaction. Now ker L is two dimen­
sional and the normal form is still independent of n but depends on the mode numbers
In section 2.5 we assume that V  depends on m  — 1 parameters apart from the bi­
furcation parameter A. In this case the simultaneous bifurcation of m distinct modes 
is generic. The defining conditions for the form of the restricted bifurcation equations 
are given but we do not write the equations explicit. The reason for this omission is 
that the computation of a minimal set of generators of the invariants and equivariants 
involves very complicated combinatorics when more than two modes bifurcate simul­
taneously. However, we leave the problem in a state that will perm it an algorithm to 
be applied.
where F  is a smooth real valued function and u : Rn —* R. This equation is invariant 
under translations and reflections. We proceed by describing the  symmetric structure 
that the boundary conditions impose on the solution set of (2.1). Sections 2.2.1 and
2.2.2 deal with, respectively. Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions.
2 .2 .1  N e u m a n n  B o u n d a ry  C o n d itio n s
Let u(£) be a solution of V(u) =  0 on the generalized rectangle il =  (0, irt\] x • • • x 
[0, Trln), where all (j are different. Assume that u(£) satisfies the  NBC
Then u may be extended to a solution of the same PDE on the whole Rn that satisfies 
PBC on the larger rectangle Q =  [—ir£t , jrf|] x • • • x [— irtn). We make this extension 
by reflection across the boundaries
k d €  N".
2.2 T h e  A p p ro p r ia te  S y m m e try  C o n te x t
Let V(u) denote a reaction-diffusion equation on Rn
V  = A u  + F(u, A) =  0 (2.1)
when ii = 0, wl( for I <  ■ <  n. (2.2)
«(*«) -  ««)• (2.3)
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where k  belongs to the group K  generated by
: 6  -* - ( i  for 1 <  > < n,
which is isomorphic to (Z2)B. Note that, by construction, the solution ti tha t we have 
just defined on il is A'-invariant.
In lemma 3 we show that the converse is also true. More precisely, suppose that 
u is a solution to the reaction-diffusion equation (2.1) on (i that is A'-invariant. Then 
the restriction u to il satisfies the NBC.
Now we extend u periodically to the whole Rn. Denote n( =  (x f i , . . . ,  v£n). We say 
that a solution u is 27r£-periodic if and only if it is 27r£j-periodic along the direction £j, 
for 1 < j  < n. The solution that we have constructed is 2fff-periodic. Note that the 
two statements
• u is «invariant and 2jrf-periodic on R"
• u is A'-invariant and satisfies periodic boundary conditions on il 
are equivalent. From now on we use either of them arbitrarily.
In theorem 3 we show that the extension procedure described above preserves the 
regularity of the solutions.
Lemma 3 Solutions to V(u) = 0 satisfying Neumann boundary conditions on il are in 
1 : 1 correspondence with K-invariant solutions satisfying periodic boundary conditions 
on (l.
P roof This proof is very similar to the corresponding argument in one dimensional 
domains, lemma 1 in chapter 1. It is shown above, by construction, tha t each solution 
satisfying NBC on il leads to a unique solution satisfying PBC on il.
To prove the converse, let u(£) be a 2xf-periodic solution to V(u)  =  0 which is 
invariant under K . Differentiating the action of each of the generators of K  in the 
direction that is being reflected we get that
g£<0) =  0 «nd = for ‘ i J S " -
Now 2?rf-periodicity implies that
^ ( - * 4 )  -  ,or 1 £  i  i
so that
for 1 <  i  <  n.
Therefore the restriction u to il satisfies Neumann boundary conditions. □
It is necessary here to discuss the regularity of solutions u of the steady reaction- 
diffusion equation V(u) =  0. Lemma 4 and theorem 3 below are corollaries of lemma 
5.15 and theorem 5.18 of Field et al. (8). These authors consider more general operators 
as well as more general domains. We state these simpler versions here for completeness 
and ease of exposition.
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Lem m a 4 Assume that V  is a reaction-diffusion operator (2.1). Let u € C*(Rn) be a 
solution o f V. Then u € C°°(Rn).
P roof This follows from the ellipticity of V  with respect to u (see Field et al. [8]).
□
From lemmas 3 and 4 we immediately obtain the following:
Theorem  3 Let V  be a K-invariant reaction-diffusion operator. Then
1. Every smooth K-invariant solution û of V  on ft satisfying periodic boundary 
conditions restricts to a smooth solution of the Neumann problem for V  on Cl.
2. Let u € C*(ft) be a solution to the Neumann problem for V  on (l. Then
•  u is smooth.
•  u extends uniquely to a smooth K-invariant solution of V  on Û satisfying 
periodic boundary conditions.
P roof By lemma 3 we know that these statements are true except for the smoothness 
of the solutions. That is what we concentrate on now.
1. There is nothing to prove here since smoothness of u on ft implies th a t its re­
striction to ft is also smooth.
2. From the fact that u € C‘(ft) and the Neumann boundary conditions we have 
that the extended solution û belongs to C*(R"). By lemma 4, u € C°°(lRn) and 
so its restriction to ft is also smooth.
□
Now the PBC problem has 0(2)"-symmetry, where the superscript means cartesian 
product. This group may also be written as K + T n where K  acts by reflecting the 
components of (  as before and T n is generated by translations as
for 1 < > < n ,
The appropriate way of studying the NBC problem is to study first the PBC problem 
using the 0 (2 )n-symmetry, and then restrict the results to the fixed point subspace 
Fix(K).
On the other hand the only obvious symmetries of the Neumann problem, if the 
extension property is not taken into account, are the symmetries of the domain. In the 
case of rectangular domains these symmetries form the group (Z2)n generated by
rj : ( j  *-» »/> - i i  for 1 < j< n .
These symmetries are included in the ones obtained by the extension procedure but 
the converse may not hold (see chapter 1 for an example in the 1-dimensional case). 
This means that there is a change in generic behaviour if we apply one method instead
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of the other to solve the problem. There are symmetry constraints being ignored if 
we take only the symmetries of the domain into account. The aim of later sections is 
to show that this change of genericity occurs for rectangles of any dimension and also 
to describe explicitly what is the generic behaviour for single mode bifurcations and 
mode interactions.
2 .2 .2  D ir ic h le t B o u n d a r y  C o n d itio n s
The situation for DBC is slightly more complicated but the basic ideas are the same. 
In this section we describe the modifications from the previous one.
Recall that V(u) denotes a reaction-diffusion operator on Rn as (2.1). Let u(£) be 
a solution of V(u) = 0 on the generalized rectangle fi = [0, xfi] x • • • x [0, xf„], where 
all ( j  are different. Assume that u(£) satisfies the DBC
u (0  =  0 when =  0, xf, for 1 <  t <  n. (2.4)
Then u may be extended to a function on the whole Kn that satisfies PBC on the larger 
rectangle f1 =  [—xf,,x fj] x ••• x [—xfn,xf„]. We make this extension by reflection 
across the boundaries composed with sign change
“(*;{) -  - “ (() for 1 < > < >>■ (2.5)
where the k3 act on Mn as
*> : ( j  —  -f>  for 1 <  j  <  n.
The reflection ttj generate a group K  isomorphic to (Zj)" and u is A'-invariant where 
the generators of K  act as
*>(“ )(0  =  —  «(*¿0  for 1 <  t <  n .
Now it can be shown that u is a solution of V(u) =  0 if and only if the operator V  
is /^-invariant
V(kj(u)) =  — Kj(V(u)) for 1 < * <  n.
Note that the operator V  is A*-invariant if and only if F  is an odd function of u.
The analogue of theorem 3 for Dirichlet boundary conditions is as follows:
Theorem  4 Let V  he a K-invariant reaction-diffusion operator. Then
1. Every smooth K-invariant solution u o f V  on (l satisfying periodic boundary 
conditions restricts to a smooth solution o f the Dirichlet problem for V  on il.
2. Let u € C ‘(n ) be a solution to the Dirichlet problem for V  on fl. Then
•  u is smooth.
•  u extends uniquely to a smooth K-invariant solution of V  on tl satisfying 
periodic boundary conditions.
P ro o f Similar to that of theorem 3 except that the action of K  is slightly different.
□
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2.3 S ing le  M ode  B ifu rc a tio n s
The symmetries of V(u) = 0 with PBC form the group 0(2)". Recall that L =  dV 
denotes the linearization about u =  0 at A =  0. By Golubitsky et al. [11], a single 
mode bifurcation occurs if and only if ker L is an irreducible representation of 0(2)". 
In the next section we define the group action and restrict it to  FixiA-) in order to 
obtain the symmetry constraints imposed on the NBC problem.
2.3.1 T h e  G ro u p  A c tio n
The aim of this section is to give an irreducible representation V* of 0(2)". Then when 
NBC are imposed, ker L is isomorphic to the subspace of V* that is fixed by the action
of A'.
Denote 0 = (0 i,... ,0„) a generic n-torus element. We may write an action of T"
as
0: Z j~  eil>9Zj for 1 < j  < 2"-1, (2 .6)
where the tj are all elements of the form ( 7^ , ± 7^ , . . . ,  ± 7^ ) for some set of integers 
kj. Without loss of generality we assume that these integers are nonnegative and they 
are called mode numbers. Now an irreducible representation of T " may be written as
V* =  span |e ,€i-<|l < j  < 2"-1} .
If all the mode numbers are zero then V* is isomorphic to R and the action of the n-torus 
is trivial. Otherwise V* is isomorphic to Cv ~ where j  is the number of nonzero mode 
numbers. Note that the action (2.6) on V* is naturally induced by the translations of 
defined before. There is also a well-defined action of A on V* induced by the reflections 
Kj of (7. The generator Ki sends each eigenfunction to the complex conjugate of another 
one and the remaining kj act by permuting eigenfunctions.
We have just proved that the periodic extension property implies the existence of 
a set of n mode numbers associated to each solution of the steady reaction-diffusion 
equation V(u) = 0. This is the analog of part 1 of proposition 1 in chapter 1 for 
more general domains. In chapter 1 we consider the domain as an interval and here we 
generalize to n-dimensional rectangles. The result is as follows:
Proposition 2 Under the above hypotheses on V{u) =  0, satisfying Neumann bound­
ary conditions, u>e have that bifurcating solutions have a well-defined set of mode num­
bers k. € N ".
P roof By theorem 3 there is a bifurcation at A =  0 in equilibrium solutions of 
V(u) = 0 with PBC on the larger rectangle Cl. The group of symmetries of this 
bifurcation problem is 0(2)". The result comes from the definition of the T"-action 
(2 .6) above. □
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2 .3 .2  B o u n d a ry  C o n d itio n s  a s  S y m m e tr y  C o n s tr a in ts
As explained above the NBC problem is obtained by restricting a system with 0(2)"- 
symmetry to the fixed point subspace Fix(K). In this way the NBC may be seen 
as symmetry constraints on the periodic boundary value problem. The group action 
restricted to Fix(A) is the quotient No(a)«(A)/A' where No(j)«(A) is the normalizer 
of K  in 0(2)". The result of this restriction is given in proposition 3 below. Note that 
this generalizes, in a very natural way, part 2 of proposition 1 in chapter 1 .
Proposition 3 Under the above hypotheses on V(u) = 0, satisfying Neumann bound­
ary conditions, we have that generically, if  at least one of the mode numbers kj is 
positive, the bifurcation is a pitchfork.
P roof The group of symmetries of the bifurcation problem with PBC on Cl is 0(2)" 
and an irreducible representation of this group may be written as V* defined before. If 
NBC are imposed we have that ker L is isomorphic to the subspace of V* that is fixed 
by K . We denote this subspace by V*. A direct calculation shows that
which is isomorphic to R.
Now assume that kj > 0. Then the solution is ^--periodic in the direction £j of the 
domain and a translation of half period in this direction sends the only eigenfunction
2.4 In te ra c t io n  o f  2 M o d es
Now assume that V  depends on the additional parameter r and that V  undergoes a 
simultaneous bifurcation of two steady states with mode numbers &,/ €  Nn when the 
parameters are set to zero.
2 .4 .1  G ro u p  T h e o ry
Under the assumption of PBC we have that ker L is isomorphic to the direct sum
where V* and V/ are two irreducible representations of 0 (2 )"  as defined in the previous 
section. By inspection on the action of T n we see that there is no loss of generality in 
assuming that kj and lj are coprime. Otherwise we factor out the kernel of the group 
action.
Denote Nn =No(2)"(A)/A' and Hn the quotient of N n by the kernel of its action 
on Fix(A). By theorem 5 below the action of Hn on Fix( A') imposes some symmetries 
on the NBC problem. However these symmetries are not sufficient to guarantee an 
extension to a 0(2)"-invaria»t mode interaction. Sufficient conditions will be given 
explicitly in section 2.4.2 by invariant theory methods. We end this section by stating 
and proving the following:
to its negative. Thus bifurcating solutions have a conjugate by the group Z2. □
V*©Vi,
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Theorem  5 Let 0(2)" act on V* © Vj as before. Let V* and Vi be the subspace of V* 
and V, respectively, that is fixed by K . Then V* ©V/ may be identified with R2 and Hn 
is isomorphic to
•  Z2 if  all kj have the same parity and all lj have the same parity;
•  Z2 © Z 2 otherwise.
P ro o f It is well known that if £  is a subgroup of T then Np(£) is the largest subgroup 
of T that leaves Fix E setwise invariant.
Let 0(2 )n act diagonally on V* © Vi where the action on each block is as in section 
2.3. Denote by V* © V; the subspace fixed by the reflections K . By inspection on the 
action of K  we see that both V* and Vj are isomorphic to R. Under the assumption 
that kj and lj are coprime we have that Nn is generated by translations of xtj as
"i : (x. v) •-» ( ( - l )* 'x ,( - l ) ' '* )  for 1 <  j  <  n.
All the Vj act nontrivially because k, and lj are coprime. Thus Hn is at least Z2 and 
it is Z2 © Z2 unless all k. have the same parity and all lj have the same parity (which 
may differ from that of the kj). □
2 .4 .2  In v a r ia n t  T h e o ry
In this section we give sufficient conditions under which a mapping in R2 may be 
extended to an 0 (2 )n-equivariant. The conditions in proposition 5 are necessary but 
not sufficient. We begin by showing that the 0(2)n-equivariants restricted to Fix(K) 
may be obtained directly from the invariants. Then the form of the most general 
equivariant will be determined by the generators of the invariants. We need a theorem 
that generalizes a result of Hill and Stewart [13].
T heorem  0 Let T " act diagonally on Cm, and 7 i , . . . / r generate the C-valued invari­
ants. Then the equivariants are generated by the mappings
0
0
for 1 < j  < m and 1 <  g < r.
P ro o f Let (E\, be an equivariant, without loss of generality with monomial
components (the superscript t means transposed). Then a  direct computation shows 
that IjE j is invariant for all j .  Therefore we may write
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Then Jj divides some Ig, without loss of generality /„ . Therefore
E, =  - l n
=
The result follows by observing that z j l lgt is a rational multiple of ^p-. □
Armbruster and Dangelmayr [1, 6] computed the 0(2)-invariants and equivariants 
and then restricted the result to Fix(A'). Gomes [12] tried the same method and found 
that the generators of the 0 (2 )2-invariants had to be computed algorithmically. We 
expect that to follow the same method for 0 (2 )" should lead to a very complicated 
problem. This is the reason for the different approach that will be used in this section. 
We compute the restricted version of the invariants directly from the information given 
by the defining conditions for 0(2)n-invariance. It is well known (see Golubitsky ct 
al. [11]) that given a group I \  the T-invariants form a ring. What we need here is 
a variation of this result. We have a subgroup E of T and we want the restriction of 
the T-invariants to the fixed point subspace Fix(E). It still holds that the restricted 
invariants form a ring. Our aim is to achieve the form of a generic equivariant. Again by 
Golubitsky et al. [11] the T-equivariants form a module over the ring of the invariants. 
It is also true that the restricted equivariants form a module over the ring of the 
restricted invariants. This will give the form of the generic bifurcation equation under 
the imposed symmetry constraints. We have the following:
T heorem  7 Let 0(2)" act diagonally on V*©Vi as before and / j , . . .  IT generate the in­
variants restricted to Fix(K). Then the equivariants restricted to Fix(K) are generated 
by the mappings
We proceed by finding a  minimal set of generators for the invariants restricted to 
Fix (A'). The result is as follows:
Theorem  8 Let the group 0(2)" act diagonally on V* ©V} as before. Then the 0(2)"- 
invariants restricted to Fix(K) are generated according to the mode numbers as follows:
• I f all kj have the same parity and all lj have the same parity the generators are 
x2,y 2 and x‘yk, where k =  maxjkj and l = maxjlj.
•  Otherwise the generators are x2,y2.
Before proving theorem 8 we state and prove the following:
for 1 < g <  r.
P ro o f This is a consequence of theorems 6 and 5. □
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Lemma 5 Let Mn be the 2n_I x 2n~x-matrix constructed by induction as follows:
Then by letting Ca = M  H S z we have that
a) Ca 0  if and only if  a\ =  . . .  =  a„ (mod 2 );
b) I f a €  H" and a, > • • • > an then Ca ?  O => jk r M n{Ca) PI N2""' ^  0. 
P roof
a) Let Pn be the 2n_l x 2n-,-matrix constructed by induction as follows:
Now we have that A/„ = QnPn where Qn is defined by induction as follows:
By noting that Qn is unimodular we have that the lattice M  in (2.8) can be 
defined equivalently by
We see by induction that for 0 <  j  < n — 2 in the 2i +  1-row of the of the matrix 
Pn exactly two entries are nonzero:
Thus, in order for c € 5 . to belong to M  it is necessary that a t =  . . .  =  an 
(mod 2). The sufficiency of this condition comes from the fact that Pn is a 
triangular matrix whose diagonal entries are nonzero.
b) From the definitions (2.8,2.10) of the lattice M  we see that all the mappings 
between lattices in the following diagram are bijections:
n > 2 . (2.7)
Define the lattice
M  =  {e € Z2"- ' |A/«c = 0 (mod ')} . ( 2.8 )
Given a £ Zn define
Sa = {e € Za"”'|c i =  ai,cp-i+ i =  a ,,2 < j  < n} . (2.9)
n >  2 .
n >  2.
M (2 . 10)
entry in column 1 
entry in column 2> +  1
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Q n
z2"“' —► z2"'1
2H=rPn \  /  2^=rMn
M
By induction on n we see that
Mn\ lZ  = 2 =  2n_1/,
where P ' is defined by induction as follows:
'!-(«• * - ( « : :  J L ) '  ns2-
Therefore the inverse of the mappings from M  onto Z2"- ' in the diagram above 
are
Recall that £„ is a codimension n subset of .M obtained by fixing n components 
as in (2.9). We want to show that if £„ is nonempty then its image under ^=rMn 
intersects N2"”' . This is the same as showing that
or equivalently
) jt 0 . (2.11)
Now we consider the hypothesis ai >  • • • > an and find one particular element 
in the intersection (2.11). Let u be an arbitrary element of Z2"~\ If £„ ^  0  we 
have tha t P '(u) € £„ if and only if
ut =  ai, ui — 2uv -i+i =  a,-, 2 < j  < n
which is the same as
ui =  °\ i U ji-m  =  ** j*J » 2  <  j  <  n. (2 .12 )
The components of u not involved in (2.12) are free to take any values. We want 
u to satisfy also Qn(u) € N2"-1. For that we choose the free components of u as 
follows:
=  2  ^  ^  n, 2 < » < 22 2.
Now the element 7  = Q„(u) belongs to ^=rMn(Cm) flN2""1 if the hypothesis in 
the lemma are satisfied and the result follows. □
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P roof o f theorem  8 We give explicit conditions for 0(2)"-invariance and inter­
pret them in Fix(A"). The ring of T B-invariants is generated by certain monomials 
represented in multi-index notation by
(2.13)
where z € Vk, tv € Vi and q} , 0 l , Q.2, $* €N 2"“‘. Set 2  =  a 1— = QL2-(P  € Z2"- ’ and 
the n x 2n -1 -matrix where the entries in column j  are the signs of the components of
cj in the same order and the ej are all elements of the form ± ^ , . . . ,  i f 11) induced 
by the T n-action (2.6) in section 2.3. Then the condition for T"-invariance becomes
£»2+ 1  U i  *  0. (2.14)
We set
a  =  L„Z h = Ln&. 
and (2.14) can be represented by
a jk j  +  b jlj  = 0, 1 <  j  <  n .
Now let Mn be the 2"“1 x 2n-1-matrix defined in (2.7) and apply the coordinate
change
£ =  M,7, i  = Mni- (2.1S)
By induction on n we see that
Mn = Ml, M i = 2" - ’/.
Therefore
1  - 4 = (2.16)
By reordering the columns of Ln if necessary we have tha t a,£ are projections of £,d 
onto Zn such that
ai =  c, 6j = dx
aj — cJ<-*+ii 2 < j  < n b} = da-a+i, 2 < j  < n. (2.17)
We want to find necessary and sufficient conditions under which a given a € Z" may 
be lifted as a € Z2" 1 such that 2  € Z2"- ’ where 2  is as in (2.16). This is achieved if 
and only if
M„C = 0 (mod 2n-,Z2"-1  ).
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The same condition will then be imposed on b. By lemma 5.a) the answer is 
ax =  . . .  =  a„ (mod 2).
The trivial solution of (2.15) corresponds to elements generated by
Zj7j, WjWj, \ < j  < 2"_l. (2.18)
Dividing out factors of these from (2.13) leads to a monomial in multi-index notation
as
«Wt»“  (2.19)
where | . | denotes the modulus of each component and Uj is Zj or ?j, v, is Wj or tvj 
depending on the sign of the ./-component of 2 * £ respectively.
In theorem 5 we saw that Fix( A') is isomorphic to R2. Thus the invariants (2.18,2.19) 
become
Nt = x2, N t  =  y \  T  = x^y4,
where 7  and 6 represent the sum of the moduli of each component of 7  and £ re­
spectively. Now solutions of (2.15) are of the form (a,6) =  (A l,—Ak) where A  is a 
diagonal matrix with integer entries. Under the assumption that hcf (k j,lj) =  1 for 
1 <  j  < n above we have that all the diagonal entries of A must have the same parity. 
By imposing condition (2.18) to a, 6, we get the diagonal entries of A may be odd only
if
(mod 2 ), / , = . . . = / „  (mod 2 ). (2 .20)
From (2.15,2.17) we see that 7  has the same parity as all the a, and 6 has the same 
parity as all the bj. Thus 7 , 6 must be both even if (2.20) is not satisfied, in which 
case N i, N? generate the ring of invariant functions. So from now on we assume that 
(2.20) is true. In this case there are elements of the form T  that are not generated by 
N\, N 2 and for these 7  and all the lj have the same parity and 6 and all the kj have 
the same parity.
Also from (2.15,2.17) we have that
7  >  max |a j|, 6 > max |6j-|. (2 .2 1 )
We claim that there exist £,d €  Z2"-1  satisfying the equalities in (2.21). This will 
imply that
min 7  =  max \aj|, min 6 = max |. (2 .22)
To prove the claim we assume without loss of generality that a, —ft € N". By 
induction on n we have that all the entries in the first column of Mn are + 1  and in 
the other columns the number of + ls  and - I s  is the same. For simplicity we assume 
that ai > • • • > n„. Thus in order to get the first equality in (2.22) it is enough 
to show that a can be lifted as £ € Z2"”1 such that 2  € N2"“ , where 2  =  M nXi-
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This comes immediately from lemma 5b). Now let ir be a permutation such that 
—6ir-i(t) >  • • • > — 6 ,-1 („) and apply a variation of lemma 5 where Mn is substituted 
by TT~lMnir to show that the two equalities (2 .22) hold simultaneously.
Now we are left with minimizing the absolute values of the components of a, b when 
the diagonal entries of A are all odd. Recalling that
f a t )  =  (A l,-A k )
we see that all the components achieve their minimum values simultaneously when A 
is the identity and the result follows. □
Now we have everything we need in order to give the main final result, which gives 
the form of the bifurcation equations for steady-state mode interactions in reaction- 
diffusion equations on generalized rectangles with NBC.
Theorem  9 Assume that V(u) = 0 undergoes a simultaneous bifurcation o f the two 
modes k ,[  € H from u = 0 when the parameter A crosses zero. Then the form o f the 
reduced bifurcation equations on ker L depends on the mode numbers as follows:
1. I f all kj have the same parity and all lj have the same parity we have
ax +  cx‘~lyk =  0 
by + dx‘yk~' = 0
where k = maijkj and l =  maXjlj.
2. Otherwise
ax = 0 
by = 0
where a,b,c,d are functions of x2,y 2 and A.
P roo f This comes directly from theorems 7 and 8. □
In case 1 the bifurcation equations reduce to those of Armbruster and Dangelmayr 
[1] when n =  1. However, their assumption that k and / are coprime is no longer always 
valid. In case 2 the equations are Z3 0  Z3-equivariant and those have been studied by 
Golubitsky et al. (11). In this case there are no degeneracies created by the periodic 
extension.
2.5 In te r a c t io n  o f  m  M o d es
Now assume that V  depends on m - 1  additional parameters. Then a simultaneous 
bifurcation for the parameter A of m steady states with distinct mode numbers is 
generic. Suppose that V  undergoes a simultaneous bifurcation of m steady states with 
mode numbers € Nn when the parameters are set to zero. The methods
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introduced in section 2.4 on interaction of two modes apply almost directly to the case 
where any number of modes bifurcate simultaneously. However, the final result here is 
not as complete as in the previous section in the sense that a minimal set of generators 
of the restricted equivariants will not be given. The invariant theory involves more 
complicated combinatorics if we have more than two modes interacting. In this section 
we give a nonminimal set of generators of the invariants. After this, a minimal set 
can be computed algorithmically. As before the equivariants may be obtained directly 
from the invariants.
2 .5 .1  G ro u p  T h e o ry
Under the assumption of PBC we have that ker L is isomorphic to where each
block is an irreducible representation of 0(2)" as in section 2.3. We may factor out 
the kernel of the group action and assume that
hcf(A *........*") =  1 for 1 <  j  < n. (2.23)
As in section 2.4.1 we denote N„ =No(a)"(A')/A' and Hn the quotient of Nn by 
the kernel of its action on Fix(A”). Theorem 10 gives the symmetries imposed by the 
action of Hn on Fix(K) on the NBC problem. Before stating and proving this result 
we need some preliminary notation. Given a set of mode numbers k  we denote by pk 
a vector with components
ptb] -  ( - i)* '.
T heorem  10 Let 0(2)" act diagonally on 03 before. Then Fix(K) may be
identified with Rm and Hn is isomorphic to (Zj)*' where q in the rank of the matrix
(>>*■.
P roof This proof is very similar to that of theorem 5 for the interaction of 2 modes. 
We find that Nn is generated by
: I  — ((—1)*4*,........ ( - I ) * r x . ) ,  l < > < n .  (2.24)
This is a  group isomorphic to (Z2)* where q is the number of independent reflections. 
More precisely q is the rank of the matrix with the vectors pki for columns. □
2 .5 .2  In v a r ia n t  T h e o ry
In this section we give a nonminimal set of generators of the invariants under the T"- 
action on ©¿LjHi defined above. We leave the problem in a suitable state for the 
application of an algorithm giving a minimal set of generators.
By restricting the T"-equivariants given by theorem 6 to Fix(A') where K  acts on 
each block as in section 2.3 we get
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Theorem  11 Let 0(2)" act on ©JLj V*> as before and J j , . . .  /, generate the invariants 
restricted to Fix(K). Then the equivariants restricted to Fix(K) are generated by the 
mappings
0
row j
0
91.
9x,
0
» /
for \ < j  < rn and 1 < g < r.
P roof This is a consequence of theorems 6 and 10. □
Theorem  12 Let the group 0(2)" act on ( 
restricted to Fix(K) are generated by x2, . . .
Vkt as before. Then the T n-invariants 
, together with monomials of the form
where a' =  maxj\a'j\ and the a} satisfy the conditions
• a)kj  +  • • • +  =  0, 1 < j  <  n
•  a', =  . . .  =  aj, (mod 2) for  1 <  i <  m
P roof The ring of T n-invariants is generated by monomials represented in multi­
index notation by
Z f'T ? ' ■ ■ • Z«"7C" (2.25)
where Z, € V*. and Ol,I?  € N2"- ' . Setting 2' =  (tt' “  §!) € Z2""* for 1 <  » <  m we 
have that the condition for T n-invariance is
a)k) + • • • +  =  0, 1 <  j  < n (2.26)
where g' =  (a \, . . . ,  aj,) € Zn is such that
t!  =  ¿2 ', 1 < t <  r  (2.27)
and Ln is the n x 2"- l -matrix introduced in section 2.4.2 on interaction of two modes. 
We want to find the conditions on a' € Zn for which there exists a 2 ' € Z2"~ satisfying 
(2.27).
In order to use lemma 5 of section 2.4.2 recall that Mn is the 2"“1 x 2n -‘-matrix 
defined in (2.7) as
A/, = ( 1 ), Mn-l
M n - l
A/„-, \
-M n-l )  ’
n >  2
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and apply the coordinate change
ç' =  Afny  for 1 <  i <  r. (2.28)
By reordering the columns of Ln if necessary we have that a* is a projection of £' onto 
Z" such that
We want to find necessary and sufficient conditions under which a given a' € Zn may 
be lifted as £* € Z2"- ' such that y  €  Z2"”’ where by (2.28)
Monomials of the form zz  are invariant. Dividing out factors of these from (2.25) 
leads to  a monomial in multi-index notation as
where | . | denotes the modulus of each component and the j th  component of [/,• € 
is the j th  component of Z{ or ~Z{ depending on the sign of the yj.
By restricting to Fix(K) =  Rm we get that the invariants are generated by
where 7 ' is the sum of the moduli of each component of y .  From (2.28,2.29) we get
We claim that there exists £* € Z2"“1 satisfying the equalities in (2.31). This will 
imply that
To prove the claim we assume without loss of generality that fl' € Nn. By induction 
on n we have that all the entries in the first column of Mn are +1 and in the other 
columns the number of + ls  and —Is is the same. For simplicity we assume that 
<*i > • • • >  <*n- Thus in order to get the first equality in (2.32) it is enough to show 
that fl' can be lifted as c' € Z2"”1 such tha t € N2"“1, where =  A/”V . This comes
a\ =  cj and oj =  C2,_2+, for 2 < j  < n. (2.29)
This is achieved if and only if
Mnst =  0 (mod 2n 'Z2"-1) for 1 <  i < m
By lemma 5.a) the answer is
a|, (mod 2) for 1 < t < m (2.30)
•1.2 x„ and PJ x f
7 ' > max |a* |, 1 < » < m. (2.31)
min 7 ' =  mjix (aj |, 1 <  » <  m (2.32)
immediately from lemma 5b) in section 2.4. □
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Recall that in section 2.4, the general form for the bifurcation equations was given 
for interaction of two modes (see theorem 8). Unfortunately an analogue of that result 
cannot be obtained when an arbitrary number m of modes bifurcate simultaneously. 
The reason is that a minimal set of generators for the invariants (as in theorem 12) 
must be computed algorithmically. We wrote a computer program that works for m  up 
to 4, which is enough for the application that we are interested in (Bénard convection, 
see chapter 4). The algorithm used is not described in this thesis for two reasons: 
first it is too complicated and second our generators can be obtained by adapting an 
algorithm of Fekken (7).
We proceed by stating the problem that this author deals with and describing 
briefly how to adapt his algorithm to our situation. Fekken wants the invariants under 
an action of S1 on Cm as
0 : zj •-* e ,k itZj for 1 < j  < m,
where the k3 are nonnegative integers and Zj € C. The invariants under this action of 
the group S ' are generated by z33, for 1 < j  <  m together with monomials of the form
where the a3 satisfy the equation
klal +  • • • +  kmam =  0 (2.33)
and Wj is Zj or Jj if a3 is, respectively, > 0 or <  0. Now equation (2.33) defines a 
codimension one lattice C on Zm. Given that Wj depends on the sign of a3, Fekken 
divides the lattice C into cones according to the sign of the a3 and computes the 
generators of each cone.
In our problem instead of w3 € C we have Xj € R, and therefore the signs af 
the a3 are not important. We have n equations of the form (2.33) defining n lattices 
A , . . . ,£ n .  We apply the algorithm of Fekken to each equation independently and 
then take the modulus of the result. We may get some redundancies that can be 
eliminated. Then the remaining elements must be distributed into classes according to 
their parities. Inside each class we compute the maxima as in theorem 12.
Chapter 3
Perm utations o f Edges as 
Additional Symmetries
3.1 In t ro d u c t io n
As in chapter 2, also here we are concerned with reaction-diffusion equations on the 
euclidean space Rn. The difference is that now the domain is an n-dimensional cube, 
all the edges have the same length. This introduces extra symmetries into the problem 
studied previously.
Let V(u)  denote a reaction-diffusion equation on the cube [0, 7r]n with NBC. As 
before all the steady solutions of this problem extend to the bigger cube [—7r,jr]n by 
reflection across the boundaries, giving a solution of the same equations but satisfy­
ing PBC on the larger domain. Note that, by construction, these new solutions are 
invariant under reflection across the boundaries of [0, x]n. Conversely, all solutions of 
the PBC problem that are invariant under these reflections restrict to a solution of 
the NBC problem. Therefore, the original problem has all the symmetries of the PBC 
problem tha t keep the NBC on [0,ir]n, but not necessarily leave this domain invariant.
Up to now it all works just as it did for the rectangle (as expected because the cube 
is a special rectangle). A cube is distinguished from an ordinary rectangle by being 
invariant under permutations of edges. These symmetries leave V(u) invariant, and 
also both periodic and Neumann boundary conditions. Thus, the group of symmetries 
of the PBC problem is now 0 (2 )n-i-Sn, where S„ is the group of permutations of n 
elements.
In this chapter we are interested in the simplest steady-state bifurcations with the 
symmetries described above. We assume that P(u) =  0 has a trivial solution u =  0, 
which undergoes a steady-state bifurcation at A = 0. By performing a Liapunov- 
Schmidt reduction, V(u) is projected onto ker dV and the qualitative behaviour is 
maintained. Now the dimension of ker dT> with NBC is <  n!, which is the number 
of permutations of n elements. The simplicity of the reduced bifurcation equations 
obtained for the generic rectangle is very far from being observed here. This problem 
is really much more complicated and depends on n. General results are very hard to 
obtain.
This chapter is divided into five sections. In section 3.2 we define the action of
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0(2)"-i-Sn on ker dV and its restriction to the subspace where the NBC problem lives. 
In section 3.3, by invariant theory methods, we describe the form of the bifurcation 
equations projected onto ker dP. In sections 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 we work with more detail 
on cubes of dimension 1,2,3 respectively. It will be seen that the problem is already 
complicated for n = 3.
As we said before, this chapter is concerned only with the simplest type of steady- 
state bifurcations, when all bifurcating solutions are conjugate under an action of 
0(2)"+Sn. Recall that more complicated bifurcations, mode interactions, have been 
studied for the  interval, n =  1 (see chapter 1). In chapter 4 analogous results in the 
case n = 2, square, are needed for the 3-dimensional Bénard convection.
3.2 T h e  G ro u p  A c tio n
As in previous chapters, P(u) denotes a reaction-diffusion equation on K” 
P = A u  + F(u, A) =  0
and we are interested in the solutions u(£) that satisfy NBC
%
(£) = 0 when & =  0, ir for 1 < « <  n
on the generalized cube [0, tr]". The extension method described in section 2.2 applies 
directly to this case because the cube is just a special rectangle. The only difference is 
that the domain has now a richer group of symmetries and they are preserved by the 
periodic extension.
Now the group of symmetries of the PBC problem on [—?r, ir]n is 0 (2 )n+S„ in 
contrast with a  generic rectangle, which has only 0 (2 )n-symmetry. Again we assume 
that P{u) =  0 has a trivial solution u = 0 which undergoes a steady-state bifurcation 
at A = 0. Recall that L =  dP denotes the linearization about u =  0 at A =  0 and L 
is generically an irreducible representation of 0(2 )n-j-S„. In order to  make the group 
action explicit we begin by recalling the representation of T n introduced in section
2.3.1
$ : gj ->
where the t j  are elements of the form (klt ±k2, . . .» ±kn) for some set of nonnegative 
integers kj. These integers are called mode numbers. We write an irreducible repre­
sentation of T n as
V, = span { ,“><! 1 < j  <  2”- 1).
Let the action of K  be induced by the reflections Kj of Now denote sj for 1 < 
j  < n! the elements of the group of permutations Sn and construct a  representation of 
0(2 )n-i-Sn as the direct sum
e j i . i W
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We define an action of Sn as being induced by the action of this group on the mode 
numbers. Note tha t the action of 0(2)" makes each block irreducible and the group 
Sn permutes them in such a way that the direct sum is irreducible if and only if all 
mode numbers are different, which will be assumed throughout this section.
By factoring out the kernel of the group action if necessary we may assume without 
loss of generality th a t the kj are coprime. By restricting the group action to Fix(A') we 
obtain a result that has the line as a particular case. Denote by Nn the quotient group 
No<2r+SB(/0 /A' and Hn the quocient of Nn by the kernel of its action on Fix(A').
Theorem  13 Let 0 (2 )" +Sn act on © " ^ , a s  before. Then Fix(K) may be iden­
tified with Rn' and Hn is isomorphic to (Zj)p-i-Sn if p — 1 is the number of even mode 
numbers.
P roof Inspection of the action of A’, as in chapter 2, gives the identification of Fix(A') 
with Rn!. Given tha t the kj are assumed to be coprime, the group Nn is generated by 
translations of ir as
*V  * ........( - l) -< * ; >*„), 1 <  i  <  n (3.1)
together with the restriction of S„ to Fix(A').
In order to find a  set of generators for the group Hn we assume that the elements 
of S„ have been ordered so that
*j =  (1 » .  1 <  j  <  n
s j  € ( * a , . . . , « . ) ,  n  +  1 <  i  <  n !
It can be seen that th e  induced permutations of blocks are such that
Thus
Si = I
l/j = s f l V\Si
= W i t
»> €
= (Z3)-+ S n.
Now Hn is not always isomorphic to the full group of symmetry of the n-cube, (Z a)"-i-SB 
because some of the reflections v, may act in the same way depending on the parities 
of the mode numbers. By inspection on the actions (3.1) it follow^ s that //„ is actually 
isomorphic to (Z j^-i-S ,, if p — 1 is the number of even mode numbers. □
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3.3 In v a r ia n t T h e o ry
In this section we give the necessary and sufficient conditions under which a mapping 
in R" may be extended to  an 0 (2 )n+Sn-equivariant. Recall that in chapter 2, for single 
mode bifurcations and 2-mode interactions on generic rectangles, we gave explicitly a 
minimal set of generators of the 0(2)"-invariants restricted to Fix(K). From those we 
could read the equivariants directly. On the contrary, here we give all the conditions 
for invariance and equivariance but a minimal set of generators in the general case will 
not be given. The reason is that this problem involves very complex combinatorics. 
However, if the mode numbers are given we can compute the generators of the T n- 
invariants algorithmically. We proceed by giving the conditions for T n-invariance. The 
result is as follows:
Proposition 4 Let the group 0(2)"-i-Sn act on as before. Then the T n-
invariants restricted to F ix(K) are monomials o f the form
where a' = maxj|aj| and the a j satisfy the conditions
• a)si(kj) +  • • • +  a f s n](kj) =  0, 1 <  j  < n
• a\ = . . .  = a\ (mod 2 ) for 1 < t <  n!
P roof The ring of T"-invariants is generated by monomials represented in multi­
index notation by
Z f 'z f  . . Z j ' z f '  (3.2)
where Z, € V»,(fc) and € N2"- '.  Setting 2* =  (a 1 — /3') € Z2"- ' for I <  i <  n! we
have that the condition for T n-invariance is
+  "  +«■'*»!(*») =  0, 1 < J < n
where a' =  (a \ ,. . .  ,aj,) €  Zn is such that
a* *  L t f ,  1 <  i <  n! (3.3)
and Ln is the n x 2n-1-matrix introduced in section 2.4.2 on generalized rectangles. 
We want to find the conditions on a‘ € Zn for which there exists a 2 ' €  Z2"- satisfying 
(3.3).
In order to use lemma 5 of section 2.4.2 recall that Mn is the 2n_I x 2B-1-matrix 
defined in (2.7) as
w, =  ( D .  " 2 2
and apply the coordinate change
C* = Mn2 * for 1 <  i < n! (3.4)
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By reordering the columns of Ln if necessary we have that a ' is a projection of q' onto 
Zn such that
aj =  cj and a) = 4 j-*+i for 2 < j < n .  (3.5)
We want to find necessary and sufficient conditions under which a given a‘ € Zn may 
be lifted as ç' € Z2"”1 such that 2* €  Z2""‘ where by (3.4)
2 ' =  jA rM ni.
This is achieved if and only if
M„£' =  0 (mod 2n_1Z2"_l) for 1 <  * <  n!
By lemma 5.a) the answer is
aj =  . . .  =  a'n (mod 2) for 1 <  i < n!
Monomials of the form zz are invariant. Dividing out factors of these from (3.2) 
leads to a monomial in multi-index notation as
u P l - t i P  (3.6)
where | . | denotes the modulus of each component and the j th  component of t/,- € Vi.fâ 
is the j th  component of Z, or ~Z{ depending on the sign of the 7 J.
By restricting to Fix(A') = Rn! we get that the invariants are generated by
x] ,. . . ,  x2, and x7’
where 7 ' is the sum of the moduli of each component of 2 '- From (3.4,3.5) we get
7 * >  max |o)|, 1 <  t < n! (3.7)
We claim that there exists q' €  Z2"“' satisfying the equalities in (3.7). This will 
imply that
min 7 ' =  max |aj |, 1 <  s <  n! (3.8)
To prove the claim we assume without loss of generality that fl' €  Nn. By induction 
on n we have that all the entries in the first column of Mn are + 1  and in the other 
columns the number of + ls  and —Is is the same. For simplicity we assume that 
aj >  • • • >  aj,. Thus in order to  get the first equality in (3.8) it is enough to show 
that ft' can be lifted as £  € Z2"-1  such that 2 ' € N2""', where 2 ' =  M ~lc'. This comes 
immediately from lemma 5b) in chapter 2. □
A minimal set of generators for the restricted T n-invariants can be computed algo­
rithmically as explained in section 2.5. In that section we also say how to generate the 
restricted T n-equivariants directly from the generators of the restricted T n-invariants 
(see theorem 11). Symmetrization of these over Sn gives the restricted 0 (2 )n+S„ in­
variants. Such symmetrization may be a combinatorially complex problem if n is large. 
In the following three sections we give a more detailed description of this procedure for 
n »  1,2,3.
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3.4 1 -D im ensional D o m a in
The only element of the group of permutations Si is the identity. Thus for n =  1 cube 
and rectangle are the same. This case is very straightforward but we reproduce some 
of the results here for comparison with other values of n. The normalizer quotient H\ 
is isomorphic to the group Z3 whose action is generated by
The only isotropy subgroups are the identity and Z3 itself. The isotropy lattice is just
Z3
Recall that the extension property described before implies the existence of a well- 
defined mode number k € N. The group H\ acts as the symmetries of the interval 
0^. J j. Since the bifurcating solution has odd mode number, 1, in the smaller domain, 
it has always a conjugate by reflection about (which is the same as translation of * 
in the corresponding PBC problem). Thus the generic bifurcation is a pitchfork and 
if k is even there is a reflection symmetry that would not be expected without the 
periodic extension.
The invariants are generated by x2 and the reduced bifurcation equations are of the 
form
where /  = xa generates the invariants. The generic bifurcation from x =  0 is a 
pitchfork. The equation for the branch and its stability for the invariant system
Assuming that a*(0) < 0 the bifurcation diagram depends on the coefficient a/(0) 
as follows:
T
l
/(x , A) =  a(/,A)x =  0 (3.9)
x +  / ( x ,  A) =  0 (3.10)
are as follows:
7 : * ** TT ~ m  lvalue
a,(0)<0 a, (0)>0
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3.5 2 -D im ensiona l D o m a in
Crawford [3] gave a complete description of this case. Some of the results are repro­
duced here for uniformity of notation and comparison with other values of n. There 
are two cases to consider.
In this case ker L is 1-dimensional and the action of the normalizer quotient Hi is 
generated as in the previous section. The reflections i/j , j/2 act in the same way (non- 
trivially) and both permutations s ,, s2 ac t trivially. Thus, as in the case n =  1, the 
generic bifurcation from x =  0 is a pitchfork.
3 .5 .2  ki ^  k 2 : G r o u p  T h e o r y
In this case the symmetric group S2 does not act trivially. It contains the 2 elements
By theorem 13 we have that Hi is isomorphic to
(a) D< if one of ki t ki is even;
(b) Zj-j-Sj if k i,k i are both odd.
These are all the possibilities because by factoring out the kernel of the action of 
0(2 )a+S2 on C4, in section 3.2 we have assumed without loss of generality that lbj,lb2 
are coprime. From now on we denote
We proceed by analysing these two cases individually.
(a) it, ev en , k3 o d d
In this case ker L is an irreducible representation of Hi. The table of isotropy subgroups 
and fixed point subspaces is as follows:
3 .5 .1  ifci =  k i
and si is the unique generator. The action of Hi is generated by
v\ : (x ,,x2) h-» ((_l)*«x,,(-l)*»x2)
s3 : (x ,,x2) (x2,x ,)
Isotropy subgroup Fixed point subspace Dimension
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and the lattice of isotropy subgroups is represented as follows:
D4
\
\
1
Thus there are two branches of nonconjugate solutions, one in each of the 1-dimensional 
fixed point subspaces, and each of them has a  conjugate
•  (0. j 2) is conjugate to (x j,0 ) by S3;
•  (x i. — Xj) is conjugate to ( x j ,x i)  by i/j .
The action of Hi restricted to each of these subspaces is generated by a nontrivial 
reflection. Thus, all bifurcating branches are pitchforks.
(b) fcj, k2 odd
On the contrary, in this case the group Hi does not act irreducibly on ker L. An 
irreducible representation of Z2+S 2 must be 1-dimensional. In order to make this fact 
more obvious for this particular representation we change coordinates as follows:
X * = xi +  x2, X ~  =  xi -  x2.
The action of Hi on the new coordinates is
a, : ( j r f , X - ) - . ( X ' t , - X - )
and X * ,X ~  are the two irreducible components.
The table of isotropy subgroups and fixed point subspaces is as follows:
Isotropy subgroup Fixed point subspace Dimension
Z2+S2 0
S t  = <•>) (X+,0) =  ( I „ I . ) 1
S i = (a,*'i) (0,X - ) — (xi, —j , ) 1
1 (X +,X - )  =  ( x „ i ,) 2
and the lattice of isotropy subgroups is
Z2+ S 2
\
\ /
1
There are two facts that contrast with the previous case
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•  (*i»*i) an<* (* i,-* i)  are nonconjugate;
•  (x i,0) and (0,x2) are not fixed point subspaces.
As in the previous case we have that by restricting the  action of H2 to the subspaces 
(xi,xi) and (x j,— Xi) we find a nontrivial reflection. Thus, the bifurcating branches 
associated to these subspaces are pitchforks.
Note that H2 acts as the symmetries of the domain. The assumption that kx,k 2 are 
coprime means that we consider a problem with NBC on the (possibly smaller) square 
obtained by dividing all the original edges by the highest common factor of the original 
mode numbers. Up to now extra symmetries have been introduced if the original mode 
numbers are both even. We proceed by showing tha t the extension property induces 
more symmetries that remain hidden in the NBC problem and are not contained in 
H2.
Recall that the PBC problem has 0(2)2-i-S2 =  D 4+ T 2 as group of symmetries. 
The group H2 is the set of elements that leave Fix(K ) invariant. Our aim is to find 
elements of T 2 that leave certain proper subspaces of Fix(A) invariant but not the 
whole Fix(A'). Recall that the action of T 2 on ker L =  C4 is generated by
z\ z\ z \ z \
». fc] M  N  (*>)
*, M  [-*>] [*.] [-* .]
where [fc] acts on ;  by the fc-fold action e'k8z. Recall tha t the subspace containing the 
solutions satisfying NBC is
Fi*(A-> -  {(*„*1)1*1 -  Rc(*j).*l -  R*(*J) for j  -  1,2} -  »>,
The elements € H2 act on R2 as the restriction of 0X = x, 02 =  ic respectively 
to Fix(A). There are translations in T 2 that together with K  fix proper subspaces of 
Fix(A) that are not fixed by any element of H2. Since kx,k 2 are both odd, they are 
nonzero and we can define the translations
xi, ■ (»1. *) -  ( p  °) xi, 3 (».,*.) -  (0, £ )  .
Now there is a new fixed point subspace as in the following table together with the 
associated isotropy subgroup factored by K.
Isotropy subgroup Fixed point subspace Dimension
A _____________ i
The fixed point subspace (xl t0) has the conjugate (0 ,x2) by the action of the permu­
tation s2. Since these fixed point subspaces are 1-dimensional we expect a bifurcating 
branch associated to each of them. By including the new isotropy subgroup in the
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(a) If k i , Ibj have different parities then A\ and A j must be both even which yields
(b) If kt , k3 have the same parity then a1 and a2 achieve their minimum simultane­
ously when At = A3 = 1 which yields
Symmetrizing over Sj we get all the restricted D 4+ T 2-invariants. These are sums of 
polynomials of the form
where without loss of generality we assume that p > q. This may also be written as
Before giving the generators of the symmetrized invariants we state  and prove the 
following:
Lem m a 0 Any polynomial of the form  u° +  va can he written as sums and products 
of u +  v and uv.
P roof The proof is by induction and is divided into two distinct cases according to 
the parities of o.
•  If a  is odd then
By continuing this procedure we eventually get sums and products of the basic poly­
nomials
i2 =  0 (mod 2).
a1 =
where k = max(fci, Ar2).
We proceed by analysing these two cases separately.
(a) kt even , odd
In this case the restricted T 2-invariants are generated by
x \ and x\.
(3.11)
•  If a  is even then
u +  it and uv.
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P roposition 5  The symmetrization over S2 of the polynomials generated by x 2, x 2 is 
generated by
x j  +  X j  and x j x , .
P roof Recall that the symmetrization of a polynomial generated by x2,x^ is written 
as sums of polynomials of the form (3.11). By making u =  x j ,  v = x j ,  lemma 6 says 
that the symmetrized invariants are generated by x 2 + x\ and x\x\. □
Proposition  6 The restricted equivariants are generated by
P roof By theorem 7 in chapter 2 we have that the restriction of the T 2-equivariants 
to Fix(A') is the modulo generated by
(  *■ ) and (  ° )
V 0 / \ x 2 )
over the ring of restricted T 2-invariants, which is generated by xj,x£. Symmetrizing 
over S2 we get all the restricted D4+ T 2-equivariants. These are sums of polynomial 
mappings of the form
1
< x?+ 'xV \
,  s r ' x t  )
(3.12)
Now we can see that the mappings
b ) andV xa ) v *>*■ )
are of the required form. We claim that the converse is also true: any mapping of the 
form (3.12) can be written as
where a, 6 are polynomial functions of x | +  x2 and xjxj. To prove the claim we have to 
show that given any pair of nonnegative integers p,q, there exists a pair of polynomial 
functions a, b such that
We may assume without loss of generality that p > q, in which case by factoring out 
(xixj)2* from (3.13) we get
{  X ? - » «  )
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where
à =  (x,x2)_2,a 
b =  (x,xa) -* 6.
By denoting r  =  p — q + 1 we have that the left hand side of (3.14) is a scalar multiple 
of a gradient
i v ( * r +*,*)•
By lemma 6, the polynomial x\T +  x \  can be written as sums and products of xj +  x] 
and x2x2, which gradient is a combination of the basic gradients
( : ; ) - i v (x j + xi) .„a  ( * ; * ! )  = iv (z ? x ’>
over xj +  x \ and xjx^. This is what we wanted. □
Theorem  14 Assume that V(u) = 0 satisfying NBC on the square [0, x] x [0,x] un­
dergoes a single mode bifurcation with mode numbers (¿i,fc2) € N2 when the parameter 
A crosses zero. Then, if k i,k3 have different parities, the bifurcation equations on ker 
L are
/i(*i»x2, A) =  a ( / „ / 2,A)x, +  6( / i , / 2,A)xix|  = 0 
/ji A)i 2 + 6( / i , / 2, A)x2x2 = 0,
where /, =  x \  +  x\ and / 2 = x\x] generate the invariants.
P roof Immediate from propositions 5 and 6.
The branching equations and stability for the invariant system
*i +  /i(x i,x a, A) =  0
*2 +  / 2(*1,*2,A) =  0
(3.15)
□
(3.16)
where / i , / 2 are as in (3.15) are in Golubitsky et al. (11] with different coordinates. In 
the coordinates adopted here the results are as follows:
Isotropy subgroup Branching equations Eigenvalues
z , x2 =  0
a,,(0)x? + aJ(0)A = 0 4(0)
S, x 2 =  X , 2a;, (0) +  6(0)
(2o,,(0) + 6(0))iî + a 1 (0)A = 0 -4(0)
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Assuming that a*(0) < 0 the bifurcation diagram depends on the coefficients a/,(0) 
and 6(0) as follows:
Note that the branches found here are exactly the ones predicted by the group 
theory in section 3.5.2. They all live in 1-dimensional fixed point subspaces.
(b) ku k3 odd
In this case the restricted T 3-invariants are generated by 
x3. x \  and xfxj.
Symmetrizing over S2, the invariants are sums of polynomials of the form
( * W  +  xj-x*) (x,x,)“ -  (**-•> + X ? ’ - " )  (x ,* ,)1'  (x .x ,)“  • (3.17)
and these are generated as follows:
Proposition  7 The symmetrization over S2 of the polynomials generated by xj, x | 
and x}x£ is generated by
xj + x3, xjx3 and
P roof This comes immediately by making u — xj, t; =  x\ in lemma 6 together with 
the fact that the symmetrized invariants are sums of polynomials of the form (3.17). 
□
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Proposition 8 The restricted equivariants are generated by
P roof Analogous to that of proposition 6. □
Theorem  15 Assume that V(u) =  0 satisfying NBC on the square [0, jt] x [0, t] un­
dergoes a single mode bifurcation with mode numbers (k\,k2) € N2 when the parameter 
A crosses zero. Then, if  k i ,k 2 are both odd, the bifurcation equations on ker L are
where k = max(A|,fc2) and 7, =  xj + x\, I2 =  x jx | and I3 =  xfx, generate the
In this case the form of the invariant system is
where / i , / 2 are as (3.18). Given that k > 3 the truncation at third order is the generic 
D4-invariant system. There are terms breaking this symmetry to Z2-i-S2 but their 
order on both x\ and x2 is high enough to have only the effect of bending the branches 
given in the previous case (k2 even, k2 odd) where the system was D«-invariant. Again 
there are no more branches apart from the ones associated to the 1-dimensional fixed 
point subspaces found in section 3.5.2.
3.6 3 -D im e n s io n a l D o m a in
This section is essentially group theoretical. The generic bifurcation equations will not 
be given explicitly because of the combinatorial complexity in finding a minimal set of 
generators for the restricted invariants. There are three cases to consider.
3 .6 .1  k \  =  k? =  k$
In this case ker L is 1-dimensional and the action of the normalizer quotient 773 is 
generated as in section 3.4. The reflections v\,i/2, v 3 act in the same way (nontrivially) 
and the permutations Sj, for 1 <  j  <  6 act trivially. Thus, as in the case n =  1, the 
generic bifurcation from x =  0 is a pitchfork.
invariants.
P roof Immediate from propositions 7 and 8. □
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3 .6 .2  ki ±  *2 =  *3
In this case ker L is 2-dimensional. Any element of the symmetric group S3 acts as 
one of the following permutations
/  1 2 3 \  _  /  1 2 3 \
41 — ^ 1 2 3 /  Ja — \  2 1 3 /  ‘
The reflections have the same action on R2. Therefore, the action of H3 is
generated as in section 3.5 and the analysis for the case n = 2 applies directly here.
3 .6 .3  &3, k x ±  k3s G ro u p  T heory
The symmetric group S3 contains the 6 elements
(  1 2 3 \ l  1 2 3 ^ (  1 2 3 \
2 3 ) S’ = \ 2  1 3 ) *3 =  \  3 2 i j
(  1 2 3 \ (  1 2 3 ^ (  1 2 3 \
3 i j 9>= \ Z  1 2 J
36= [  j 3 2 )
s3 are the generators. The action of H3 nonminimally generated by
X\ *1 *3 >< xa x.
( —l)fc,Xi (—l)**xa (-1)*»X3 (- (-l)**x5 ( -I)* '* .
V2 ( —l)**Xl (“ l ) fe' xa (-1)*»X3 (- ( - l ) ‘«x, ( - 1 )***.
"3 ( - l ) fc»x, (-1)***3 (--1)*‘X, (-1)*>X5 (-I)*1*.
3l Xl xa X) *4 xa X(
*2 X 3 X l x 4 *3 xa xa
¿3 X3 *s Xl Xa X2 X4
34 x* xa x 3 xa Xl x3
3a x$ x3 Xa Xl x4 X)
3* *• x4 x 3 Xj *3 Xl
and vi,S2 yS3 form a minimal set of generators. By theorem 13 we have that H3 is 
isomorphic to
(a) O if two of it , , k2, k3 are even and the other is odd;
(b) (Z2)J+S3 if one of k3, k3 is even and the others are odd;
(c) Z2-i-S3 if k i,k3,k3 are all odd.
In any of these cases an irreducible representation of H3 cannot have dimension greater 
than 3. Thus R® is necessarily reducible. In order to emphasize this fact we introduce 
the coordinates
X *  = *| ±  X« X 2 =  Xj ±  X» X3 = x3 ±  x4.
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As we will see case by case, the two components X + and X~  are not mixed by the 
action of H3 and they may be irreducible or not depending on the parities of the mode 
numbers.
As in sections 3.4 and 3.5 the normalizer quotient H3 introduces extra symmetries 
in the NBC problem if and only if all the mode numbers are even. This possibility has 
already been excluded by assuming that ¿j, ¿2, k3 are coprime, but the common factors 
have to be taken into account when interpreting the results. By analogy with section
3.5 we will find more symmetries of the periodic extension that remain hidden in the 
NBC problem and are not contained in H3.
Recall that the group of symmetries of the PBC problem is 0(2)3+S3 = O-i-T3 
and K  is the subgroup of reflections, isomorphic to (Zj)3, such that A + T 3 = 0(2)3. 
We denoted H3 as the subgroup that leaves Fix(A') invariant factored by the kernel of 
its action on this fixed point subspace. We want elements of T3 that leave invariant 
proper subspaces Fix(A') but not the whole Fix(A). The action of T 3 on ker L = C24 
is generated by
_1 ,1*2 Z3 z\ zf 4 4
«. [fc.J l* i] [fa] [fa] [fa] [fa] [fa] [fa]
02 [*a] [-*>1 [fa] [- fa ] [fa] l - f a ) [fa] l - fa ]
03 W l- fa ] [- fa ] [fa] [fa] [-fa ] [- fa ]
»? *3 4 z} *3 *3 Z4
0. N [*>] [fa] [fa] [fa] [fa] [fa] [fa]
02 [*l] l - fa ] [fa] [- fa ] [fa] [ - fa ] [fa] 1-fa]
03 [Fl] [fa] l - fa ] I-fa] [fa] [fa] [-fa ] [- fa ]
zf 4 *5 4 <f 4 4 z j
0. N [fa] [fa] [fa] [fa] [fa] [fa] [fa]
02 [*ll [- fa ] [fa] [- fa ] [fa] [ - fa ] [fa] [ - fa ]
«3 M [fa] [ - fa ] l - fa ] [fa] [fa] l - fa l [ - fa ]
where again (Jfe) acts on z  by ¿-fold e,ktz and K  acts on each block zi  €  C4 as
4 *5 4  4
«. 4  H  4
« 3 4  zj zj zj
«3 *3 4 4 4
for 1 < j  <  6. Now the subspace containing the solutions satisfying NBC is
Fix(A-) -  x .)|* , =  Rc(zJ) =  Re(zj) =  R *^,) =  R*(*i)} =  «*.
The subgroup of H3 that is contained in T 3 is generated by the translations
a  0,0)
^ s ( t f i ,« a ^ 3 )  =  (0, ir ,0)
^3 =  (0\,02,03) = (0, 0 , jt).
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The translations that when added to K  fix proper subspaces of Fix(/f) are generated
by x i1,x i, .x { ,.x i1. x i . x i  f»r 1 s i  < 3  where
xl = ( * . , -  (»'nr'0)
VÎ =  («i,«î ,»3)=  ( o , 0 , ^ )
and
h,
Again we denote
hcf(h„ha) /», = hcf(lb2, *r3) h3 =  hcf(h„ h3).
zi = (Xfc) zl = (xi) Zj = <x2>-
Depending on the common factors, hi, ha, h3, these subgroups together with K  may im­
ply the existence of more fixed point subspaces. These together with the corresponding 
constraints are as follows:
Isotropy subgroup Fixed point subspace Dim Constraint
z (* r ,o ,o ,* r ,o ,o ) 2 hi > h i,h3
z i , ( 0 ,X f ,X i ,0 ,X + ,-X + ) 2 ha > h i,ha
z t . ( 0 ,X f ,X f ,0 ,  - X f ,X ? ) 2 h3 > h3, h3
z i, ( X t , X t , X i , X i , X t ,  - x f ) 4 h, > 1
Zi. ( o , x } , x i , o , x ; , x ; ) 4 h2 > 1
Z i_______ _______ W , x t , x } , x ; , - x t , x j ) 4 h3 > 1
Now we have that
x5 =  >JXl*i‘ «n<i x j =  *3xi»;‘ -
Thus, the subspaces fixed by \ l  and x* are
Fix(xJ) =  «aFix(xl) and Fix(x2) =  asFix(xi).
Note that the three conditions hi, ha, h3 > 1 imply tha t k\ > hi, h3, ha > hi, ha and 
k3 > ha, ha. So for the existence of all the fixed point subspaces in the table above it 
is enough to assume hi,ha,h3 > 1.
(a )  hi o d d ,  ha,h 3 even
In this case the group //3 is isomorphic to O and its action is generated by
.5 af
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Xf Xt Xt xr Xt Xt
V\ -X t Xt Xt -Xx Xt Xt
l/J x t -X t X I Xx -X t Xt
V* x t Xt -X t Xx Xt -X t
«1 x t Xt Xt Xx Xt Xt
»7 Xt x t Xt Xj x t -X t
«3 Xt Xt Xt x ; -X t x t
»4 Xt Xt Xt - x ; -X t Xt
«5 Xt Xt Xt -X j Xt -X t
Xt Xt Xt -Xx -X t -X t
and X + ,X ~  are the two irreducible components. By denoting v =  i/\v3i/3 the isotropy 
subgroups and fixed point subspaces are
Label Isotropy subgroup Fixed point subspace Dimension
(a) 0 = (0,0.0.0,0.0) 0
(b)+ SJ = (s3,a3) (X ? ,X x ,X x ,  0,0,0) 1
(b)- SJ = (S2«^ i W ) ( o . o , o . A ' r . - A 7 , - A r r ) 1
(')+ D+ = (■/„»,) (O.O.A'i.O.0,0) 1
<c)- d ;  = (0 ,0,0,0,0.A 7) 1
(d) z . = M (x * ,x t ,x t ,x t , -x t , -x t ) 2
<«) Z j© s 2 =  (iz\,se) (Q ,X f ,X 3 .0, X 3 , —X 3 ) 2
(f) Zj ® Z3 =  (vx,v3) W ,o ,x t ,o ,o ,x t ) 2
(g)+ S i = (a.) { X t , X t , X t , 0 , X t ,  - X t ) 3
(*)- SJ = (a« 1/1) (0 ,X t ,  X t , X t  , X t , - X t ) 3
(h) z\ = <*,) ( 0 ,X t ,X t , 0 ,X t ,X t ) 4
0) 1 ( X f , X t , X t , X t , X t , X t ) 6
and the lattice of isotropy subgroups is as follows:
Up to now we know, by the equivariant branching lemma, the existence of branches 
the subspaces labeled as (b)*, (c)* and the respective conjugates by the action of 
i. These are in the following subspaces
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(b)+ (X ,X ,X ,  0,0,0)
(—X , X , X , 0,0,0) conjugate by i/i 
(X, —X ,X , 0,0,0) conjugate by i/2 
(X ,X , —X, 0,0,0) conjugate by i/3
(b)- (0,0,0,AT,-Ar,-Af)
(0,0,0, —X, —X . —X )  conjugate by v\ 
(0,0 ,0 ,X ,X ,  — A') conjugate by i/2 
(0,0,0, X , —X , X )  conjugate by i/3
(c)+ (0,0, AT, 0,0,0)
(AT, 0 ,0,0,0,0) conjugate by s4 
(0, AT, 0 ,0,0,0) conjugate by s5
(c)" (0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,X )
(0,0,0, AT, 0,0) conjugate by s4 
(0,0,0,0,.Y,0) conjugate by s$
By including the subgroups of T 3 that fix proper subspaces of Fix(/f) we get a much 
richer table of isotropy subgroups. By assuming that all the constraints imposed on 
are valid we have the new fixed point subspaces as follows:
Label Isotropy subgroup Fixed point subspace Dimension
(i) Zt, © Z i .s Z J , (0,0,X J-,0 ,0 ,Jff) 1
(2)+ z t ,® ((Z 2 ,© z 2 ,)+(«.)) Q ,X } ,X } ,0  , - X } ,X } ) 1
(2)- z i1 ® ((Z 2 ,® z j,)+ (,.)) ( o , x ; , x * ,o , x + , - x + ) 1
(3)* z i , ® z j ,  e z ( o , x } , x i , o , - x } , x i ) 2
(3)- z i .® z j ,  e z j , ( 0 .X * ,X * ,0 ,X * ,-X } ) 2
(4)+ (0 ,x + ,x + , 0 , - x + , x ; ) 3
« ) - z». ® z j , (O .X f.X f.O  ,X ? ,X f ) 3
(3)+ Z?. ( X ,* ,X t ,X } , - X , \ - X ,+ ,X ; ) 4
(3)- _ z i ___________________ ( X ,* ,X f ,X f ,X f ,X t ,X , - ) 4
By including these subgroups in the isotropy lattice we get
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Again by the equivariant branching lemma we prove the existence of three more non­
conjugate branches. These and the respective conjugates are in the subspaces
(1) (0 ,0 ,X ,0 ,0 ,X )
(0, 0,X ,0,0, —X) conjugate by s2 
(X ,0 ,0 ,X ,0 ,0) conjugate by s3 
(X ,0,0, -X ,0 ,0 ) conjugate by s4 
(0, X, 0,0, X , 0) conjugate by s5 
(0, X ,0,0, — X,0) conjugate by
(2) + (0 ,X ,X ,0 ,-X ,X )
(X ,0 ,X , -X ,0 , - X )  conjugate by s2 
(X ,X ,0 ,X ,X ,0) conjugate by s3 
(0, - X ,X ,0 ,X ,X )  conjugate by i/2 
(—X ,0,X ,X ,0, —X )  conjugate by v2s2 
IX , — X ,0 ,X ,  —X,0) conjugate by v2s3
(2 )* (0,X ,X ,0,X ,-X )
(X ,0,X ,X ,0, —X )  conjugate by s2 
(X, X ,0, -X , -X ,0 )  conjugate by s3 
(0, —X ,X ,0 , -X , -X )  conjugate by v2 
(—X ,0 ,X , -X ,0 ,X ) conjugate by v2a2 
(X, —X, 0, -X ,X ,0 ) conjugate by i/2s3
By the reflection v all branches are pitchforks.
(b )  ki e v e n , k2,k3 o d d
Now the group H3 is isomorphic to  (Z2)2+ S 3 and its action is generated by
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X } X }  X i X i X i
X * - X I - X i  x ; - X i - X i
v ,  - X t X } - x i  - x r X i - X i
-3 - x * - X } X I  — X i - X i X i
and the Sj acting as before. Now X * ,X ~  are the two irreducible components. The 
isotropy subgroups and fixed point subspaces are
Label Isotropy subgroup Fixed point subspace Dimension
(a) Z3+S3 =  (i/j, s3, s3) (0,0, 0,0, 0, 0) 0
(b)* S3 =  (s j,s  3) (X*,X + , Ar,+,0,0,0) 1
<*)♦ Z *(B St =  (i/3 ,s 3) (0,0 ,X i .  0.0,0) 1
(c) ' z 3 © SJ =  <i^,s2t/i) (0, 0,0,0. 0.A7 ) 1
w z 3 = <»,) ( X i . X i . X i , X i , - X i ,  - X i ) 2
(f) z \  =  M (0 ,0 ,X i ,0 .0 ,X i) 2
(i)+ s ,  = <»„> (x *, x i , x i  , o, a 3- , - A 7 ) 3
(i) 1 (.Y i . X i . X i . X i . X i . X i ) 6
and the lattice of isotropy subgroups is as follows:
By comparing with the previous case (Ifcj odd, k3,k3 even) where i / 3 =  O we note 
that (b)~, (e), (g)~ and (h) are no longer fixed point subspaces. In this case the 
equivariant branching lemma guarantees bifurcating branches in the subspaces (b)+ 
and (c)*. In contrast to with the previous case, the subspace (b)" is no longer a 1- 
dimensional fixed point subspace and the branch in (b)+ is not a pitchfork. By taking 
into account all the symmetries that fix some proper subspace of Fix(K) we recover 
some of them, but not all. This contrasts with the 2-dimensional domain where in 
the case / / 3 =  Z3+ S 3 we recover by this procedure all the subspaces that are fixed by 
subgroups of D4. Under the assumption h i,h3,h 3 > 1 the new fixed point subspaces 
are as follows:
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Label Isotropy subgroup Fixed point subspace Dimension
a ) z;, (0.0,.YJ\0.0,.Y*) 1
(2 )- z i . ®((Zi, ©ZJ,)4-<^>) ( O .X f .X f .O . - X f .X f ) 1
(2 )- z i ,® « z 2, © z 2, )+ (» .» ( 0 , X i ,X ! , 0 .X t , - X t ) 1
(•) ( o . x f . x f . o . x f . - x f ) 2
(3)* Zi, © z 0  Z l (O .X f .X f .O .-X  f . X f ) 2
(3)- z i , © z \s © z \ s { O .X f .X f .O .X f . - X i ) 2
(4)* Zi, © Zj, ( o . x f . x f . o . - x f . x f ) 3
H I ' z i ,  © Zft3 ( O .X f .X f .O .X f .X f) 3
(h> K ( o . x f . x f . o . x f . x , - ) 4
(5)- K (X * .x f  , x f  , —x f . -.V,*,.Y3-) 4
(3)- __________ (A7. A 7 .A 7 .A 7 .A 7 . A 7) 4
Comparing with the ease kj odd. /t2, k3 even there are still some fixed point sub­
spaces that have not been found here, namely (b)~ and (g)- . By including the new 
subgroups in the isotropy lattice we get
(•)
(c) * ,.* a ,* 3 odd
The group H* is isomorphic to Z j+ S 3 and its action is generated by
X t X f X f X f X f X f
*  - X f - X f - X f - X f - X f - X f
* 1  - X f —X f - X f - X f - X f - X f
- X f - X f - X f - X f - X f - X f
and the 3} acting as before. The group acts diagonally on .Y =  (*Y+,.Y- ). but X *  and 
X~ are reducible. In order to find the irreducible components we change coordinates
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once more by
=  x -  +  x f  +  X *  
v* =  x f + ' + x t + ' - V x t  
u - =  x r  -  x ;  -  x ;
V - = +«»X3-
Now Z ] $ D 3 =  Z2+S3 acts diagonally o n R x C x R x C a s  follows:
and each of «+,v+,u - ,v-  is irreducible. The group Z2 ® D3 is isomorphic to D 6 and 
a minimal set of generators acts as follows:
u+ t>+ u~ v~
1/1 S4 —u* e ^ v *  —u~ e^v~
s6 u+ F+ -u ~  —TT
In order to compare this case with the previous ones it is more convenient to give 
the fixed point subspaces in the coordinates X +,X~.
Label Isotropy subgroup Fixed point subspace Dimension
(a) Z2+ S 3 = (1*1 , 3 2 , 3 3 ) (0,0, 0, 0, 0,0) 0
(b)* s; = <»„.,) ( X ? ,X f ,X ? ,  0,0,0) 1
(b ) ' SJ =  (3 7 1*1 , 3 3 1*1 ) (0 ,0 ,0 ,A T ,-A T ,-A T ) 1
(d) Zs =  <»,) (xt.xt, x f.x r.-x r.-x ,-) 2
(*>♦ S Î -  (..) (X ,* .X ,* ,X ,* ,0 ,X f, ~Xj~) 3
<*>- s j  =  ( w i ) (0,xf, - X ,* ,X ,- ,X f , X ,-) 3
1 (xf,xf,x,\x,-,x2-,x n 6
and the isotropy lattice is as follows:
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In this case the fixed point subspaces that are missing by comparision with the 
table obtained for H3 =  O are (c)*, (e), (f) and (h). Some of them will be recovered 
by considering all the symmetries that fix proper subspaces of Fix(K). Under the 
assumption hi,h2,h3 > 1 the result is as follows:
Label Isotropy subgroup Fixed point subspace Dimension
(c )♦ ((z i1 e z i . ) + ( . , ) ) ® z j 1 (0,0,-Y,e, 0,0,0) 1
(c)- <(Z1 ,®  «.)+<*>■'.» ®*S, (0,0. 0,0, 0,AT3-) 1
(1 ) zj, © z i3 © z*, (0,0, 0,0, ) 1
(2.1 )* z :, ® « zs , ® z j. )+ (* .» (o.A2\ A 2+,o ,-A f2+, x 2+) 1
(2 .1 )- z : ,® ( ( z j ,® z j , )+(»,)) (0,X2+,X 2+,0,X 2+ ,-X 2+) 1
(2-2 )+ Z i .® ( ( Z j ,® Z j , ) + ( ^ ) ) (0, - X i , X t , 0 , X f , X } ) 1
(2 .2 )- z{, ®((ZJ, ® ZS,)+(j,vi)) (0,X2 , —X 2 ,0 ,X 2 ,X 2 ) 1
(«•D z ; .  ® (».) (0 , x t , - x ? . 0  ,x , - .x , - ) 2
(e.2 ) Z\3 © (s6u,) (0,Xj ,X j  ,0, X j  , —X f) 2
(f) (0,0,A7 ,0, 0,A7 ) 2
(3)+ © K  © z i ( 0 ,X } ,X i ,0 . - X i .X } ) 2
(3)' Z i,® Z J, ® Z l ( 0 ,X } ,X } ,0 .X } , - X i ) 2
(4)+ z j, ® Z l (0 , x } . x } , 0 , - x i . x ; ) 3
(O ' z \ 3 ® ( o . x i . x i . o . x i . x ; ) 3
<b) K i o . x * . x } . o , X j , x ; ) 4
(S)+ K i X t , X f , X i , - X ? , - X t , X i ) 4
W ___________ ( x ? , x } , x i , x t , x } , x n 4
In this case the equivariant branching lemma guarantees the same branches as in 
the case k\ odd, k2,k3 even. Note that here the subspaces (2.1)* and (2.2)* are no 
longer conjugate, the same happening with (e.l) and (e.2). By including these new 
subgroups in the isotropy lattice we get
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3 .6 .4  Jbi ^  k2 ^  fc3, fci ^  fc3: In v a r ia n t  T h e o ry
The invariants of the NBC problem are generated by the T 3-invariants restricted to 
F ix (/0  and symmetrized over the permutations S3. The restricted T 3-invariants are 
generated by
xj and J [ * f
>■>
where
a> -m a x (|« i |, |a i |, |a i |)  (3.20)
for 1 < j  < 6 and the af are such that
a\ = a2 =  a{ (mod 2) (3.21)
and satisfy the equations
kx(a\ + a®) + fc2(aj + a*) +  k3(a3 + af) =  0
kt (al +  a\) +  k2(a\ + a |)  +  fc3(aa + a?) =  0 (3.22)
k\ia% +  a$) + M «3 +  af) +  fc3(<*3 + a^) =  0.
Each of these equations defines a codimension 1 lattice in Z® and the only way we
found to obtain a minimal set of generators is via an algorithm. This does not provide 
any general results because it restricts the solution to a case by case analysis. Instead 
we extract some general information about these lattices and use this to impose some 
constraints on the candidates to restricted invariants.
Lemma 7 The following monomials are not restricted T 3-invariants:
1. I fh 2 > 1
Xjr, x«r where r € (x2,x 3,x4,x5) 
x2r, x$r where r € (xi,x3,x«,xe) 
x3r, x4r  where r € (xi,x2,xs,x6). 2
2. i f  hi > 1 or h3 > 1
XjX6r  where r  € (x2,x5) or r  € (x3,x4) 
x2x tr where r  € (X|,xa) or r  € (x3,x4) 
x3x4r  where r  € (xt ,x6) or r  € (x2,x5).
P roof Each item of this lemma will be proved individually.
1. We concentrate on the monomials x ir and the others are analogous. A monomial 
of this form requires
a* =  1 and a® = 0
which is equivalent to
a) =  ± 1  and a® = 0
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for 1 <  j  < 3. Recalling the assumption that ki,k2, k3 are coprime we have from 
the first equation of (3.22) that
a} +  a® =  0 (mod h2).
Substituting the required values we get
± 1 = 0  (mod h2)
which contradicts the assumption h2 > 1 .
2. We prove for the monomials xtx6r  where r € (*2,x 5) and the others are analo­
gous. These monomials require
a],a® =  ± 1  and a3,a* =  0 
for 1 < j  < 3. From the second equation of (3.22) we have that
a\ + a\ = 0 (mod h3) and a* +  af =  0 (mod hi).
Substituting the required values we get
± 1 = 0  (mod h3) and ± 1 = 0  (mod h\)
which contradicts the assumption hi > 1 or h3 > 1 .
□
We proceed by computing the / / 3-invariants. in the coordinats X +,X ~  defined 
above, and eliminate the ones that we can show do not satisfy the equations (3.22).
Note that in part 1 of lemma 7 we are imposing a condition of Z*a invariance and 
part 2 has an assumption of Z/,, and Zj,3 invariance.
The normalizer quotient H3 is isomorphic to T-i-S3 where T  consists of the elements 
of T 3 that leave Fix(K) invariant. Recall that T  is isomorphic to (Za)3, (Z2)2 or Z2 
depending on the parity of the mode numbers. We begin by computing the generators 
of the T-invariants and then symmetrize these over the permutations S3.
Lemma 8 The T-invariants are generated by the monomials as follows: 
(a) I f ki odd, k2,k3 even
v i . V i . V i . V i . V i .  V i . X i X i , X i X i . X i X i
(b) I f ki even, k2, k, odd
v i . V i . V i . V i . V i .  V i. X i X i , X i X i . X i X i .
X ?X }X + , X i X { X i . X i X i X i . x r x * x i ,  x i x t x i
(c) If k i ,k 2,k3 odd
v i . V i . V i . V i . V i .  V i . X i X i , X t X i , X i X i ,
X * x t ,  x } x t .  X + X }, x ; x ; ,  x ; x ; ,  x r x ,-, 
x f x ; .  x } x ; ,  x * x ; ,  x , - x f ,  x ; x } .  x ; x ;
- (Xf)' /o r 1 < j <  3.whtrt U f
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P ro o f In case (a),(b),(c) the group T  is isomorphic to (Z2)3, (Z2)J, Z2 respectively. 
This group is generated by i/ , , i/2, i/3 as in section 3.6.4. The result comes by applying 
these reflections to a generic monomial. □
P roposition  9 The H3-invariants are generated up to fourth order as follows:
(a) I f  k\ odd, k7,k3 even
/ ,  =  u* + u7 +  u3
11 =  t / f  +  u;  +  c/,-
1, =  VfUf +  V} V}  +  V*V}
/« -  u; u;  +  u; u; + uru;
/ ,  =  £ /,♦ (,- +  u? v;  +  u;u;  +  u f u ;  +  u; u; +  uf u; 
i, =  x f x ; x t x ; - x i x ; x ; x ; +  x + x ; x ; x ;  
h  =  x : x ; w :  -  X}) + x j x ç w *  -  xi)  +  x } x ; w t  -  **)
/ .  =  x + x ;-(£/,- -  .v3- )  +  x * x ; ( U :  -  x ,- )  +  x;x; (u ;  - x ,-) .
(b) I f  k\ even, k3, k3 odd
Ij for \ < j  < 8  as in (a)
7,  =  X+X+X+
ho = X fX fX ?-X fX iX f + XfXfX
(c) I f k t ,k 7,k 3 odd
Ij for 1 <  j  < 8 as in (a)
I9 = x fx i  +  x {x i + X+X+
710 =  x ; x ;  -  X fX ;  +  X f X f
/ n  ■= x :x ;  +  x,*x,- -  x}x;  -  x , + x , -  +  xfx3- -  x+x; 
i„ -  u+x;x; -u f x ;x ;  -u } x r x ;
/.3  =  U,-X*X} + u;x*x} + u ;xtx}
iu =  u ? x t ix ;-x ;)  + utxfix; + x ;) -u } x u x ;  + xr)
=  i / , * x , - ( X f  -  x}) +  u,*x;(x+ -x } )  + u fx ^ x i -  xf)
=  £ /¡-X r(X Í - X f )  +  U ï X H X Ï  - X } )  +  U ; X ; { X ¡  -  X,+)
/ „  =  i / f x ^ x , -  -  X,-) +  u ; x t ( x ;  +  x ,- )  -  i/,-x ,*(x,- +  x ,-)
-  u*(X}x; - x * x 3- )  +  t / , + ( x + x , -  +  x s+ X j ) - u;(x*x; +  x f x , - )  
i„  =  v,-(x}.\; -  x;x,~) + u,-(xrx,- +  x , + x , - )  -  u ;(x ¡x ;  +  x + x , - ) .
P ro o f Straightforward calculation using the monomials in lemma 8. □
As a final step to get our best approach of the restricted invariants we eliminate 
from proposition 9 the ones that we know do not satisfy the equations (3.22).
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Proposition 10 The restricted 0 +S3-invariants up to fourth order are contained in 
the ring generated as follows:
(a) If ki odd, k2,k3 even
• Ij for  1 <  j  < 8 if h\ =  h3 =  1
•  A +  /a, A  + A  + A ,  A, A +  A otherwise.
(b) I f k\ even, k2, k3 odd
•  Symmetrization of Ij for 1 < j  < 8 depending on h i . h3 as in (a)
•  A» Ao i fh 7 =  1.
(c) I f k\, k2, k3 odd
•  Symmetrization of I j  for  1 < j  < 8 depending on hx, h3 as in (a)
•  Ij fo r  9 <  j  <  19 if  h2 »  1 .
Proof
(a) By writing Ai A »n the initial coordinates we get
A =  (*i + x«)2 +  (*a +  *s)2 +  (*a + x<)2
= xj + x \ +  x \  +  x\ +  x \  +  x \  +  2(x\x\ +  x \x \ +  xlxl)  
h  =  ( ii - i «)2 +  ( i j  -* * ) ’ +  (*> -*«)’
-  + *; +  xl +  i j  +  arj +  xj -
Now x? +  x \ +  x§ +  xl +  xj +  x* is a restricted 0 + S 3-invariant and by part 2 
of lemma 7, if hj > 1 or h3 > 1 the polynomial x jx j +  x|x£ +  x |x j cannot be 
extended to a T^-invariant. This part is eliminated by adding A and A
A +  A -  (t/,+ +  C/f) +  ( t t f  +  i/,-) +  (If f  +  iA")-
Now we write £/,+t/2+, i / f i /2-  and CZ+i/f + U}UX in the initial coordinates as 
follows:
t w
t / r t / , -
U \U 2 +  t t f t / f
(xi +  x«)2(x2 + x5)2
X2Xj +  x\x\ + x]xl + x\xl +  4x,XjX5X6 
+2(xJxjX$ +  X^ XjXs +  X2X]Xg + x |x ix6)
(x, -  x«)J(x2 -  xs)2
x \x \ + X j X j  + x \x \ +  x \x \  +  4x,x2x5x6
-2 (xJx2x5 +  xjx2x5 +  X2x,x« +  xjxix«)
(x, +  x«)2(x2 -  x»)2 +  ( x2 +  x t )2(x , -  x«)2 
2(xJx2 + x2x2 +  x \x \ +  x |x j) -  8x , x2x5x«
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The polynomial xfxJ +  xJxf +  x^xS +  xlx l >« a restricted T^-invariant by and part 
2 of lemma 3.22, if ht > 1 or ¿3 > 1 the monomial xix3xsx0 cannot be extended 
to a T 3-invariant. This is eliminated by the addition
u ? u t  +  t / f i / f  +  u + u ;  +  u + u i  =  (i/,+ +  u t W t  +  u ; ) .
By analogy the same holds for C/*l/* and U^U*. Therefore the symmetrization 
of Ii, I3, h  if hi >  1 or ¿3 > 1 is
/3 +  /4 +  /S  =  (U+ +  C/f )(t/a+ +  u,) +  (Uf +  i/,-)(C /,+ +  £/,-)
H t f f  + u r  W }  + u ; ) .
(b) Comes from part 1 of lemma 7 by recalling that X ± are obtained by a linear 
change of the original coordinates.
(c) Same as part (b).
□
By playing a bit with combinatorics we see that if h3 > 1 the restricted equivariants 
are generated up to third order as follows:
• If /», =  h3 =  1
Xt 0
Xt 0
E ,+ = Xt0 E~ =
0
Xt
0 xt
0 yi Xt
XfUt /  °
x;u } 0
Ei = Xiu}0
0
xrur
0 x ;u ;
0 \ x,~u,~
xfut- ( 0x}u ; 0
E } - x } u ;0 e ;  =
0
X,-Ut
0 x;u}
^  0 \ x ;u i
x r ( x } x + x ix i) ( 0x;(x*x: -x ;x ;) 0
E} = x u x tx r -  xtxn r -  _ 00 t,4 - xf(x}x;  +  x ;x ;)
0 x u x fx ;  -  x*x;)
0  J x n x ?x ; -  x ix n
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f  X * (X fX ,~ -x ? x ,- ) ( 0
X+(X,+X,- + Xj-Xf) 0
E t =
-x it x f x r  + x,+xf) p -  _ 0
0 C-8 — *,-<xix,- -X ,+X,-)
0 x rtx rx r + x + x f )
{ 0 l  -X ,-(X ,*X,-+ x ix ,- )
e :  =
E f =
XrW f-U})
x n u ? - u i )
XHUf-Ut)
0
0
0
X,-(l/,- -  I 'D  \
AV(£/f - u n  
0 
0 
0
E r -
0
0
0
x t ( u ;  -  u,-) 
xnu,- -  (/ , - )
X } ( V f - t / f )  
0 
0 
0
x t W  -  u } )  
x t ( V *  -  V i)  
x ; w i  -  v i )
• Otherwise
£+ + £,-. E t+ E *, EZ +  E3-, EZ + E ;, £♦ +£,-, £«+ + £«, E t+ E j.
Theorem  10 Assume that V(u) =  0 satisfying NBC on the cube [0, t ] x  [0, t ] x  (0, x] 
undergoes a single mode bifurcation with mode numbers (fci,fc3,fca) € N3 when the 
parameter X crosses zero. Then, i f  /i* > 1, the third order truncation o f the bifurcation 
equations on ker L is
fZ(x, x) = a*xz + b+xfuf +  c+xfur + d+xr(xzxf + x z x ;)+
+t*x*(x;x; -  x}x;) + p*Xi( fJ}  -  u}) +  q*x;(u; -  u;) =  o
f}(X.X) = a+Xf + b*XtUf + c+XfU; + et*Xf(XfX,- -  X }X i)+
+ e * X f{X fX ,-  +  X fX ,- )  +  P*X;(U,+ - U } )  +  q+X;(U,- - £ / , - )  =  0
f}(X, A) = c*Xi + h*X}U} + c+XiUi + <t*X,-(XfX,- -  XfX,-)+
+ e * x }(x ,* x ,- + x } x ; )  + p * x ;(U J  - u f )  + q * x ,( v ,-  -  u ,-) = o
f , - ( x , \ )  =  a -x ?  + b - x r u r  + c - x t u ?  + d - x t ( x } x {  + x } x ; ) +
+ ' - x : ( x t x ;  -  x * x ,- )  +  p - x * ( V f  -  V,-) +  q - x * ( u ;  - u } )  = 0
/,-(*, A) = a -x ; + b -x ;U i + c -x ;u f  + d -x } < .x ? x ;-x } x ;) +
+ e ~ X ,(X * X i + x} x; )  + p - X H V i  -£ /,-)  +  q -X } (U t  -  U }) =  0
/ .-(J f, A) =  a - x ;  + k - x ^ u ,  +  c - x ; u i  + d - X I ( x f x ;  -  x } x ; ) +
-e -X ,-(.*,♦ X,- +  X } x ; )  + p -X i (U f -  V,-) + q -X i(U }  -U ,* ) = 0
where
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•  a* are linear functions of 4 , 4  and X, and b±,c±,d±,c±,p±,q± are linear func­
tions of A if hi =  A3 =  1;
•  a+ =  a~ are linear functions of I\ +  4  and A, and b+ = b~ = c+ =  c~, d+ = 
d~ =  e* = e~, p+ = p~ = q* = q~ are linear functions of A otherwise.
Proof Denote
/ ;  -  ( u t r + w r + M ) '  
r, = w r y  + w r y  + w r y
/; = 2 (u*u,~ + v } v ;  +
It can be checked that
¡1 =  4 + 2/3
7| =  / ; + 2 /4 
2/ 1/2 =  4  +  2 / 5.
Therefore if we substitute 4 ,  4 , 4  by 4 , 4 , 4  >n proposition 9. the result is the same. 
Proposition 10 can also be adapted and say tha t 1\, 4 , 4 , 4 , 4  generate the restricted 
O+T3-invariants if > 1 and h\ = h3 = 1. Then an equivariant is of the form
a+V /, +  a’ V/2 +  6+V 4  +  6" V I\ +  cV 4  +  hot
where a±,b±,c  are functions of the invariants 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 , 4 -  By including the bifurca­
tion parameter A and truncating at cubic order we get the first item of the theorem.
Now by proposition 10, if h3 > 1 and a t least one of /ii,/»3 > 1 the restricted 
O+T3-invariants are generated by 4  + 4 ,  4  +  I 4 + 4 . It can be checked that
(/? +  /?)’  =  (4 + 4 + 4 ) +  2 ( 4  +  4  +  4 ).
Thus, the result in proposition 10 is the same if 4  +  4  +  4  substituted by 4  +  4  +  4 . 
Then an equivariant is of the form
aV(/, + 4 )  + 6V (4 +  4  +  4 )  +  hot
where a, 6 are functions of the invariants 4  +  4 ,  4 + 4  + 4 - By including the bifurcation 
parameter A and truncating at cubic order we get the second item of the theorem. □
We did some calculations with the aim of obtaining the branching equations and 
stability for the large class of bifurcation equations satisfying the conditions h3 > 1 
and at least one of At, h3 = 1. Under this assumption, by theorem 16, the truncation of 
the bifurcation equations at cubic order is independent of the exact value of the mode 
numbers. We saw that the low order terms are enough to give the criticality of the 
branches as well as their stability. The results are not shown here because they are too 
extensive and tedious. We end this section with two remarks.
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R em arks Here we make two remarks on the constraints imposed on the highest 
common factors h i,h 2 ,h3.
1. The condition h2 > 1 holds automatically if k 2 odd, k2, k3 even but not nec­
essarily otherwise. Without this condition the bifurcation equations have less 
symmetry. We need more equivariants, some of which may have an important 
effect in the bifurcation diagrams (such as reduce the number of branches). It 
seems reasonably easy to explore this situation if Jbj even, k2, k3  odd but it is 
much more complicated if all the mode numbers are odd. This problem is left 
open for the time being.
2. If both h\,h 3  > l the bifurcation equations have more symmetry. It can be easily 
checked that in this case the cubic truncation is not enough to give the direction 
of branching and stability. The order of the terms needed depends strongly on 
h \,h3. A classification of bifurcation diagrams could be done for small h2 ,h 3  but 
we may not do it here.
Chapter 4
Three Dimensional Bénard  
Convection
4.1 In t ro d u c tio n
In this chapter we apply some of the results of chapters 2 and 3 to  the Bénard convection 
problem in a 3-dimensional box. In section 1.1 we gave a brief description of bifurcations 
occurring in a 2-dimensional vertical cross section of the domain. By exploring the third 
direction we find a much richer structure of patterns, specially when the horizontal cross 
section is a square.
In section 4.2 we state the Boussinesq approximation of the equations for time 
independent convection in a box with a mixture of Neumann and Dirichlet boundary 
conditions. Then we define a scaling that makes the quantities nondimensional.
In section 4.3 we set the symmetry context where these equations should be viewed. 
It will be shown that the problem has more symmetries than the group that leaves the 
domain invariant. These symmetries are found by defining a  periodic extension by 
reflection across the boundaries in such a way that the regularity of the solutions is 
preserved. The extended problem satisfies periodic boundary conditions on a larger 
domain and the symmetries are a 3-torus extension of the group that leaves the do­
main invariant. Then, the solutions that satisfy the original boundary conditions are 
constrained by invariance under a group of reflections.
Sections 4.4 and 4.5 deal with bifurcation problems. The construction described 
above will be used to give a general form of the reduced bifurcation equations. In 
appendices A and B, normal forms and universal unfoldings are given together with 
some bifurcation diagrams.
Sections 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 are concerned with the well known method of Liapunov- 
Schmidt reduction that gives an exact Taylor expansion of the bifurcation equations. 
FYom the previous sections we have the information about which terms must be calcu­
lated. By taking the result to appendix A or B we get the bifurcation diagrams.
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4.2 T h e  B ou ssin esq  E q u a tio n s
As in Golubitsky et al. [11], the Boussinesq approximation of the equations for the 
Bénard convection in the box [0, *7,] x [0,x/2] x [0, t/3] may be w ritten as
a  (§7 + = “ Vp +
div v =  0 a a
^  +  (t>.V)0 = Rv 3 +  A© at
where v = (t>j, v3, V3 ) is the velocity vector, 0  describes the deviation of temperature, p 
is the pressure, g is gravity and the parameters R  and a are, respectively, the Rayleigh 
number and the Prandtl number. We scale the domain variables as
it *-♦ 7~ii i t  *-* f i t  £ 3  — r 6 .t\ t j  1 3
the deviation of temperature, the pressure and the Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers are 
scaled as
0  •-» ¿3© p •-» (3p f lw  (\R  a •-*
By denoting u = (o ,0 ,p) and applying the scaling above to the time independent 
Boussinesq equations we get
* r(l)(u ,* )
♦r[2](t*,/l)
*,[3](U,*)
*r[4 ](«,*) 
*r[5 ](«!,*)
Art>2 —
r2d£2
1 „
---- U.VrW2 =
A,vs -  £jr +  © -  -v.V,t>3
0 ( 3  O
A ,0  + R v s  — t>.V,0 =  0 
V,.w = 0
(4.1)
where the parameter
(r i i ra)
has been transferred from the dimensions of the domain to the equations, and Ar, Vr 
are, respectively, scaled Laplacian and gradient as
l_d*_
’  r l d ( {  + r}d V , + d (l
Vr = (LJL i A . A V
\ r j d i i  r 2d i2 d f.3)
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We denote the scaled domain Cl =  [0, x]3 and the boundary conditions are a  mixture 
of Neumann and Dirichlet as
4 .3  T h e  A p p ro p r ia te  S y m m e try  C o n te x t
Let u €  (C ~ (n))5 be an arbitrary solution of $ r =  0. We proceed by summarizing the
to this particular problem. We define an extension u by reflecting each component of 
u across the boundaries of the domain Q and combine it with sign change in the  case 
of a Dirichlet boundary condition. These reflections generate the group
Then, by extending u periodically to R3 we still have a solution of =  0 for which we 
keep the notation u. Lemma 10 below says that this extension preserves the regularity 
of the solution. The extended solution u satisfies periodic boundary conditions on Cl.
Now we define an action of the extended group A'-j-T3. This group is generated by 
the reflections Kt , k3, k3 acting as above together with the translations 0j € [0,2») for 
j  = 1,2,3 acting as
Given the translation invariance of the operator by acting on u with an element of 
the 3-torus T 3 we get a solution of the periodic boundary value problem.
Up to this point we know that any smooth solution u of =  0 satisfying the 
boundary conditions (4.2) corresponds to a unique A'4-T3-orbit of solutions to the
for 6  = 0, ».
for £2 = 0, »
for ii =  0, »
(4.2)
extension method described in chapters 2 and 3 and showing that the procedure applies
A — Z2 © Z2 © Z2 — («1 , *2, *3)
acting on û as
«I : (t>l,V2,V3,e ,p )( Ì ,,Ì2 ,Ì3 )  •-* (-W l,t>2,V3,e,p)(- 6 , 6 , 6 )
«2 : (t>i,fa,t>3,0,p)(6,6,6) ►-» (t>i,-V3,V3,e,p)(6,-6,6)
«3 : (t>i,tfa,t>3,0,p)(6,6,6) ~  (vi, —©,p)(^i,6 » —6)-
In lemma 9 below we show that this extended function is a solution of the same operator
on the larger domain
Ù = [—», »]3.
0. : «(6 , 6 .6 ) •-» « ( 6  +  01,6 , 1 s) 
0a : «(6 , 6 ,6 ) ►-* «(6 , 6  +  6 ,6 ) 
03 = « (6 ,6 ,6 )* -*  « (6 , 6 , 6  + 03)-
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same equation satisfying periodic boundary conditions on Cl. We choose from this 
group orbit of û all the solutions w that satisfy the boundary conditions (4.2). These 
are exactly the ones that are fixed by the action of K
*«>(«<) =  •»({)
for all k € K. These solutions belong to the subspace fixed by K , which we denote by
Fix(tf).
We proceed by stating and proving the results referred to above.
Lemma 9 Let u be a solution o f  4 r = 0. Let the group K  act as above. Then ku is a 
solution of the same equation fo r  all k € K.
P roof Given the group structure of K  it is enough to show that this result holds for 
the generators of I \ .  We define an action of Ki ,/<2,K3 on the operator 4 r as
k, : (4,(1), 4,(2), 4 r[3],4r (4],4r[5]) *-> ( - 4 r [l],4 r [2],4r[3).4r[4],4r[5])
: (4 r [lj, 4 r [2], 4,(3). 4 r [4]. 4 r[5]) ~  (4,(1], -4 ,(2], 4,(3], 4,(4], 4,(5]) 
k3 : (4 ,[lj, 4,(2], 4 r [3), *,(4]. 4,(5]) ~  (4,(1], 4,(2], - * r[3]. - * r[4), * r(5)).
It is easy to see that $ r commutes with the action of A'
=  K,*r(u(t),R )  for > = 1,2,3. (4.3)
By assumption, u is a solution of =  0. So
* r(u (() ,r t)  = 0 for > =  1,2,3. 
Together with (4.3) this implies that
$ r(Kju(jCj'£), R) — 0 for > =  1,2,3 
and this is what we wanted to show. □
Lemma 10 Let u €  (C ‘(R3))5 be a solution o f = 0. Then u € (C°°(R3))8.
P roof See Field et al. [8]. □
Note that by this method we find symmetries that are not obvious in bounded 
domains. The most immediate thing to do would be to consider only the reflections 
that leave the equations and domain invariant. This approach would be simpler but 
incomplete: some translations of our extended solutions satisfy the required boundary 
conditions and remain hidden if we insist upon leaving the domain invariant.
Up to now we mentioned all the symmetries that do not depend on the parameter 
r. If we allow group actions on r  there is one more symmetry: the group S2. This 
group has one generator denoted by s and acting as 
s : ( r , , r a) •-» (r3, r ,)
s : (vi,v3,U3, 6 ,p ) ( ( i '6 ' 6 ) (va, vi,U 3,6,p)(& .(i.6) 
s : (* ,[ l) ,* r [2],«r[3],«r[4],*r[5]) ~  (* r[2],*r(l],« r(3], 4,(4], 4,(5]).
By noting that the set of boundary conditions is invariant under the action of S2 on u 
we have the following
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Lemma 11 Let u be a solution o f $ r = 0 satisfying the boundary conditions (4-2). Let 
the group S2 act as above. Then su is a zero o f <btT =  0 satisfying the same boundary 
conditions.
P roof As we said before there is nothing to prove about the boundary conditions. 
So we only have to show that the ¿-conjugate of a solution u of $ r =  0 is a solution of 
the conjugate operator <&,r. A straightforward calculation shows that the operator 4>r 
commutes with the action of S2 as
(4.4)
By assumption, u is a solution of $ r =  0. So
*r(u(t),R )  =  0.
Together with (4.4) this implies tha t
♦„(««(«O 'A) =  0
and the result follows. □
Note that if rj =  r2 the operator 4>r is invariant under the action of S2. In this 
case, given a solution u of $ r =  0 there is a conjugate ¿u satisfying the same equations. 
If rj r2 then su is a solution of the different equation =  0.
Finally we combine all the results obtained up to now in the following
Theorem  17 Let be the operator defined by (4.1). Let the groups K , T 3 and S2 
act as above. Then
1. I f  rj r2 (r\ = rj) every smooth K-invariant solution u o f $ r = 0 on R3 with 
/^(-j-S2)-j-T3-«j/mme<ry restricts to a smooth solution of d>r =  0 on il with the 
boundary conditions (4-2).
2. Let u € (C‘(n ))8 be a solution of $ r =  0 on il with the boundary conditions
(4.2). Then
•  u is smooth.
•  I f  rj ^  r2 then u extends uniquely to a smooth K-invariant solution of 
♦ r =  0 on R3 with K 4-T3-symmetry. The Si-conjugate su is a solution of 
the equation defined by the Si-conjugate operator
•  I f  r\ = r2 then u extends uniquely to a smooth K-invariant solution of 
♦ r =  0 on R3 with K -j-S2-i-T3-symmetry.
We observe that u = 0 is always a translation invariant solution of the equation 
$ r =  0. We are interested in steady states bifurcating from this trivial branch when 
the Rayleigh number R  is increased from below. We restrict our bifurcation analysis to 
a neighbourhood of some critical values of the unfolding parameter r. Denote Lr = 
the linearization of about u = 0. In sections 4.4 and 4.5 below, and according to
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chapters 2 and 3, we use the symmetries in theorem 17 to get a general polynomial form 
for the projection of the bifurcation equations onto ker Lr. In later sections a Liapunov- 
Schmidt reduction will be performed to  give the exact values of the coefficients in the 
bifurcation equations. Finally, these equations will be put into normal form and the 
bifurcation diagrams read from the tables in appendix.
4.4 Bifurcations w ith a A'+T3-Syinmetric Exten­
sion
Assume that r is such that when the parameter R is increased from zero, it crosses 
a critical value for which the linear operator Lr has a nontrivial kernel. Then there 
are branches of solutions bifurcating from u = 0. The Rayleigh number R is playing 
the role of bifurcation parameter and r  is a 2-dimensional unfolding parameter. Recall 
that r  =  ( r , , r2) depends only on the domain before being scaled: the two components 
represent the aspect ratios of the horizontal dimensions of the box by the vertical 
dimension.
By Golubitsky et al. [11], bifurcations of codimension up to three are generic in 
problems with two unfolding parameters. Such bifurcations are expected to occur in 
regions of the unfolding parameter space as follows:
• Codimension one in open regions.
•  Codimension two along lines.
•  Codimension three at isolated points.
We begin by describing shortly the simplest codimension one bifurcations, proceeding 
then to the more complicated ones. The main interest of this section is the codimension 
three bifurcation.
As in section 4.3, from the problem $ r = 0 with the boundary conditions (4.2) 
we construct a larger one consisting of the same equation with periodic boundary 
conditions. The second problem is invariant under an action of the group /f-i-T3. We 
also know that in order to get explicitly all the symmetries of the first, we really need 
to state the extended problem and restrict the result to the subspace fixed by K. This 
is what we proceed to do.
4 .4 .1  S ing le  M o d e  B ifu rc a t io n s
By Golubitsky et al. [11], we have a codimension one bifurcation with /i+T^-symmetry 
when ker Lr is an irreducible representation of this group. Suppose that r  is such that 
this holds for some value of the bifurcation parameter R. We may write an irreducible 
representation of T3 as
«, : (z„z„z„z4) «  («'*'*'z,,«“' * ' 1.)
»3 : ( * „ z , («“•*■z,,<"*•** z,, e“1,‘z , , z . )
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where k i,k 2,k3 are nonnegative integers and
• Z] =  and z2 — J3 if =  0.
•  z, =  z3 and z2 =  z4 if k2 = 0.
•  Z] s  Z] and z3 =  z4 if fc3 = 0.
•  zt ,z 2,z 3,z 4 are any complex numbers otherwise.
The action of K  = Z2 © Z2 © Z2 may be written as
«1 = (z i,z2,z 3,z 4) (74,73,J2,J i )
K2 : (*lt*2'*3t*4) *"» (*3'*4'*1'*3)
*3 : (3i,«a,a3,a 4) •-» (z2lz,,Z4,z3).
Note that bifurcating solutions have a well defined set of mode numbers k = (ki,k2, k3) € 
II3. These are induced by the action of T 3 above and are associated with pattern for­
mation that can be observed in experiments. Denote
VVfc =  span{zi, z2, z3, z4) 
and XVk the subspace fixed by K. Then we have that
Wk =  {(Re(*i ), Re(zj), Re(z3), Re(z4))|¿i =  z2 =  z3 =  z4)
= ®.
Note that the representation Wk of the group K 4-T3 is a particular case of that used in 
chapter 2 in a slightly different setting: single mode bifurcations of reaction-diffusion 
equations with Neumann boundary conditions on n-dimensional rectangles. By finding 
an isomorphism between Wk and ker Lr we will be able to use here all the results 
obtained in chapter 2.
Theorem  18 Assume that the translation invariant solution u =  0 0/  ♦ , =  0 un­
dergoes a codimension one bifurcation with mode numbers ¿  when the parameter R is 
increased from zero. Assume also that this occurs for some value of r such that rj ^  r2. 
Then
1. In the extended problem, ker Lr is isomorphic to \Vk.
2. I f the boundary conditions (4-2) are imposed, ker Lr is spanned by uk with com­
ponents
v, =  a fc[l]sin(*j6)cos(*2&)cos(*36,) 
v2 =  a fc[2]cos(*,£i)sin(*afc)cos(*3£3)
*>3 = <*fc(3] cos(fc|£i ) cos(&j£2) sin(A3£3)
0  = ai,[4]cos(A:,£,)cos(*a£a)sin(*36,) 
p = a*[5] cos(l*i^i ) cos(¿a(a) cos(¿3£3),
where the ak\j] are real numbers depending on the mode numbers and the unfolding 
parameters r.
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P roof To prove part 1 we construct an isomorphism between the two representations 
of the group /¡f+T3. For that we need to introduce explicitly a set of generators for 
ker Lr. In part 2 we restrict these generators to Fix(K).
1. We write zi,Z2**3.*4 as functions of the domain variables 6 *6 *6 - These func­
tions will be used to generate the eigenmodes spanning ker Lr. The condition 
for isomorphism is that acting on the Zj as above is the same as acting on the
eigenfunctions as in section 4.3. Define
*t : ( 6 . 6 . 6 )  »-*
*2 = (6 . 6 . 6 ) «  e«*'«'**-“ -**-’
*3 : (6 . 6 . 6 ) —
*4 : (6 . 6 . 6 ) -*  - ‘* - ‘■‘•1.
Let ilk be an eigenmode in ker Lr. Then we say that each component of Û* 
belongs to a space spanned, over the reals, by the Zj as
vt € span{— iz 2, — iz2, — iz3, — iz4j 
v2 €  span{ — tz j, — iz2,iz3,iz4)
v3 €  span{—*2i,iza, -¿*3, 124} (4.5)
0  € span{-t'zi,tZ2, -**3***4}
p €  span{*i,*2,23,*4}
and checking that the two actions are isomorphic is a straightforward calculation.
2. In order to restrict ker Lr to Fix(K) it is more convenient to write (4.5) in the 
equivalent form
M O  € span jz i(6  -  f  , 6 . 6 ) .  *2(6 — f . 6 * 6 ) . *3(6 -  f*6 *6 )»*4(6 -  $*6*6) 
M O  € span j* i(6*6  -  f * 6 ) ,*2(6*6 -  $ ,6 ) .  *3 (6 .6  -  $ ,6 ). *4(6 .6  -  f , 6 )  
«3(0 € span |z j ( 6 ,6 * 6  — f ) , *2(6*6*6 — f),*3(6 *6>6 -  j ) . * 4 ( 6 .6 * 6  -  f )
© (0 € span |z i ( 6 ,6 * 6  — f)**2(6.6 » 6  — f)**3(6*616 -  f ) . *< (6 .6*6  -  f )
p (0  € span {*1(6 ,6 ,6 ) .* 2 ( 6 ,6 .6 ) ,* 3 ( 6 ,6 ,6 ) ,* 4 (6 ,6 ,6 )}  •
The result follows by fixing these generators by the action of K  in section 4.3.
□
By theorem 18, there is no loss of generality in working with the abstract represen­
tation Wk. For ease of exposition the most relevant results obtained in chapter 2 will 
be reproduced here when appropriate. However, we should not forget the aim of this 
chapter: to see how the abstract settings of the previous chapters apply to a concrete 
physical problem. This is why at some points we go back to see what is happening in 
the Bénard problem.
Before proceeding to bifurcations of higher codimension we denote 
Vk = span{u*},
which, we recall, is ker Lr when the single mode & bifurcates from u = 0 and the 
boundary conditions (4.2) are imposed.
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4 .4 .2  S im u lta n e o u s  B ifu rc a tio n  o f  T h r e e  D is tin c t  M o d e s
Now assume that r  =  re is such that, by increasing the parameter R  from zero, we cross 
a critical value Re, for which three distinct modes k ,l ,m  € N3 bifurcate simultaneously 
from u = 0. Then, with the boundary conditions (4.2), we have
Otherwise we factor out the kernel of the group action and take it into account at the 
end when interpreting the results. Now (4.6) is isomorphic to
so that the bifurcation occurs at A =  0. We want to know what are the symmetry 
constraints imposed on the bifurcation equations
where /  maps R3 x R onto R3.
As in chapter 2 we denote by N  the subgroup ^ ac+T»(^)/A , which is the normalizer 
of K  in K+T 3 factored by K. The group N  is isomorphic to Z3 0  Z3 ® Z3 and the 
mapping /  must be equivariant under its action. As in section 2.5, the action of the 
normalizer N  on Wk 0  Wj © Wm is generated by translations of r  along each of the 
directions chosen to generate T 3
Note that by assumption (4.7) all the Tj act nontrivially and depending on the parities 
of the mode numbers, one or two of them may be redundant. Therefore we have that 
N  factored by the kernel of its action is isomorphic to
•  Z3 if one and only one of the Tj is redundant.
•  Z3 0  Z3 if two and only two of the Tj are redundant.
•  Z3 0  Z3 0  Z3 if all Tj are nonredundant.
It can be shown that if N  factored by the kernel of its action is isomorphic to Z30 Z30 Z3 
then the mapping /  is a generic JV-equivariant and the form of the bifurcation equations
is easy to obtain.
In the associated periodic boundary value problem, ker Lr is isomorphic to IV* 0  IV/ 0  
Wm and K + T3 acts on each irreducible block as in the previous section. We may 
assume, without loss of generality that
hcf(kj,lj,m j) =s 1 for 1 <  j  < 3. (4.7)
Fix(A') Wk 0  w , ©  w m
We define
A = R — Re
/(* ,» .* ,* ) =  o.
r, : (*,»,*) «  « - O V t - O V t - l ) - * )  
r ,  : ( * ,» ,* )  «  ( (-1 )*>* , ( - I ) ' 1| f , ( - 1 ) - . )  
r, ■ (*,»,«) «  ((-!)*■*,( - ! ) '• » , ( - I ) " 1»).
(4.8)
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T heorem  19 Assume that the solution u =  0 of the Boussinesq equations undergoes a 
simultaneous bifurcation of the three modes k,L,m  €  N3 when a shift A of the Rayleigh 
number crosses zero. Assume that this happens for some value of r such that ri qt r2. 
I f all Tj in (4-8) are nonredundant then the form of the reduced bifurcation equations is
fi(* ,V ,z ,X ) = ax = 0
/ 2(*,y.*.A) =  by =  0 (4.9)
/s(z,ir,*,A )-cz = 0 
where a.b,c are functions of x 2, y2, z2 and A.
P ro o f If all Tj are nonredundant. the problem has Z2 0  Z2 © Z2-symmetry. It is 
easy to see that the invariant functions are all the even functions in x, y, z. Then the 
equivariant mappings are obtained as in theorem 1 1 , chapter 2 and the result follows. 
□
In appendix A the normal form of system (4.9) and its universal unfolding are given. 
Tables of nondegeneracy conditions and branching equations are obtained. In section 
4.6, a Liapunov-Schmidt reduction is performed. This reduction gives the values of 
some low order derivatives of the coefficients a, 5, c. In this case derivatives up to 
third order are enough. Then, the tables in the appendix will be used to obtain the 
bifurcation diagrams.
If the action of N  has a nontrivial kernel the problem is a bit more subtle. In this 
case the periodic extension induces extra symmetries. In chapter 2 we deal with this 
problem in three steps:
1. Impose explicitly the constraints on T3-invariant monomials.
2. Restrict these constraints to Fix(/f) and use an algorithm to obtain a minimal 
set of generators for the restricted K -i-T3-invariants.
3. Generate the restricted K + T 3-equivariants by using the result of 2 in theorem
11.
Then the restricted /f+ T 3-equivariants are generated by the result of step 3 modulo 
the ring of invariants generated by the result of step 2 .
4 .5  B ifu rca tio n s  w ith  a  / i '+ S 2-(-T3-S y m m e tric  E x ­
ten s io n
The notion of codimension depends on the symmetry of the problem and, by theorem 
17, the condition rj =  r2 imposes an extra S2-symmetry. Under this condition, the 
unfolding is being restricted to one parameter and codimension three bifurcations are 
no longer generic. In this diagonal of the r-space, bifurcations are expected to occur 
in regions as follows:
•  Codimension one along lines.
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•  Codimension two at isolated points.
As in section 4.4 we begin with a brief description of codimension one bifurcations. 
More attention will be concentrated on simultaneous bifurcations of two distinct modes 
by increasing the Rayleigh number R  from zero. In appendix B we unfold these bi­
furcations with the diagonal of the r-space and then break the S2-symmetry with a 
parameter transverse to this diagonal.
As in section 4.3, by reflecting across the boundaries any solution of the problem 
$ r =  0 satisfying the boundary conditions (4.2) we construct another one consisting of 
the same equation and periodic boundary conditions on a larger domain. The second 
problem is invariant under an action of the group A '+ S j+ T 3. By theorem 17, the 
solutions satisfying the boundary conditions (4.2) are in one to one correspondence 
with those of the periodic boundary value problem that are fixed by the action of K.
4 .5 .1  S in g le  M o d e  B ifu rc a tio n s
Now the solution u = 0 undergoes a single mode bifurcation with A'+S2-i-T3-symmetry 
when ker Lr is an irreducible representation of this group. Assume that this holds for 
some r  when the bifurcation parameter R  crosses a critical value. As in section 4.4, 
bifurcating solutions have a well defined set of mode numbers k € N3. Let the group 
S2 act on the mode numbers as
s :  (fci, k2,k3) i-» (k2,k i ,k 3).
By noting that S2 acts trivially if and only if kx = k2, we construct an irreducible 
representation of R'4-S2-i-T3 as
•  Wh if =  k2
•  Wk © W.k if *, f  k2
where VV* is as in section 4.4. On the other hand, when a solution with mode numbers 
k  satisfying $ r =  0 and the boundary conditions (4.2) bifurcates from u = 0 we have 
that
•  ker Lr «  V* if ¿i -  k2
•  ker Lr ~ V k ®  V,k if k2 ^  k2.
As in section 4.4 it can be shown that ker Lr is isomorphic to
•  Fix(A) -  Wk -  R  if *, -  *,
•  Fix(/f) =  Wh © W.k =  R3 if *, *  k2
and we have the tools necessary to proceed with a more detailed study of higher 
codimension bifurcations.
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4 .5 .2  S im u lta n e o u s  B ifu rc a t io n  o f  T w o  D is t in c t  M o d es
Assume that r  =  re is such that, by increasing the parameter R , we cross a critical 
value Re, for which two distinct modes £ ,/  €  N3 bifurcate simultaneously from u =  0. 
Then, if the boundary conditions (4.2) are imposed we have that
•  ker Lr = V* ® Vi if fc, =  ¿2  and /, =  /2
•  ker I ,  = V* ® V/ © Vtt if fc, =  k2 and /, ^  l2
• ker Lr = Vk®  Vtk © V} © V,i if ki ^  k2 and /, ^  l2.
By analogy with the previous section we construct a direct sum of irreducible repre­
sentations of the group A +S2+ T 3 for which the subspace fixed by K  is
•  Fix(A' i =  Wk © Wi = R2 if ki =  k2 and /, — l2
•  Fix(A') =  © Wi © Wti =  R3 if k\ = k2 and /1 ^  l2
•  Fix( A 1 =  Wk © Wtk © W, © W., = R4 if it, ^  A, and /, ^  /3.
Note that as explained in section 4.4.2, there is no loss of generality in assuming that 
hcf(*„*2, / „ / 2) = l
hcf(Jt3,/3) =  1 .
As in section 4.4 it can be shown that, when the boundary conditions (4.2) are imposed, 
ker Lr is isomorphic to Fix(A) as above. From now on, without loss of generality, we 
work with Fix(A) so that several results of chapters 2 and 3 apply directly. Once more 
we define
A =  R -  Rc
so that the bifurcation is located at A =  0. We want to know what are the symmetry 
constraints on the bifurcation equations
/(x .V .A ) =  0,
where /  maps Fix(A) x R onto Fix(A).
By analogy with section 4.4 we denote by N  the subgroup K  “ d
the mapping /  must be equivariant under its action. As we will see below, /  is not 
always a generic Af-equivariant. In order to write explicitly the action of N  on Fix( A) 
we need to consider separately three distinct cases.
( a )  *, =  k2 a n d  / ,  =  l2
This case reduces to that of 3-dimensional rectangles described in section 2.4. The 
results are reproduced here to make this chapter complete. The group N  is isomorphic
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to Z2 © Z] and its action on Wk © Wi is generated by translations of tt along each of 
the directions chosen to generate T 3
r. : (* .» )«  ((-1)*'*,(-1)K»)
T (* ,» ) « ( ( - > ) * * .( - 1 )1*»)-
The translation r2 is omitted because it acts as t x. Note that all Tj  act nontrivially and 
some of them may be redundant. In fact, as in theorem 5, we have that N  factored by 
the kernel of its action is isomorphic to
•  Z2 if all kj have the same parity and all l} have the same parity.
•  Z2 © Z2 otherwise.
We proceed by giving a general form for the bifurcation equations.
Theorem  20 Assume that the solution u = 0 of the Boussinesq equations undergoes 
a simultaneous bifurcation o f the two modes € N3 when a shift X of the Rayleigh 
number crosses zero. Assume that this happens for some value o f r such that rj =  r2. 
I f kx = kj and lx = /2 then the form of the reduced bifurcation equations is
1. I f all kj have the same parity and all lj have the same parity
/i(*,y»A) =  ax +  c*,-V  =  0
f 2 {x,y,X) =  by +  dx‘yk~* = 0 
where k =  maxjkj and l =  maxjlj.
2. Otherwise
A) =  ax = 0 
/*(**V»A) = by = 0
where a,b,c,d are functions o f x2,y2 and X.
P roo f See section 2.4. □
(b) f c | - * , « n d  / , * / ,
In this case the group N  is isomorphic to Z2 © D 4 and its action on W* © Wi © W,i is 
generated by
* : ( « 10)
»S : ( z .v i .n )  •-> ((—!)***.(—l)** i.(—!)*•»»)•
Note that the translation r2 is omitted because it acts as sris. As before, one of these 
generators may be redundant. By inspection of (4.10) we see that N  factored by the 
kernel of its action is isomorphic to
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•  Z2 © S2 if all kj have the same parity and all lj have the same parity
or *1 , jfc3 + 1 have the same parity and /j, /2, /3 +  1 have the same parity.
• Z2 © Z 2 ©S2 if all ifcj have the same parity and/ i , / 2, /3 +  1 have the same parity
or k\, k3 + 1 have the same parity and all lj have the same parity.
• D< if /i, / 2 +  1 have the same parity and k3 is even.
• Z2 © D 4 if /j, /2 +  1 have the same parity and k3 is odd.
It can be shown that if N  factored by the kernel of its action is isomorphic to Z2 © D4 
then the mapping /  is a generic JV-equivariant and the form of the bifurcation equations 
is easily obtained.
Theorem  21 Assume that the solution u =  0 of the Boussinesq equations undergoes 
a simultaneous bifurcation of the two modes k ,l € N3 when a shift A of the Rayleigh 
number crosses zero. Assume that this happens for some value of r such that r3 =  r2.
/ / / 1 ,/2 have different parities and k3 is odd then the form of the reduced bifurcation 
equations is
/i(*,Vi,Va,A) =  ax =  0
/a(*,V»,Va.A) =  (b + c6)yt =  0 (4.11)
/#(*. »i»Va, A) =  (6 -  cS)y2 = 0
where a, b, c are functions of x3, y \ +  y\, (yj — y^)3 and A; and 6 =  y\ — y\.
P roof The action of Z2 generated by r2 implies that f \  is odd in x and / 2, / 3 are 
even in x. Terms involving y,,y2 are determined by the action of D4 generated by s, t3.
See Golubitsky et al. [11], chapter XVII, section 4. □
The normal form for system (4.11) together with the universal unfolding that keeps 
the symmetry are given in appendix B. Tables of nondegeneracy conditions, branching 
equations and some bifurcation diagrams are obtained. Then the S2 symmetry is 
broken with another unfolding parameter.
If the action of N  has a nontrivial kernel, a general form for the bifurcation equations 
cannot be given. The method for finding the generators of the restricted invariants and 
equivariants splits into five steps:
1. Impose explicitly the constraints on T 3-invariant monomials.
2. Restrict these constraints to F ix(/f) and use an algorithm to obtain a minimal 
set of generators for the restricted T 3-invariants.
3. Generate the restricted T^-equivariants by using the result of 2 in theorem 11.
4. Symmetrize the result of 2 over S2 to obtain the restricted A’-j-S2-i-T3-invariants.
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5. Symmetrize the result of 3 over S2 to obtain the restricted K -j-S2+T 3-equivariants. 
Then the restricted K +S2-i-T3-equivariants are generated by the result of step 5 mod­
ulo the ring of invariants generated by the result of step 4. Now we can justify the 
statement above that a general form for the bifurcation equations cannot be given: the 
method for obtaining them involves an algorithm. Thus, we have to work case by case 
if the action of the group N  has a nontrivial kernel.
(c )  *, f  k2 a n d  /j ^  /2
In this case the group N  is isomorphic to Z20 D 4 and its action on Wk®Wtk®Wi(&W$i 
is generated by
s :  —  { X 3 . X 1 . V 2 . V 1 )
: (*>.»i.ifi.lfa) -  ((-1  (-1)***», ( - l) '* w „ (- l) ‘>ya).
As before, N  factored by the kernel of its action is isomorphic to some normal subgroup 
of Z20 D4 containing S2. Whatever parities the mode numbers have, a general form for 
the bifurcation equations cannot be given: we need to follow the steps 1 to 5 as in the 
previous case to compute the generators of the restricted invariants and equivariants.
4 .6  S om e G e n e ra litie s  A b o u t th e  L iap u n o v -S ch m id t 
R e d u c tio n
This section gives a description of the Liapunov-Schmidt reduction as in Golubitsky 
and Schaeffer [30]. Then we apply it to steady-state bifurcations of the family of 
operators 4»r parametrized by r  € R2 satisfying the boundary conditions (4.2). This 
procedure projects the dynamics onto the kernel of the linearized operator Lr. Denote
*  -  (C’(il))*
y  -  ( C ° ( n ) ) ‘ .
The operator
* : * x R x R 2 - »  y
(u ,* ,r )  * r(u ,/l)
in section 4.2 is a smooth C°° mapping and Re, re are chosen such that the derivative 
L  =  (d$)(o.#t«.re) is a Fredholm operator of index 0. Substituting 
rt-»/» +  rc 
R ^ X  + Rc
we say that a bifurcation for the parameter X occurs at p = 0 and A = 0 if L has 
a  nontrivial kernel, which will be assumed later in all applications. Because L is 
Fredholm, it has a finite-dimensional kernel. We choose a basis for ker L and write
ker L — span{ui,. . . , u„}.
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Also, range L has finite codimension and we may write 
(range L)L =  ker £*,
where L' is the adjoint of L. Now, L having index 0 means that ker L and ker ¿ ’have 
the same dimension. So we choose a basis for ker L‘ and write
ker La =  span{uj,. . . ,  u* }.
We may decompose
X  = ker ¿ © A /  (4.12)
y  = TV ©range I .  (4.13)
Let E  be the projection of y  onto range L and write the equations 4(u, A,p) =  0 in
the equivalent form
EQ(u, \ ,p )  = 0 (4.14)
( /  — E)Q (u,\,p)  =  0 (4.15)
where /  is the identity on y .  Note that I  — E  is the projection of y  onto N  = ker L’. 
By decomposition (4.12) we may write any u € X  as
u =  +  w
where w € M. Denote x  = (* ,,.. .,*„) € R" and U =  ( u ,, . . . ,u „ ) . By the implicit 
function theorem, equations (4.14) may be solved as a function u> =  W(x,A,p). Thus 
there exists a function
such that
W  : ker L x R —* M
£*(x.£/ +  W(x,A,p),A,p) =  0.
Substituting u we make the projection I-E by using the basis chosen for ker L and get 
the so called Liapunov-Schmidt reduced mapping
/  : ker L x R x RJ -» ker Lm
/ j ( * A / > )  =  ( u ; , * ( x . £ /  +  W (x ,A ,p ) ,A ,/ > ) ) ,
for 1 < j  < n . Note that the formula for /  is not explicit: it depends on the implicitly 
defined function \V. However, the derivatives of \V can be expressed in terms of 4> and 
we can compute terms of the Taylor expansion of / .  By using the symmetry constraints 
described in the previous sections we see which terms of the expansion we need in order 
to determine the bifurcation equations.
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4 .7  B asic  T ools
The aim of this section is to extract some information from the Boussinesq equations 
(4.1) with boundary conditions (4.2) so that we will be ready to perform Liapunov- 
Schmidt reductions in the following sections. In section 4.7.1 we locate bifurcation 
points in the parameter space. Section 4.7.2 is concerned with symmetries of the 
linearized operator Lr that will simplify the calculations.
4 .7 .1  L o c a tio n  o f  P r im a r y  B ifu rc a tio n s
Here we identify parameter values for which there is a bifurcation from the solution 
u =  0 of $ r satisfying the boundary conditions (4.2). So we want the values of R  such 
that Lr(u,R) has a nontrivial kernel. By theorem 18, associated to any bifurcating 
solution is a set of mode numbers k = (fcj,fc2, 1*3) € N3 and an eigenmode uk with 
components
where the ak\j) are real numbers depending on the mode numbers and the unfolding 
parameters r. As in section 4.4, we denote
Vk =  span{ufc}.
Let r  be any point in the unfolding parameter space. By solving
we calculate the critical Rayleigh number Rk and the coefficients a* of the eigenmode. 
By denoting
vi = a*[l]sin(&i£i)cos(fc26)«>s(*:36) 
= afc[2]cos(À:,Ìi)sin(A:2f2)cos(fc3£3) 
t’a = a* (3) cos(*,{, )cos(fc2£2) sin (¿3(3) 
0  = a* [4] cos(fcifi) cos(&2£2) sin(fc3£3) 
p = a* (5] cos(fcj£i) cos(fc2{2) cos(fc3£}),
Lr(uk,Rk) =  0, (4.16)
the solution of (4.16) is
and
a,|l] =
H
o.(3] -  M i  
a*[4] = k3\ kRk 
a*[5] = A*(A* -  Rk).
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As a simplification of notation, the unfolding parameter r has not been kept as a 
subscript. However, we remark the dependence of ak and uk on r. From now the 
dependence on r  should be seen implicitly in the mode numbers.
As a tool for the Liapunov-Schmidt reductions in later sections we have that when 
R = Rk, the function uk with components
t>,* =  — sin(fci£,)cos(*2i 2)cos(fc36 )
fi
«; =  — c o s ic i ,  )« in(i,il)co«(tj{3)
r 2
uà = *3 cos(*-,£i) cos(fc2£2) sin(k3£3)
0 * = (Rk -  Aj) «»•(*,£,)cos(*,&)»in(*3fc)
pm = k3 cos( &i £1 ) cos( fc2£2 ) cos( £3(3)
is an eigenmode of the adjoint operator L’. We keep also the notation
V»" = »P“ K > -
The graph of Rk is a folded surface with minimum
r r (4.17)
along the curve
+ 3 - k 29 *3- (4.18)
FYom (4.17) we see that increases very fast with k3. From (4.18) we get that 
kt = Jt2 =  0 when k3 = 0. Thus, the natural candidates for primary bifurcations by 
increasing the parameter R from zero are modes such that k3 = 1. For such sets of 
mode numbers, the curves Rk>in are projected in the 2-dimensional unfolding parameter 
space as
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r i
The unfolding parameter space is divided into regions according to the mode that bifur­
cates by increasing the Rayleigh number from zero. The result, obtained numerically, 
is as
r l
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4 .7 .2  S2-E q u iv a r ia n c e  o f  th e  L in ea riz e d  O p e r a to r
Let the group S2 act on the unfolding parameters r  and A* as in previous section. By 
making the only generator s act on the set of mode numbers k as
s : (*,,*2,*s) •-* (*a,*i,*s)
we consider implicitly an action of s on r. We observe that the solution u* of Lr(u) = 0 
calculated in section 4.7.1 is S2-equivariant
This suggests another result concerning a symmetry of the linear operator Lr. Let the 
group S2 act on the operator Lr as
s : ( ¿ r [l],L ,[2],Z,r [3 ] ,I r [4].L,[5]) -  (¿,[2], Lr[l], Lr[3], ¿,[4], ¿,[5]).
This group action is the basis for the proof of the following
Lemma 12 Let w € (ker Lr) 1  be a solution of Lr(u) = b where b € y  is S2- 
equivariant. Then w is Sj-equivariant.
P roof The equation Lr(u) =  b has a unique solution in (ker Lr)1 . Let w({) be this 
solution
L r ( w ( 0 )  =  H O -  (4-19)
We claim that su>(s{) is a solution of the same equation and by uniqueness it must be 
equal to This gives the equivariance that we want
l»(a{) =  .!»(()■
To prove the claim we observe that
L „ ( * w ( s O )  =  H * 0 -  (4.20)
Now a direct calculation shows that the operator Lr commutes with the action of S2
¿„(su(*0) = LrMO)
and by equivariance of 6(^) we have that
H » 0  =  » H O
where s acts on b by permuting the first two components. Therefore, equation (4.20) 
is the same as (4.19) and stv(s{) is a solution. □
4.8. Interaction o f Three Modes in a Box with Rectangular Cross Section
4 .8  In te ra c t io n  o f  T h re e  M o d e s  in  a B ox w ith  R e c t­
a n g u la r  C ro ss  S ec tio n
Assume that r =  rc is such tha t three solutions with mode numbers k*Lm  € N3 
bifurcate simultaneously when the Rayleigh number is increased across a critical value 
R  =  Re. As in section 4.7 we have that ker L and ker Lm are 3-dimensional spaces as
ker L = Vk © V, © Vm
ker Lm = Vkm © Vtm ® V ’.
Let
k  = (0,1,1)
L -  (1 ,1 ,1)
m  = (2.0,1).
A calculation shows that these modes bifurcate simultaneously at two points in the 
unfolding parameter space. These points are approximately as
Critical point 1 Critical point 2
rlc 2.634 2.992
r3e 1.521 1.496
and the critical values of the bifurcation parameter are approximately
Critical point 1 Critical point 2
Re 6.797 6.778
The Liapunov-Schmidt calculations will be performed for the two points in parallel 
since they both satisfy the requirements of the procedure described in the sequel. As 
in section 4.4.2, the bifurcation equations obtained by a Liapunov-Schmidt reduction 
have Za ® Z2 © Z2-symmetry. Thus, up to 3rd order they are of the form
ft  = (<*at,M  +  a/vaAfa +  -I- a\X  +  aPipi + aPtp2 )x =  0
Si = + bN]N2 + bNiN3 + bxX + bpipi + b^p^y = 0
S i -  ( CAT| M  +  cat, N-i +  cn$N i  +  c x \  +  c Plp i  +  c P1p ] ) z  =  0
where
AT, =  x 2 Ni = yJ N3  = xJ
and
A =  R -  Rc P \ = r \ ~  r ti P2 = r3 -  r ,e.
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According to Golubitsky and Schaeffer [30] the coefficients are
° N t =
= j< « I. *M
<*NS =
a\ = < « ; , ( « , ).u , £■*»))
a', = <“!.(<<*»,)•«* £■ '£*,,,)), j
bNt - \ w . v „ )
f>N3 = j W . v . )
*n, = j W . H . )
bx = (u ,\ (d<&x).u; -  d2 $(u/, £ " '£ ♦ * ))
K = ( u ; , ( d * , , ) .u / - d J* (u /, IT 1 £ * ,,) ) , >
CNi =
cNt =
CNi = 5<<C.v...>
C\ =
c»> = )-u-  - i * k , i ' ' £ V ) l
where E is the projection onto range L and, taking into account that the initial equa­
tions have only quadratic nonlinearity, we have that
Vkk = - 3  d2 Q{uk,Wkk)
VM =  - d 9*(ti*,ti>n) -  2<fa$(u/,u>w)
Vkm = — 2d2Q(um,Wkm)
Vik = -(PQ{ut,Wkk) -  2da*(ut ,u>w)
Vu = -3<fa#(u,,u>„)
Vim = -</2<&(u,,U’mm) -  2<P$(um,Wim)
Vmk = - d 2 $(um,w kk) - 2 d2Q(uk,u>km)
Vml = - d J$ (um,U>//) — 2d1 Q(ul,Wim)
Vmm «  ~3d2*(um,Wmm)
where
Wkk =  ¿ _ ,E</2*(un,Ufc)
u;« =  L~l EtPQ(uk,ui)
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Wkm =
w / i  =  L ~ l E < P Q ( u t , u i )  
W lm  =  L ~ l E c P Q ( u i , u m )  
w m m  =  L ~ l E d 2$ ( u m , u m ) .
4 .8 .1  C a lc u la tio n  o f  ayy,, 6jv„ cjv3
In this section we give a detailed description of the calculation of a/v,. The coefficients 
bs 3 and c/v, are obtained immediatly by substituting the mode numbers k  by / and m 
respectively. The main technical difficulty is the calculation of wkk. We reserve part 
(a) to deal with this problem. In part (b) we explain how to use Maple to do the rest 
o f the work.
(a )  Calculation of wkk
The equation to solve in order to calculate wkk is
L(wkk) =  Ed2 Q(uk,u k). (4.21)
In order to simplify the notations we denote
Ak =  sin(fc,i,)cos(fc2fc)cos(fc3 6 )
Bk =  cos(fc,£,) cos(fr2{2) sin(fc3£})
Ck =  sin(*I{,)sin(*26 )sin(*36 )
Dk =  cos(*i{i)cos(fc26,)cos(*3£3)
Ek =  sin(* |{ i)sin(*36 )c o s (* 3& )
Fk =  »¡n(iiii) cos(fc242) sin( fc3£3).
Recall from section 4.7 that
uk =  (ak[l]y4k,afc[2]i4,k,a k(3]Bk,a*[4]Rfc,ak[5)Z?k) 
where after calculating ak explicitly we observed the equivariance under the group S2 
as
a.k =  aak.
Now we have
i* |a i(« » ,« ,)  -
=  -? 2 iM
^ ♦ [4 ](» k, ii. )  .  -2« ,[4 ]( 
<F« [5 |(u „.„) -  0.
*3<M3]B»£>, -  ~a*[2]-4,j,F,* -  ii« » |l] ,4 kF4)
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A direct calculation shows that
(uj,</2$(u*,ut )) =  0
for j  =  fc,/, m, which means that <¿*$(1**,«*) € range L. Recalling that E  in equation 
(4.21) denotes an orthogonal projection onto range L , this equation is the same as
L(wkk) -  dJ*(tik,u k). (4.22)
Also by direct calculation we have that d2$(uk,tik) is S2-equi variant. Thus, by lemma 
12, the solution wkk of system (4.22) must be such that
tv.k,k(s^) =  (4-23)
Maple does not seem to solve PDEs and system (4.22) is very hard to solve without 
the help of some computer algebra. The approach we take here is to write wkk as a 
polynomial function of Ak, . . . ,  Fk. The coefficients in this polynomial are the solution 
of a system of linear algebraic equations. Denote
X k[l) =  (AkDk. A ,kEk. BkFk, CkF,k)
X„[2) =  (A,kDk, AkEk, BkF,k,CkFk)
Aft [3] =  (BkDk,A tkF.k,A kFk,CkEk)
Xk(4] =  (BkDkyA.kF.k,A kFk>CkEk)
Jf,[5] =  ( A l A l . B l . C t . D l E l F t . f Z , )
and note that d2i[j](ufc, uk) is a linear combination of the components of X k\j\. More 
precisely, by denoting
M l]  =  ? i i ^ i- -« * [ l] .-« * [2 ] ,* 3 < > * [3 ] ,o ')  a \  r i  r2 )
M2] =  ^ ( _ i i< M 2 ] > < M i] ,M M 3 ] ,o ')a \  r2 r x )
M3] =  ^ ( - M M 3 ] , ^ < M 2 ] , i i M i | , o )a \  r2 r i /
6.(4] =  2a,[4](—M ,[3 ] ,£ « » [2 |,iiM l] ,o )
bk[ 5] = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0),
we have that
</*♦[;](«*, «*) =  6fcL/]~Y*[>].
Writing linearly on the components of ^*[7] and substituting on (4.22) we get
a system of linear algebraic equations on the coefficients. By doing this we arrived at 
the conclusion that the coordinates X k are not convenient: the system we got is not
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determined and Maple cannot solve it. In order to change coordinates we introduce 
the matrices
and p* are the coefficients that we want to calculate. As another symmetry observation 
we have that V* is Sj-equivariant as
where >*[»,,/’] represents the jth  component of V*[i]. A simple reasoning says that 
Wkk written in the coordinates V* satisfies the equivariance (4.23) if and only if the 
coefficients p* are constrained by the symmetries (4.25). For the same reason ç* satisfies 
the same symmetries.
Substituting (4.24) in system (4.22) we get a system of linear algebraic equations 
in the form
A better coordinate system is
n i»  = PiXk\j) for 1 < j  < 4,
H I 5] = /VY*[5].
Note that this change of coordinates is orthogonal. In fact we have that
P,-' = \P , and P f '  -  \P ,-
Let
da#[;](ufc,ufc) = q k \j\ -Y k \j\ (424)
where
«*1» =  p r ' bi.\j]
n*[i] =  n |2 |
n»[3,2] = np,3] 
K.[4,2] = n[4,3[ 
n*[3,2] =  -n [5 ,8 ]  
r..(5,4] =  — V*[5,6),
(4.25)
LkPt. — 9*.
where qk is already known and by permuting rows and columns, the matrix may be
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0 0 
0 I*[l) 
0 0
0
0
0
0
VO
0
0
¿.*11]
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
¿*[2]
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
¿*[3]
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
M 4] 
0 
0
where the matrices along the diagonal are
u [ l)
¿*[2]
L»[3]
( f f )
- 4 $  +  **) 
0
/  -4*2 1 4*3  \
R - 4 * |  0
V *3 0 0 /
¿*[4] =
Lk[ 5]
- 4 $  +  *!)
0
-4A|,
0
0
0
0
—4A* 
0 
0
_  JtL _ 4
0
0
—4Afc
R
“ *3
0
0
0
0
0
0
¿.*[4]
0
- 4 m
—4 ra
0
R
*3
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0
¿*[5]
0
0
1
-4A*
0
0
0
- 4 k ,
0 
0
4% '
4*1
0
0
Letting Cfc b e  the corresponding reordering of P .  we have that
e»[0] =  P *[5 ,1]
c * [l]  =  ( p t [ 2 ,  l ] ,p * [ 5 ,2 ] )
Cfc(2] =  ( p » [ l , 2 ] , p » M , p » [ 5 , 7 | )
Cfc[3] =  ( p » [ 3 , l | , p » [ 4 , l ] , p » [ 5 , 3 ] )
0*14] =  ( P * [ 2 ,3 ] ,p f c ( 3 ,2 ] ,p s |4 ,2 ) ,p * [ 5 ,4 |)  
o*(5) =  ( p » [ l ,4 ] ,p » [ 2 ,4 ] ,p s [ 3 ,4 ] ,p l [ 4 ,4 ] ,p s [5 ,5 ] ) ,
and we let rf* be the same reordering of 9*. Now systems of the form
L.kUJcskUJ = d M
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are redundant since ctk\j] can be obtained by conjugacy of c*[)]. So we are restricted 
to solve the systems
for 1 <  j  <  5, which may be easily solved by hand. We may also ask Maple to solve 
these systems without worrying about any technical problem since the determinants 
are nonzero. All coefficients are now determined apart from p*[5,1] which can have 
any value. This is not surprising if we see th a t
Thus when we differentiate wkk with respect to any the coefficient p*[5,1] will not 
appear. Finally we have wkk and we can proceed with the rest of the calculation of
a.v,.
(b) T he rest of th e  job w ith M aple
Now, Maple has no problem in doing the rest of the job. Recall that what is left is the 
computation of
where uk is one of the eigenfunctions generating ker L and wkk is what we have just 
calculated. Given the values of uk and wkk, th a t we know at this point, Maple computes 
Vkk according to the formula above. Then we have one of the coefficients of the reduced 
equations by computing
where the dot is the usual dot product in ®5 and we recall that u* is one of the 
eigenfunctions generating ker L". Two of the  remaining coefficients of the bifurcation 
equations are obtained by substituting the mode numbers k in the formulae above by 
/ and ra respectively. The approximate results are as follows
4 .8 .2  C a lc u la tio n  o f  a N„  a N„  bN, , bN„ cn, , bN,
This section gives a detailed explanation of how to obtain a^a. The other five coeffi­
cients are obtained automatically by substitution of mode numbers. Again we reserve 
part (a) to deal with the main technical difficulty: the calculation of wki. In part (b) 
we show how Maple can do the rest of the work.
U \j)ck[j) =  dk\j\
W M  =  l.
Vkk = - 3  d2 Q(uk,wkk),
aN, =  ¡ ( u lV kk)
-  \F. H JÒuiVttixdyi’'
Critical point 1 Critical point 2
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(a ) Ca lcu la tion  o f u»w
Now we want wy satisfying the equation
L(wu ) = Ed2Q(uk,ui). (4.26)
Recall that
=  (a*[lMfc,a*[2].<4<*,a*[3]f?*,afc[4]i?*,aAr[5]D*) 
u/ =  (a/(l]i4j,a/[2]A»j,a/[3]£/,aj[4]i?/,a/[5]Z?j),
where a* and a, are Sj-equivariant. By analogy with the previous section we denote
A'*j[l] =  (AiDil.A tiEk,BiFk,CiFtk,Ai,Di,A,icEi,BicFi,CkF,i)
A'*i(2] = (A,iDk. AtEk, BtF,k, CiFk, A ,kDt, A kEi, BkF,i, CkFi)
A'w(3) = ( B , D k . A , i F , k ,  A , F k , C ' E k , B k D h  A t k F a l, A k F h  C k E , )
A'«[4] =  ( B i D k . A ai F , k , A i F k , C i E k , B k D u A t k F ai ,  A k F i , C k E i )
A'h[5] = ( A i A k . A t i A a k , B i B k , C i C k ,  D i D k ,  E i E k ,  F iF k , F t i F t k ).
Denote also
aM[l] =  —Aafc(i]aj(i])_!2afc(i]a<[2],A:3afc(l]a/[3],0^
««[2] =  i(--o*[2)«,|2],-«»[21<.,[l).*3O*[2]«,[3],0) a \  r2 r i /
««[3] =  — ( —fc3°*|3)oi[3], —<**[3]a,[2], — ai,[3]a,[l],o)
aM(4) = (-fr3a*[4)a,[3]t ^ o fc[4)«i(2], £a*[4]a,[l],o) 
a*,[ 5] =  (0,0,0,0), 
and finally define
kill] =  («ub'l. «ill»)-
Now we have that </*♦[;](«,, uj) is a linear combination of the  components of Xkl\j] as 
=  l>aiU]-JCa,U]-
A direct calculation shows that the result of this dot product is in range L and then 
equation (4.26) becomes
L(wy) =  </*♦(«*, u,). (4.27)
It can also be checked directly that (PQ(uk,ui) is S3-equivariant and by lemma 12, the 
solution toy of system (4.27) must satisfy the equivariance
u>.*«/(«0 =  su>ki(0- (4.28)
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By writing wu  as a polynomial function of A A t . . . ,  F*, F/ we reduce the problem to 
a system of linear algebraic equations. Again we checked that X u  is not a convenient 
coordinate system and we apply the change of coordinates P2 defined in the previous 
section. Thus we denote
Y M  = P*XU\j).
and let
= l u \ j ] ‘ Y u \ j ]  
= P u \ j ] Y u \ j ) ,
where
fui») “ f ’ l ' I ’ u U ]
(4.29)
and pkt are the coefficients that we want to calculate. Now we have that Ykt satisfies 
the equivariance
n w ii) = n<|2i
» M S , 2] = n<[3,3]
K*w(3,6) = n,[3,7]
n.w(4,2] = n44,3] (4.30)
V.»w[4,6] = n,[4,7]
Ym  [»,*) = -Kt([5,8]
»MM) = - J 'u M ) .
The Sj-equivariance of <fai ( u 4,u i) and wu imposes the symmetry constraints (4 30)
on the coefficients qki and pu respectively.
Substituting (4.29) in system (4.27) we get a system of linear algebraic equations 
as
LuPki — qu,
where qu is already known and by permuting rows and columns, the  matrix Lu may
be written as
f  ¿«M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 £**»/[l] 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 Lu[2 ] 0 0 0 0 0
i ,, — 0 0 0 L.kw(2) 0 0 0 0L'kl — 0 0 0 0 Lk[ 3) 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 M 5] 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ¿*[6]
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and the matrices along the diagonal are of the form
£«li]
/ - d o  0 0 a '
0 - d  0 0 6
0 0 - d  1 c ,
0 0 R - d  0
k a 6 c 0 0 t
where d = a2 +  b2 +  c2 and
• a =  —jfj- +  6 =  +  £  and c =  —¿3 + /3 if j  =  1.
•  a = — 6 =  +  £  and c =  k3 +  /3 if j  = 2.
•  a = — 6 =  — 61 — h- and c = kj — l3 if j  =  3.
•  a = —jjj- — 6 =  —{^  -  £  and c =  —¿3 -  /3 if j  =  4.
•  a = +  £■, 6 =  + £  and c =  ¿3 +  /3 if j  = 5.
•  a =  - £ ■  +  6 =  + £  and c =  - f c 3 + l3 if j  = 6.
Letting c* be the reordering of p* corresponding to the permutation of columns of Lu 
we have that
*,[11 =  (p«[l,7],pfc/[2,l],pw[3,7],pfc/[4,7],pw(5,2]) 
*,(2] =  (pW[l,5],pw[2,3],pw[3,2],pk/[4,2],pw[5,4]) 
c,i[ 3] =  (pm[1 »2j,p*,[2,2], p*/[3,5], p«[4,5], p«[5,7]) 
c*/[4] =  (p m [ 1 , 4 ] , p m [ 2 ,4 ] , p m [ 3 ,4 ] ,p m [ 4 ,4 ] ,p m [5 ,5 ])  
c«[5] =  (p/n[l,6],pw[2,6],pw[3, l],pk/[4, l],p*/[5,3]) 
c„i[ 6] =  (p«(1*8),P/m(2, 8],p«[3,8],p(w[4,8),p*,(5,1]),
and we let <fk be the same reordering of g*. By eliminating the redundant blocks of the 
form L,k,i[j] we are restricted to solve the systems
Lki\j]ckt[j] = dki\j]
for 1 < j  <  6, which is a reasonably easy calculation with or without computer algebra.
(b) T he re s t of th e  jo b  w ith Maple
Now, Maple has no problem in doing the rest of the job. Recall that what is left is the 
computation of
Vu = —(^ (^uk, wu) —  2dJ$(u/, Wki),
where u*,u/ are two of the eigenfuntions generating ker L , wu was computed in section
4.8.1 and u>kj is what we have just calculated. Given the values of uk, uj, wn and u>kj,
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that we know at this point, Maple computes V*/ according to the formula above. Then 
we have one more coefficient of the reduced equations by computing
“  5<“I.v»/),
where we recall that uj is one of the eigenfuntions generating ker Lm. Five of the 
remaining coefficients of the bifurcation equations are obtained by substituting the 
mode numbers k  in the formulae above by [ and m. respectively. The results are as
follows
Critical point 1 Critical point 2
9.6760 -0.1.12^ 3 9.689o-0.119 _3
on. 7.693o |3.474_3 5.902o|p.?19T3
t.V, 8.733o|0.692_3 s»l«4am „s
fcv, 5.094o|0.386_3
CNt 6 366^ 11.821 r 3 5.9020^ 0.540^ 3
CN* 5.094o +0.386_3 1 | i
4 .8 .3  C alcu lation  o f  a \, b \, c\
In this section we describe how to obtain a*. Then the coefficients 6> and c* come 
immediately by substituting the mode numbers k by / and ra respectively. The calcu­
lation of a a is very simple comparing with the complication of the previous sections. 
Recall that the formula is
a y  = -< /1* (u ,,L - , £*>)>.
By differentiating $  with respect to  A we get
=  (0,0,0, vs, 0)1.
Since is a linear operator, its linearization evaluated at uk is
( < / * » ) . « ,  =  ( 0 ,0 ,0 ,  u .[ 3 ] ,0 ) ‘ .
Note th .t  <t, is odd, which implies that when u =  0 we have 
*y -  0.
All together, these results say that
ay =  (u;,(d*»).u,>
= j  j  Jo umk[4]uk[3]dxdydz.
The result evaluated by Maple is approximately
Critical point 1 Critical point 2
a \ 
bk
c\
2.752s3 2.790s'3
1.622s3 1.585s3
3.244s3 2.790s3
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4 .8 .4  C a lc u la tio n  o f  ciplyOp3,bPl, 1>PJ, cPl, cPJ
In this section we describe how to calculate afil and the remaining five coefficients are 
obtained by analogy. Recall that the formula is
Differentiating ♦  with respect to the parameter p\ we get
2 &*v\ 1 dp  1 dvi
d (f +  +*„(1]
2 d2u2 1 dt>2
r f  » ( }  + a r f V' d ( ,
2 P v ,  1 8v,
r f  +  i T 1« .
*-'»  -  - i t -
By linearizing this operator about u =  0 and evaluating at u* we get
^ * l« * [* )  -  Ak
(«/*., [3)).u, -
(«'*., !«))■“* -
r I
By inspection of the operator we see that u =  0 then
♦#, =  0.
All together, the results above say that 
The result evaluated by Maple for the six coefficients is approximately
Critical point 1 
0
Critical point 2 
0
°« 8.249jt3 8.666x3
be, 0.842*3 0.567ir3
be, 4.373tr3 4.534it3
Ce, 6.732x3 4.333«*
cn 0 0
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4 .8 .4  C a lc u la tio n  o f  aPt, aP3,bPl, bP3, cPx, cP3
In this section we describe how to calculate aPl and the remaining five coefficients are 
obtained by analogy. Recall that the formula is
Differentiating ♦ with respect to the parameter p\ we get
dvi
*.,|2]
2 P y i i .  Sp .
"r?3{? + r\ at, + <r
2 SPn, 1 dv2 
rf at] + irr]V'a t,
'at,
.  ,,, 2 1 8 v3
* ” [3] = - ; 7 W  + ^ P . ^
.  2 a3Q i  as
[41 ~ r] at; + r]v'at,
a r-i 1 <h\
*"!** ~ r] at,
By linearizing this operator about u = 0 and evaluating at ti* we get
(d*< ,(»i) •*. =  ( ^ t ? . . i n - ^ t . . . i 8 ] ) /
(<¡*»,[2]).». =  4*?«»[2] A .t
n
(<**., [3])“.  =  — j*i«»[l]£Vr l
By inspection of the operator 4»Pl we see that u =  0 then
= 0.
All together, the results above say that
=  (u;,(d*»).uk).
The result evaluated by Maple for the six coefficients is approximately
Critical point 1 
0
Critical point 2 
0
8.249t3 8.666x3
0.842x3 0.567»3
*0. 4.373*3 4.534x3
Cfl 6.732x3 4.333x3
cn 0 0
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4 .8 .5  N o rm a l F o rm  a n d  B ifu rc a tio n  D ia g ra m s
Given a  set of equations /(* , A) =  0, where /  is obtained by a Liapunov-Schmidt 
reduction we can find the topology of the bifurcation diagram, but not the stability. 
The corresponding differential equation is one of
(a) x  +  /(* , A) = 0.
(b) * =  /(*, A).
In order to get information about stability we must know if our mapping /  satisfies (a) 
or (b). In previous sections a 3rd order truncation of /  was calculated for the (0,1,1)-
(1,1,1)-(2,0,1) mode interaction on the Bénard problem. The result is a Z2 0  Z2 ® Z2- 
equivariant as
+  on3 ^ 7  +  +  a*A +  a„p i +  an p2)x
f 2 (x ,y ,z , A,pi,p3) =  (6/v, AT, + b ^ N j + bfct N$ +  bxX +  b„xp\ +  bP7 p2)y 
fa (x ,y ,z , A,pi,p2) = (c#, N t + +  c\ 3 jV3 + c*A +  cpxpx +  cn p2 )z
where N\ =  x2, = y2, = z2. The bifurcation parameter A is the Rayleigh number
with the origin shifted and px, p2 are the unfolding parameters that have to do with 
the lengths of the domain. The coefficients a, 6, c are computed in previous sections by 
a Liapunov-Schmidt reduction.
When pi = p2 = 0, the linearization of /  about the origin is
(  ax A 0  0 \
df = 0 bxX 0 ,
\  0 0 cxX )
which has three negative real eigenvalues if A < 0 since ax%bx,cx are positive numbers 
as in section 4.8.3. Thus an equation in the form (a) for this particular /  leads to 
instability of the solution (x,y,z) =  (0,0,0). This means instability of the translation- 
invariant solution u =  0 to the Bénard problem when the Rayleigh number is below 
the critical value, which does not make sense physically. In the same way, we see that 
an equation in the form (b) gives the correct stability.
In appendix A we analyse a normal form with Z2®Z30Z2-symmetry. The stabilities 
are given under the assumption that the mapping /  satisfies the differential equation 
(a). In order to apply the results obtained to this particular problem it is enough to 
change the signs of all coefficients in /  and reduce the result to the equivalent normal 
form.
Some of the coefficients depend on the Prandtl number a. From now on we assume 
that the fluid inside the box is water, which corresponds to
a  as 7.03.
Substituting this number in the coefficients calculated in previous sections and reversing 
sign we get
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Critical point 1 Critical point 2
aN, 11.962 12.421
aNt 42.589 42.657
aNi 36.111 26.371
a\ -85.328 -86.515
aP, 0 0
a07 -255.76 -268.71
38.951 39.893
bNj 6.6793 6.3503
bNs 22.711 15.692
bx -50.294 -49.144
bfil -26.093 -17.573
bn -135.59 -140.58
Cat, 26.935 26.371
CAT, 22.711 19.799
cat, 18.297 12.421
cx -100.59 -86.515
cpi -208.75 -134.35
C« 0 0
In order to compute the normal form for /  we apply a Z2 © Z2 © Z2-equivalence as 
H (x,y,z ,X ,px,p2) =  S f(X ,A ,pt ,p2) (4.31)
where
-Y(x,y,z, A, pt, P2) = (Ax, B y,C z)
M^tPitPa) = X---- —p i ---- —p 2
<*a ax
(  D 0 0 \
S (x ,y ,z ,X ,p \,p2) =  I 0 E  0 I 
\  0 0 F  )
and A ,B ,C ,D ,E ,F  are positive constants. Substituting X , A and S  in (4.31) leads 
to
Hi (x ,y ,z ,X ,fx,r 2) = (aS tA3 Dx3 + aNiA B 3 Dy3 + aNtAC 3D z3 + axADX)x 
H2 (x ,y ,z ,X ,fx, f 2) = (bNtA 3B E x 3 + bNiB 3 Ey3 + bNiBC 3E z 3 + bxB E \  + rl )y 
Hz(x, y, z. A, f , , f2) =  (cat, A3C F x3 + cNi B 3CFy3 + cNtC3 F z 3 +  cxC F \  +  f 2 )z, 
where
f ,  = BE (b, - ) pi +  B E
V y V a* /
r2 =  Cf ( c« - ^ ) ) *  + C F \\  ax ) < ax j
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By substititing the derivatives of a, 6, c given above in the formulae for t j  and n } we
get
«1 =  «3 =  «s =  1
f j =  «4 =  ffl =  —1
and
Critical point 1 Critical point 2
«1 3.758 3.816
n 2 2.327 2.123
**3 5.524 5.654
n4 2.482 2.224
ns 1.910 2.123
n6 1.700 1.771
Now the unfolding parameters are approximately
Critical point 1 Critical point 2
r, -0.519p, +  0.302p2 ■0.358pi + 0.245^2
r2 -2.075p, +  2.997p2 -1.553pi +  3.106/>2
Taking these numbers to appendix A, the bifurcation diagrams can be drawn directly
by reading the tables. The nondegeneracy conditions are satisfied, since by using the
notation in the appendix we have
Critical point 1 Critical point 2
(a) -2.758 -2.816
(b) -1.327 -1.123
(«) -4.524 -4.654
(d) -1.482 -1.224
(e) -0.910 -1.123
(0 -0.700 -0.771
(!) -19.76 -20.57
(h) -3.444 -3.508
0) -3.220 -2.939
0) -6.802 -6.354
00 6.144 5.341
(1) 3.980 3.369
(m) 11.24 10.26
and they are all nonzero. In appendix A we use the signs of these constants to get all 
the information about existence and criticality of bifurcating branches. Since the signs 
are the same for the two critical points they lead to the same bifurcation diagrams. 
From now on we concentrate on point 1. Before drawing the bifurcation diagrams we 
make a convention about the labels of possible branches.
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(0) Translation-invariant solution u =  0.
(1) Pure mode (0,1,1).
(2) Pure mode (1,1,1).
(3) Pure mode (2,0,1).
(4) Mixed mode (0,1,1)-(1,1,1).
(5) Mixed mode (0,1,1 )-(2,0,1).
(6) Mixed mode (1,1,1 )-(2,0,1).
(7) Mixed mode (0,1,1)-(1,1,1 )-(2,0,l).
Now the unfolding parameter space is divided into six distinct regions according to the 
order of primary bifurcations when the parameter is increased. This division is the 
following
Then some of these regions need a subdivision according to the order of secondary 
bifurcations. This will be illustrated when appropriate and we proceed by drawing the 
bifurcation diagrams.
R eg io n  A
This region is divided into two subregions according to the order of bifurcations from the 
primary branches. We show this division and then proceed by drawing the bifurcation 
diagram corresponding to each subregion.
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Region B
Region C
This region is divided into two subregions according to the order of bifurcations from the 
primary branches. We show this division and then proceed by drawing the bifurcation 
diagram corresponding to each subregion.
r , - o
r2 « o
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Region D
This region is divided into two subregions according to the order of bifurcations from the 
primary branches. We show this division and then proceed by drawing the bifurcation 
diagram corresponding to each subregion.
Region E
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Region F
4 .9  In te ra c t io n  o f  T w o  M o d es  in  a  B ox  w ith  S q u a re  
C ross  S ec tio n
Now we assume that r  = re is such that the two modes £ ,/  € N3 bifurcate simulta­
neously when the Rayleigh number is increased across a critical value R =  Rg. By 
imposing the extra condition ri =  r3 we have that ker L is either 2, 3 or 4-dimensional 
depending on the mode numbers as
1. Vk © Vi if k\ — k3 and l\ = l3
2. H  © Vi © Vti if kx = k3 and l\ ^  l3
3. Vk © Vtk © V, © Vü if *, ?  k3 and /, ± l3 
and ker Lm is
1. Vf © Vf if kx = k3 and /, =  l3
2. V; © Vf © V ; if Jb, =  k3 and ? l3
3. V f © Vfk © V f © V f  if ki ±  k3 and /j l3
where Vk and Vf Me defined in section 4.7.1 for any given set of mode numbers &. For 
the particular case of the Bénard convection we did not find any mode interaction of 
type 1. We performed a Liapunov-Schmidt reduction for a mode interaction of type 
2 which gives a 3-dimensional system of ODEs. For the particular modes chosen, a 
3rd order truncation is enough to determine the bifurcation diagrams and the analysis 
described in section 4.8 applies directly. Further analysis of the points of type 3 is 
left for further work. The reason for not doing it here is that an expansion of the 
reduced equations up to 3rd order would not be enough to catch all the features of the 
bifurcation diagrams and we are not technically prepared to go up to higher order yet.
Now we consider a bifurcation of type 2 with mode numbers
k  = ( U , i )
L = (0,1,1).
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A calculation shows that these modes bifurcate simultaneously when the unfolding 
parameters are
r ,c =  r2e as 1.687
and the bifurcation parameter is
Re as 7.024.
As in section 4.5.2, the bifurcation equations obtained by a Liapunov-Schmidt reduction 
have Z2 © D^-symmetry. Thus, up to 3rd order they are of the form
f\  =  [ajV|Wi + a NjN 2 +  aAA + aPi+n(pi +
f t  = [I>n,N i +  byt N 2 + c6  + b \\  -f bPi+n(pi +  p2) + bpl. M(pi — p2)\ yi 
h  =  [bN,N\ + bjVjN2 — c6  +  6.\A +  bPl+P3(pi +  p2) — bPx. n (p\ — p2 )\y2
where
N x - x 2 N 2 *  y2  +  y2 6  =  y | -  y\
A = R -  Rc pi = rt - r u  p2 - r 2 -  r2c.
The coefficients in the formulae for /  are computed as in section 4.5.2 and the result 
for o =  7.03 (Prandtl number for the water) is
a Nx as 10.715
as 35.738
ax « -59.780
a n + n as -55.835
bs, as 46.241
bN , « 15.643
bx as -80.288
bfii+ei as -96.732
as 96.732
c as 5.6526
In order to compute the normal form and bifurcation diagrams we apply a Z2 © D<- 
equivariant transformation
H ( x ,y x,y 2, X,pi +  p2,p i — p2) =  S f ( X , \ , p x +  — pj)  (4-32)
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where
X (x ,y i,y 2 ,A ,px + p2 ,px - p i )  = (A x ,B yu By2) 
A ( A )« A - i* ± = (p ,+ p ,)
/  C  0 0 \
S (x ,y u y 2 , \ ,p i + p 2 , p i —p2)=  I 0 D 0
\  0 0 D )
and A , B. C, D are positive constants. By substituting X , A and S  in (4.32) we get
H \(x,yi,y 2, \ ,p i ,p 2) = [aNxA3 Cx2 +  aNiA B 2 C(y\ + y\) +  a\A C \]x
= (&/v, A2 BD x2  +  bNj& D (y 2 + y \)  +  cB3 D(y2  -  y2) 
+ b\B D \ +  p\ + p2 \yx
H3(x ,yu y2 , \ ,p i ,p 2) = [bNiA2 BD x2  + bNiB?D(y] + y\) -  cB*D(y\ -  y\) 
+ b\B D \ + px — p2)y2-
where
h  -  B D (b n t „ - ^ s h . y p , + ^ )
Pi — B D b„.n (pi — pi).
By imposing the conditions
lov, MJC =  1 
M A C  =  1 
IcIB’ D =  1 
I h \B D  =  1
we get H  in the desired form
H \(i,V i,V i,\,P i.M  = . [<i*a +  ni(»? +  y |) + «iA]i
H i ( x , i „ \ i i , \ , p „ f c )  =  [nax1 +  n3(yf +  y f) +  t3(yj -  yj)-M sA  +  p, +  pa] y, 
H l( x ,y i , l l i ,X ,h ,p i )  “  (nai1 +  n3(yf +  yj) -  e3(v | -  yf) +  e4X +  p, -  pa] ya 
where
d  =  *gn(aWl)
«2 =  sgn(ax)
<3 =  sgn(c) 
c4 =  sgn(6\)
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and
1 fa  1
n j  = fe n
I 1 .
n 2 = — r -  
\ o n , 1
n 3 = l;K
The unfolding parameters are
f a  = ~  P i ) -
By substituting the derivatives of a, b, c given above in the formulae for t, and nj 
we get
c, =  e3 =  1
«2 =  «< =  -1
and
n, sa 8.491 
n2 ss 3.213 
n3 »  2.767.
Now the unfolding parameters are
fa as 0.663(pi +  />a)
Pa »  1.205(pi-pa).
A complete stability analysis of steady solutions of the system 
x =  /fi(x,yi,ya,A ,p,,pa) 
y, =  yi, ya, A, p i, p2)
y2 = H3(x,yl,y2,Xyfa,fa)
is performed in appendix B. The results are condensed into tables giving the branches of 
solutions and their criticality, with respect to the bifurcation parameter X if the system 
is nondegenerate. Our particular mapping H  satisfies the nondegeneracy conditions 
since we have
(*> S3 -2.213
w as 2.767
(«) as 1.767
(<l) S3 -5.724
(•) S3 -6.724
(0 S3 -24.52
(8) S3 -26.28
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and they are all nonzero. We proceed by drawing the bifurcation diagrams for the case 
when the mapping I f  is Z2 © D4-equivariant. This happens when p3 = 0. Then we 
show the effects of breaking the S2 symmetry with the parameter p3. Before drawing 
the bifurcation diagrams we make a convention about the labels of possible branches.
(0) Translation-invariant solution u =  0.
(1) Pure mode (1,1,1 ).
(2) Pure modes (0,14) and (1,0,1).
(3) Mixed mode (0,1,1 )-( 1,0,1).
(4) Mixed modes (1,1,1)-(0,1,1) and (1,1,1 )-( 1,0,1).
(5) Mixed mode (1,1,1 )-(0,l,1 )-( 1,0,1).
Now the bifurcation diagrams depend on the sign of p\ as
We proceed by breaking the S2 symmetry with the parameter p3. Now the modes 
(0,1,1) and (1,0,l) are no longer conjugate. In order to make the bifurcation diagrams 
clear we need new labels
(2.1) Pure mode (0,1,1).
(2.2) Pure mode (1,0,1).
(4.1) Mixed mode ( 1,1,1 )-(0,1,1).
(4.2) Mixed mode (1,1,1 )-( 1,0,1).
(6) Mixed mode (1,0,1 >(0,1,1).
(7) Mixed mode (1,1,1)-(0,1,1)-(1,0,1).
The unfolding parameter space is divided into six distinct regions according to the order 
of primary bifurcations when the bifurcation parameter is increased. This division is 
the following
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Then some of these regions need a subdivision according to the order of secondary 
bifurcations. This will be illustrated when appropriate and we proceed by drawing the 
bifurcation diagrams.
Region A
This region is divided into two subregions according to the order of bifurcations from the 
primary branches. We show this division and then proceed by drawing the bifurcation 
diagram corresponding to each subregion.
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Region B
Region C
Region D
Region E
Region F
This region is divided into two subregions according to the order of bifurcations from the 
primary branches. We show this division and then proceed by drawing the bifurcation 
diagram corresponding to each subregion.
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Chapter 5 
Introduction
5 .1  In tro d u c tio n
In this part, we describe a different example of bifurcation in symmetric systems, 
namely the bifurcation phenomena arising in the circuit equations modelling the chaotic 
Van der Pol-Duffing oscillator shown in figure 5.1. These results have been published 
in Gomes and King [32]. The experimental work done by Gomes [33] is much less 
complete than what we present here and it was a motivation for this more detailed 
investigation. The bifurcations and dynamics in this oscillator are due to the presence 
of the nonlinear negative resistor N  whose I  — V characteristic we model with the 
polynomial
Figure 5.1: Circuit diagram for a chaotic Van der Pol-Duffing oscillator.
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Previous investigations of this circuit and its variants have reported the main bi­
furcation sequence shown in figure 5.2(a) [27, 28, 37, 31]. The main sequence begins 
with a symmetry-breaking transition (via a pitchfork bifurcation) from 5° to the con­
jugate attractors S* and S~. Both attractors undergo a Hopf bifurcation followed by 
a sequence of period doubling bifurcations to chaos. The bifurcations from the S + 
and S~ branches occur at the same parameter values. This region of bistability ends 
with a symmetry-increasing bifurcation [24, 38] (via a crisis) to a single chaotic attrac­
tor C°. A one parameter family of the described bifurcation sequences is expected to 
contain an element for which the pitchfork and Hopf bifurcations occur at the same 
parameter value. This bifurcation has generically codimension 2 and it has first been 
described by Takens [41, 42] and Bogdanov [20]. It is knov/n as a Takens-Bogdanov 
(T B ) bifurcation.
Figure 5.2: Main bifurcation sequences: (a) Symmetric bifurcation sequence; (b) Asym­
metric bifurcation sequence.
This Z2-symmetric sequence is non-generic. It is non-generic because the pitchfork 
bifurcation from 5° to 5* is non-generic. The generic picture for the pitchfork is given 
by the elementary cusp catastrophe. We show that the presence of the cusp catastrophe 
in the steady state problem gives rise to the bifurcation sequence shown in figure 5.2(b).
In section 5.2 we describe three nonlinear circuits obtained as limiting cases of figure 
5.1, and the T B  singularity since it plays an essential role in later chapters. We also 
show that the equations for one of the circuits can be transformed into the model used 
by Boissonade and De Kepper [21] to interpret bistability and oscillations for chemical 
reactions in continuously stirred tank reactors.
In chapters 6 and 7, we give our analytic and numerical results for the chaotic Van 
der Pol oscillator. In chapter 6 results for the symmetric system (i/ = 0) are given. 
We find a T B  line of codimension 2 in the parameter space. This line contains a de-
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generate point of codimension 3 where a change of stability occurs. As described in 
Guckenheimer and Holmes [35], several codimension 1 bifurcations (pitchfork, Hopf, 
homoclinic, saddle-node of lim it cycles when Zj-symmetry is assumed) meet at a codi­
mension 2 degeneracy of the T B  type. Homoclinic bifurcations and saddle-node of 
limit cycles are global bifurcations and as such they require numerical methods to be 
tracked away from a small neighbourhood of the codimension 2 point. In our numerical 
experiments the value of one of the parameters has been fixed so that we are left with 
a 2-dimensional parameter space that intersects transversally the T B  line. In chapter 
7, we use numerical simulations to  obtain a bifurcation set for the asymmetric system. 
Again one of the parameters is fixed (the same as in section 6). Now we are left with 
a 3-dimensional parameter space that intersects transversally a T B  cusped sheet. The 
bifurcation set will be described by restricting to several 2-dimensional sections.
5.2 C irc u its  a n d  S in g u la ritie s
In this section we describe three limiting cases of circuit 5.1. By analysing the model 
equations we find singularities th a t are also present in the chaotic Van der Pol-Duffing 
oscillator. There is a considerable advantage to this approach. By taking the limits 
we get simpler systems. Some of the complicated behaviour of circuit 5.1 is no longer 
present, which makes easier the concentration on singularities. All together, these limits 
give a good intuition for what is going to happen in the full system and introduce some 
machinery in an organized way.
5.2.1 L im itin g  C a s e s
The three nonlinear circuits shown in figure 5.3 are obtained as limiting cases of figure 
5.1. The circuit equation for figure 5.3(a) is
The steady states of this circuit are completely characterized by the canonical cusp 
catastrophe.
We recall some results from elementary catastrophe theory [40]. Given the potential, 
F, the equilibrium manifold M  is defined by the equation
which may also be written as
where F  is the potential
F (V .) = ltV ? +  i .V ', '+ .V 1.
V t F = 0,
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where the subscript x  indicates that the gradient is with respect to the state variables. 
In the present case this yields for M  the equation
By varying the control parameters a and v th e  familiar folded surface of the canonical 
cusp catastrophe manifold (see Poston and Stewart [39]) may be generated. The folds 
of this surface when projected onto the (a, i/) plane yield the cusp
Inside the cusp the potential F  has two minima whose relative depth is determined by 
v. In this region the system is said to be bistable.
The circuit in figure 5.3(b) is a Van der Pol oscillator and may be obtained from 
figure 5.1 either by setting C\ = 0 or r  =  0. Assuming r  =  0 yields Van der Pol’s 
equation
The bistability present in the previous circuit has disappeared (but see Zeeman [43] 
for a catastrophe theory interpretation).
The circuit in figure 5.3(c) is a Van der Pol-Duffing oscillator. The circuit equations
The reader will note that there is little difference between the circuits of figures 5.3(b) 
and (c). Nevertheless the introduction of the resistor r has a profound effect: Not only 
is bistability recovered but, as will be shown below, we also have a cusped curve o iT B  
codimension 2 bifurcations (TB  cusp).
bVr' +  oVi +  */ = 0.
which in more familiar form is
are
(5.1)
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Figure 5.3: Three nonlinear circuits embedded in the chaotic Van der Pol-Duffing 
circuit: (a) nonlinear RC circuit; (b) Van der Pol oscillator; (c) Van der Pol-Duffing 
oscillator.
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5 .2 .2  A  T a k e n s-B o g d a n o v  C usp
Before discussing system (5.1) further, we bring it into dimensionless form with the
which yields the system
x  = - ( X 3 -  aX  +  n) -  rz
Z  =  X - Z ,  (5.2)
where differentiation is with respect to r  and the three parameters are a  = 
f* = “ d T =  ^ r .
For ease of interpretation we write system (5.2) as the second order equation
X  +  ( - ( a - l )  +  3.Y’) j t  +  | £  =  0 (5.3)
where F is the potential
F(X)  = j J f 4 — — T)Xa +  ¡iX. (5.4)
When n = 0 the potential F  has one minima for a  < T and two minima of equal depth 
for o  > T. In the physics literature the point a  =  T is called a ‘second order phase 
transition’ point. Examination of the friction term in equation (5.3) shows that there is 
another ‘phase transition' leading to the onset of oscillations with critical point a  = 1 . 
The two critical points coincide at (a, T) = (1,1). In the bifurcation theory literature 
this critical point is often referred to as the ‘nilpotent linear part’ or the ‘Takens- 
Bogdanov codimension 2 singularity’ (see figure 5.4 and chapter 7 of Guckenheimer 
and Holmes [35]).
Figure 5.4: Bifurcation set unfolding a Takens-Bogdanov point with Zj-symmetry. 
Crosses are saddle points, black (grey) dots are stable (unstable) steady states and 
solid (dashed) loops are stable (unstable) limit cycles.
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When p ^  0 we have, in regards to the steady state problem, the same situation as 
for our first nonlinear circuit above. Now the equilibrium manifold is given by
In addition to steady states we also have oscillations. The coincidence of steady state 
and Hopf bifurcations now occur to yield a TB-cusp.
5 .2 .3  A  C ro ss-S h ap e d  D ia g ra m
A complete picture of the bifurcation set of system (5.1) is given by showing tha t this 
system is equivalent to a class of models of chemical reactors described by Gucken- 
heimer [34] and used by him to correct some features in Boissonade and De Kepper’s 
‘cross-shaped diagram’ [21]. The cross-shaped diagram was used by Boissonade and De 
Kepper to summarize some general relationships between bistability and oscillations 
for chemical reactions in continuously stirred tank reactors. They introduced model
(5.2), where X  and Y  denote concentrations of chemical species, as a schematic rep­
resentation of circumstances where a reactor which has two stable steady states can 
become oscillatory.
For ease of exposition we proceed by giving a summary of Guckenheimer’s analysis. 
System (5.2) commutes with the action of the group Z2
Thus there is a pitchfork bifurcation when a  is increased past T. The characteristic 
polynomial of the linearization about the origin is X3 +  (1 — a)A +  (T — a). Thus 
(0,0) undergoes a Hopf bifurcation when a  =  1, T > a. There is a T B  singularity 
at (o,T) =  (1,1). The linearization about (±y/a — T, ± \ /a  -  T) has characteristic 
polynomial X3 +  (2a — 31' + i)A +  2(a — T). Thus the nontrivial steady states undergo 
a Hopf bifurcation when 2a — 3T +  1 = 0, a  > I\ Nonlinear analysis is required for the 
stability calculations. These are performed in Guckenheimer’s paper and the resulting 
bifurcation set for p = 0 is shown in figure 5.4.
To complete our picture we need to see how the bifurcation set in figure 5.4 evolves 
as we vary p. It can be seen that steady state bifurcations occur by crossing the cusped 
sheet (5.6) in the (a, r,/i)-space. This bifurcation is a pitchfork if p = 0 and a fold 
if p ^  0. At a fold point the state is ( s g n i / i j ^ ^ s g n i / i ) ^ 2^ ) .  By linearizing 
about this point we find a TB  bifurcation at T = 1. On a section of constant a  > 1 the
X 3 -  (a  -  r)X  +  p = 0
and the region where F  has a double well is inside the cusped sheet
(5.5)
(5.6)
(X ,Z) -  ( - X , - Z )
if and only if p = 0. In this symmetric case the steady states are
/  (0,0) if
\  (0, 0) and (±>/a — T, ±y/a — T) if
_ _  _ _ _  i f a < r
\ / f )  a  > T.
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bifurcation set is the ‘cross-shaped diagram’ given in Guckenheimer [34] and reproduced 
here in figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5: Inside the box: Guckenheimer’s cross-shaped diagram for system (5.2). 
Lower case letters correspond to phase portraits from figure 7.3. Only regions of bista­
bility are labeled. Other labels represent bifurcations listed in table 6.1. Outside the 
box: cusped-sheet dividing the parameter space according to the number of steady 
states and section where the cross-shaped diagram is found.
Chapter 6
The Symmetric System
6.1 In t ro d u c t io n
This chapter is concerned with the bifurcation analysis of the chaotic Van der Pol- 
Duffing oscillator when the characteristic of the negative resistor commutes with an 
action of the group Zj. This means that
1N(-V) =  IN(V),
which restricts I s  to be an odd function of V . By expanding up to cubic order we get 
/„(V) = aV + bV3,
and the physicists say tha t this makes sense physically only if 6 > 0.
In section 6.2 we derive a set of equations modelling the circuit. The variables in 
the equations are the voltages measured at two different points in the circuit and the 
current through the inductor. The parameters are the two capacitances, the coupling 
resistor and a, b from the expansion of IN. Then we rescale the quantities obtaining 
something more convenient for the mathematicians. By more convenient we mean that 
application of local bifurcation theory involves simpler formulas.
In section 6.3 we analyse the model as much as local methods permit. The origin 
is always a steady state and by linearizing the system around this state we locate in 
the parameter space three kinds of bifurcations:
•  Pitchfork when one eigenvalue is zero. These occur on a plane.
• Hopf when there is a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues. These occur on 
surfaces.
•  Takens-Bogdanov when there is a nilpotent linear part. These occur on a line.
In section 6.4 a reduction to a 2-dimensional center manifold (which is contracting 
in this case) is performed near the Takens-Bogdanov line. By analyzing the reduced 
system we find a degenerate point whose effect is basically to reverse time in the center 
manifold. This degeneracy occurs when the two capacitances have the same value.
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One of the features of a Takens-Bogdanov point is to imply homoclinic bifurcations 
nearby (see Guckenheimer and Holmes [35], chapter 7 for a complete description). 
Such bifurcations are no longer local away from a small neighbourhood of the Takens-
some predictions about what happens near homoclinicity in 3-dimensional systems. 
Glendinning [29] improved these results for systems with Z2*symmetry. If all eigen­
values are real there is no reason for anything else to happen, but if there is a pair 
of complex conjugate eigenvalues with a sufficiently strong spin we have a so called
the whole three dimensionality of the phase space, namely infinite sequences of period­
doubling and symmetry-breaking bifurcations and more complicated homoclinic orbits. 
In section 6.6 we divide the parameter space according to Glendinning and Sparrow.
Now if we locate the homoclinic bifurcations we can tell which class they belong 
to. This is what we do in section 6.6 by numerical simulations. This global analysis 
is performed in a slice of the parameter space transversal to the Takens-Bogdanov 
line. The slice is placed at the side of the degenerate point that has more convenient 
stability.
Applying Kirchoff’s Current Law to the circuit in figure 5.1 and assuming that the 
characteristic of the negative resistor is an odd function of Vx truncated at cubic order, 
we obtain the equations
where the variables Y\ and V% are voltages produced by the circuit, I t  is the current 
through the inductor, C\ and C% are capacitances and r is the coupling resistor. This 
system commutes with the action of the group Z2
Bogdanov point. By analysing the saddle point, Glendinning and Sparrow [30] made
Silnikov bifurcation. This implies a complicated sequence of bifurcations exploring
6 .2  M o d e l E q u a tio n s
( 6 .1)
(VT.V,,U )  -> < -V ,.-V „ - / i ) .
For subsequent analysis it is more convenient to rescale as follows:
obtaining the system in the form
X  = —7 (A' 3 — o X  -  Y) 
Y  = X - Y - Z  
Z  -  0Y .,
(6.2)
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where differentiation is with respect to r  and the four parameters are a  =  - ( 1  +  ar), 
0  =  and 7  =  Note that 0  and 7  are positive by definition. In this section we 
use local methods to find the bifurcation set in the (a, 0, 7 )-space of the system above. 
The steady states are given by
Thus, there is a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation giving rise to a symmetric double 
well potential when a  is increased past zero.
There is a Hopf bifurcation of 5° corresponding to eigenvalues ±*u>j, Ai where
with the region — 1 < a  < 0. In this region Ai < 0, and thus the system reduces to a 2- 
dimensional centre manifold near the parabola (6.3). In order to have a 3-dimensional 
centre manifold we also need Ai =  0. This is prohibited in the present problem since 
Aj =  0 implies a  = A >  0 which contradicts the condition — 1 < a  <  0.
System (6.2) has a T B  bifurcation when the reduced system has a nilpotent linear 
part. This happens when u>\ = 0 which occurs for (a, 0) =  (0,7 ) for each 7  > 0. We will 
return to this point in section 6.4. A T B  bifurcation also occurs for (a,0) =  (—1,0). 
This point lies on the boundary of our domain and must be investigated by approaching 
the limit 0 -* 0. In terms of the physical parameters this limit can be achieved by 
taking r  -* 0 or Cj -» 0 or i  -» 00. We do not pursue this question further.
We now proceed with the linearization about 5*. These undergo a Hopf bifurcation, 
with eigenvalues ±u*;2, Aa where
5° =  (0,0,0)
S ± =  (± \ /a ,0 ,± \ /a )  if a  > 0.
6 .3  S ta b ili ty  A n a ly s is
The Jacobian matrix of system (6.2) is
J (X ,Y ,Z ) 1 -1  -1
0 0  0
Aj =  07  — 1
u>J =  -Q 7 J( l + a ) ,
along the intersection of the parabola
0 = 7(1 -< n ) ( i  +  ») (6.3)
A, — —2q7 — 1, 
u i f  =  2 o 7 a ( l  — 2o ) ,
along the intersection of the parabola
0  =  7 ( 1 + 2 0 7 ) 0  - 2 o ) (6.4)
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with the region 0 < o < $. Since Aa ■ 0 implies a  -  — £  < 0, we are again unable to 
obtain a 3-dimensional centre manifold. Note that there are double sero eigenvalues 
when o ■ 0 or | ;  o  ■ 0, implying 0  ■ 7 , coincides with the T B  point found above. 
The case (a ,0 )  «  (J,0) again requires an investigation of the limit 0  —• 0 and is not 
pursued further.
In order to compute the criticality of the Hopf bifurcation from 5°, we apply the 
coordinate change
Every ODE with this symmetry and the correct linear part is
x =  iu>i* + c&z3 + Ci *2T + ca*T2 +  c3T* +  do**a + <f|X*T + d ax l2 + 
+eo*2* +  e,x27 +  /0*3 + 0(5)
x -  A,x +  (Ao*3 +  ^oI3) + (A,*27 +  ^ ,72*) +  (>0Jf*l +7o*»a) + 
+(A*xa* +  *0*a*) +  /o*3 + 0(5).
Changing coordinates once more by
which also preserves the symmetry, and making x = 0 we get
So the only important coefficient is Re(c,) and the limit cycle created at the Hopf 
bifurcation is unstable or stable if Re(ct ) is > or < 0 respectively. This is why C| is 
used to determine criticality. A straightforward calculation gives
Thus Re(ci) > or < 0 if a > or < ^7 " '( 1  -  7 ), respectively.
In figure 61 , a partial bifurcation set in the (a,/9)-space summarizes these results 
for 7  > 1. It shows the pitchfork P , the Hopf bifurcation H  of 5° and the Hopf 
bifurcation h from S *. The point where H  changes criticality with respect to the
such that
where L = Note that this preserves the Za symmetry
(*.*) -  < -* ,-* )•
p m iUtP + Ctp’f  + OfS).
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Chapter 7
Breaking the Symmetry
7.1 In t ro d u c tio n
In this chapter we consider the effect of unfolding the characteristic of the negative 
resistor with a parameter v as
/* (  V) .  » +  « V +  w * .
where a < 0 and 6 >  0. Note that the parameter v breaks the Zj-symmetry observed 
in chapter 6 . The aim of this chapter is to describe how the results obtained for the 
symmetric system change by increasing the perturbation v. As in the previous chapter 
we use local methods of bifurcation theory when appropriate. However, the absence 
of the Zj-symmetry makes the analysis much more complicated and our results are 
less complete in this case. This is why we are much more dependent on numerical 
simulations and guesswork.
In section 7.2 a direct calculation gives the steady states to the system. When the 
ratio of the capacitances is fixed there is a cusped sheet dividing the parameter space 
according to the number of steady states (one or three). This sheet contains a Takens- 
Bogdanov cusp found by stability analysis. At the cusp point is the Za-symmetric 
system that was reduced to 'a  2-dimensional center manifold in chapter 6. Here we 
describe the effect of the symmetry-breaking parameter on the reduced system. When 
this parameter is arbitrarily small the bifurcation set is analogue to that obtained by 
Boissonade and De Kepper [21] for chemical reactions in a continuosly stirred tank 
reactor. We suggest how this picture should evolve when the symmetry-breaking gets 
large. This prediction is based on numerical simulations (not shown here) and mainly 
guesswork.
In section 7.3 we keep fixed the ratio of the capacitances at some convenient value 
and perform numerical simulations on a slice of the parameter space. This slice is 
taken by fixing the value of the symmetry breaking parameter. The resulting picture 
is compared with its analogue for the symmetric system.
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7.2 L ocal A n a ly s is  an d  G u essw o rk
In this section, local methods of bifurcation theory are used to describe some of the 
behaviour of system
This set of equations is obtained by applying KirchofF’s Current Law to the circuit 
in figure 5.1 and scaling the quantities as in chapter 6. The Z2-symmetry th a t was 
present in system (6.2 ) is now broken with the parameter p = Vbr*i/, where v is a  new 
term added to the characteristic of the negative resistor.
As in chapter 6 we fix 7  a t some value > 1 . A bifurcation picture will be given 
on sections of the (a, 0, /i)-space. For each fixed 0  there is a steady state bifurcation 
when we cross the cusped sheet as in figure 7.1 by increasing a. This
bifurcation is a pitchfork if n =  0 and a sadule-node if n ^  0. The state of the system 
at a saddle-node bifurcation is
where a  > 0. Linearizing about these steady states we see that the Jacobian does not 
depend on a. So for p ^  0 there is still a T B  bifurcation at 0 = 7  but now for any 
(a,/i) along the cusp ( f  )2 =  ( f  )3 as in figure 7.1. Thus, for each fixed 7  >  0 there is a 
TB  cusp in the plane 0  =  7 .
Figure 7.1: Cusped sheet where steady-state bifurcations occur and TB cusp. The 
steady-state bifurcations are .pitchforks along the line P  and saddle-node otherwise.
We recall that system (7.1) reduces to a 2-dimensional centre manifold near (a , 0, fi) = 
(0, 7 , 0), and that system (6.6) in section 6.4 is the normal form for the universal un­
folding of the most generic Zj-symmetric TB  singularity. In order to break completely 
the symmetry of the reduced system (6.6), we need the parameters (/ij,/i3)- The non- 
symmetric universal unfolding is
if a,b 0. This family of planar systems is described in Dangelmayr and Gucken- 
heimer (26). These authors divide the (/j|,/i3)-plane into regions bounded by curves
X  =  -7(X * -  a X  -  Y  +  is) 
Y  -  X - Y - Z  
Z  = 0Y.
(7.1)
(7.2)
(7.3)
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along which codimension 3 bifurcations occur. To each of these regions is associated 
a bifurcation set in the (t/j, i/3)-plane. By varying the symmetry-breaking parameter 
p of our system, we will be describing a line in the (/ii,/i3)-plane. By centre manifold 
calculations near (a ,0 ,p )  = (0, 7 ,0) we see that system (7.1) reduces the normal form
(7.3) with Hi = 0 . By a  change of coordinates we can show equivalence with a time 
reverse of the planar Van der Pol-Dufhng oscillator presented in section 5.2 and fully 
described by Guckenheimer [34] in the context of chemical reactors. The ‘cross-shaped 
diagram’ given by this author, together with the location of steady-state bifurcations 
obtained above, gives the bifurcation set in figure 7.2(a) obtained by fixing a  arbitrarily 
close to zero and varying 0  and p. Numerical simulations, not shown here in detail, 
suggest an evolution of this bifurcation set by increasing a  as shown schematically in 
figure 7.2(b,c). By schematic representation we mean not only that the scale is not 
real but also that the complicated Silnikov sequence of bifurcations is represented by 
the single homoclinic line H m . A planar representation of the phase portraits in each 
region of figure 7.2 is given in figure 7.3. For simplicity we make the convention that 
Z3-conjugate phase portraits are equivalent. See figure 7.5 for a schematic localization 
of the values of o chosen in figure 7.2 relative to the cusp (^)J = ( f  )3.
7.3 N u m e ric a l S im u la tio n s
The aim of this section is to  find an analogue to figure 6.4 when the symmetry-breaking 
parameter p  is large. Figure 7.4 shows the bifurcation set in the (a, /?)-space for 
(7 ,/i) =  (100,0.01). Apart from the saddle-node of steady states sn that has been 
computed analytically all the other lines were obtained by numerical simulations. A 
comparison with figure 6.4 shows the expected fact (expressed in the diagram of figure 
5.2b of chapter 5) tha t the coincidence of bifurcations from states that are conjugate 
by the Z3 symmetry in the idealization p = 0 no longer coincide when p ^  0. On the 
other hand bifurcations involving only symmetric states when p =  0 (mapped onto 
themselves by the symmetry) do not split into two when p ^  0.
One of the most remarkable phenomena observed by breaking the Z3 symmetry is 
the way that CHm  splits into two lines when p is increased from zero. We recall from 
chapter 6 that when this linp is crossed from above we observe at CHm  the collision 
of two conjugate attractors C ± with the saddle-focus 5°. The result is a symmetric 
attractor C°. The projection of the attractors C± and C° onto the (X , Z) phase-space 
was obtained by numerical integration and the result is shown in figure 6.4. When 
p = 0.01 and starting from above the two lines CH m  we still have two attractors but 
they are no longer conjugate by any symmetry. Thus there is no longer a reason that 
they should collide simultaneously with the saddle-focus. Thus by decreasing 0  when 
we cross the first C H m  only one of the attractors stops being an invariant set. By 
crossing the second C H m  the remaining attractor collides with the saddle-focus and 
we obtain a larger attractor that may be seen as a perturbation of C°. A projection of 
the referred attractors onto the (.Y, Z)-space is shown in figure 7.4. Again they have 
been obtained by numerical integration.
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Figure 7.2: Schematic sequence of bifurcation sets for fixed values of a: (a) oi : oi »  0; 
(b) a2 : a 2 > Qj; (c) a 3 : a 3 > a 2. See figure 7.5 for a localization of atj in the (/i,a) 
plane. Lower case letters correspond to phase portraits from figure 7.3. The bistable 
region of Guckenheimer cross-shaped diagram can be obtained from (a) by joining the 
top of the two ¿n-lines. In (c) we show also the bifurcation diagrams by following paths 
(1) and (2). Note that these paths cross the whole region of bistability by keeping 0 
fixed and increasing p.
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Figure 7.3: Planar phase portraits corresponding to figures 5.5 and 7.2. Crosses are 
saddle points, black (grey) dots are stable (unstable) steady states and solid (dashed) 
loops are stable (unstable) limit cycles.
Figure 7.4: Bifurcation set at •> = 100 and /< =  0.01 (see figure 7.5 for a localization of 
H = 0 and fi = 0.01). Also shown are attractors obtained from numerical simulations 
for parameter values (a,/?) = (0.35,700),(0.35,510) and (0.35,300).
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Figure 7.5: Schematic localization of the sections: taken in figures 6.4, 7.2 and 7.4 
relative to the projection of the cusped sheet onto the (/*, a )  plane.
Appendix  A
Norm al Form  with  
Z 2 ® Z 2 © Z 2-Sym m etry
In this appendix we consider the normal form for a set of equations
/(j,y ,* ,A ) =  0,
where /  : R3 x R —» R3 is equivariant under an action of the group Z2 © Z2 0  Z3 and A 
is a bifurcation parameter. Such mapping has a two parameter universal unfolding H . 
The form of H  is given and analysed here.
Define an action of Z2 0  Z2 ® Z2 as being generated by
r, : (x,y,z)>-> ( - x ,y ,z )
T7 - (* ,y,z) «-» (*, - y ,z )
T3 ’ (*,y,z) •-*
The table of isotropy subgroups and fixed point subspaces is
Label Isotropy subgroup Fixed point subspace Dimension
(0) z j e z i e  z \ (0,0,0) 0
( 1 ) z ' e z ; (1 , 0, 0) 1
(2) ZJ® Z5 (0, 3/ ,0) 1
(3) Z \® Z \ (0,0, 1 ) 1
H) Z\ (* ,l/,0) 2
(5) Z\ (* ,0, i ) 2
(6) Z\ (0,3/,*) 2
J D 1 (*.!/,*) 3
where ZJ2 = (r¿). The lattice of isotropy subgroups is
Given a group I \ we say the a mapping f(x )  is T-equivariant if and only if it satisfies 
the condition
/( f* )  =  T/(x).
for all elements 7  € T. By using the generators of Z2 © Z2 ® Z2 given above, it is a 
straightforward calculation to see that the general form for an equivariant depending 
on a bifurcation parameter is
/i(* ,y ,z,A ) =  ax 
=  cz,
where a,b,c are functions of x2, y3, z3 and A. We proceed by reducing /  to normal 
form.
P roposition 11 The germ f  is Z2 © Z2 © ^-equivalent to the normal form
hi (x,y,*,A) =  («ix2 +  n,yJ +  n2z3 +  e2A)x 
h3(x ,y ,z , A) =  (n3x2 + e3y2 +  n4z* +  ««A)y 
M *» y. A) =  ("»** +  "«y* + «»** +  c«A)x,
where '
Cl =  sgn(aNi) «3 =  9gn(bNi) c 5 =  sgn(cN,)
e2 =  s y n ( a * ) U =  sgn(bx) c0  =  sgn(cx)
1 1 I a\ I ,«3  =  ------ ¡— on1
| oat, 6 a |
n  -  1 1 8 = ----------- .
| &Ni C\ \
1 Cx 1 
: 7 ~ aAf*|C A r,a.\ |
1 bx 1n «  =  7 --------\c
|6A r,C A |
and Ni = x2, N3 = y3, N3 = z3 and A is the bifurcation parameter.
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P roof The 3rd order truncation of the germ /  is
/ i(x ,y ,z ,A )  = { a ^ x 3 + aNty3 + aNt z3 + a \ \ ) x  
h (x ,y ,z ,X )  =  (6a,,x2 + 6a,,y2 +  6a,,z2 +  bxX)y 
/s(*»V»*»^) =  (e* ,* 2 + cNty3 + cNtz2 + cxX)z.
By Golubitsky et al. (11], a germ h is Z3 © Z2 © Z3-equivalent to /  up to  3rd order if 
and only if
6(x ,y ,z , X) = S f(X ,A )  (A.l)
where
A'(x,y, z,A) = (Ax, By,C z)
A(A) =  <t A
(  D 0 0 \
S(x,y,z,A ) = 0 E  0
\  0 o f )
and A, B ,C , D, E, F ,a  are positive constants. By substituting X , A and 5  in (A.l) we 
get
6|(x ,y ,z , A) =  (asxA3D x2 + a ^ A B 3 Dy3 + anyAC3 D z3 + ax<rADX)x 
62(x,y,z,A) =  (bNlA3B E x3 + bNiB3Ey3+ bNiB C 3E z3 + bX0 BEX)y 
63(x,y,z,A) =  (cNtA3C F x3 + cNiB 3CFy3 + cNaC3F z3 + cx<TCFX)z.
By imposing the conditions
|a*, | A3D =  1 16a,, | B3E  =  1 |ca,, |C3F  =  1
\ax\crAD =  1 |6A|a££; =  1 |cA|<rCF =  1
we get the required result. □
The normal form h has a Zj © Zj ® Zj-universal unfolding as
H i ( x , y , z , X , n l , . . . vn 9 , r l , f 2 )  =  («|X2 +  r»jya +  n 2z2 +  e2A)x 
H 3( x , y , z ,  A ,n ,, . . .  ,n 8, f j , r 2) =  (n3xa +  c3y2 +  n4z 2 +  ««A +  f j)y  
H 3( x , y , z , X , n x , . . . , h t , f l , f -i )  =  (n8x2 +  n«y2 +  e5z2 +  e«A +  r a)z,
where (nt , . . .  ,n8.n , f a) varies on a neighbourhood of (n(, . . . ,  n«,0, 0).
We proceed by analysing bifurcations of the set of equations
H (x,y ,z ,X ,A ,r)  = 0
for the bifurcation parameter A. The coefficients hj are the moduli parameters and fj 
are the unfolding parameters.
The branching equations and eigenvalues are as
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r- 1 Branching equations Signs of eigenvalues
t o A = -«,«, I J «1
n3x2 +  c4A +  fi 
n5x2 +  c«A +  f2
(a) A =  -e 4f, -  t3tAy2 FI,» 1 +  ijA
«3
n«y2 +  €«A +  f2
(3) X =  -e 6f2 -  £5C622 n2z2 +  c2A 
n4z2 +  e4A +  ri
«5
’ M) A = —eitjx2 — n itty2 
= -«4ri -  n3£4x2 -  t3tAy2
tr =  «ix2 +  e3y2
det =  (€j£3 — ni«3)x2y2
n3x2 +  n6y2 +  £«A +  r2
(3) A =  — cjCji2 — n2t2z2 
= -e 6r, -  n5C6X2 -  t 6t6z2
tr =  £jX2 + £SZ2 
n3x2 +  n4z2 +  c4A +  fi 
det =  (ci£5 — n2n5)x2z2
(«) A =  -<4r, -  £3£4y2 -  nAtAz2
= - t* f2 -  n6t«y2 -  e5tez2
n,y2 +  n2z2 +  «aA
tr =  £3y2 +  esz3
det =  (£3£5 -  nAne)y2z 3
0 ) A =  —iie2x2 — ni£2y2 — n2e2z2
= -  n3*4*2 -  <3«<y2 -  nAtAZ2 
= -e«r2 -  nsc«*2 -  n6£ey2 -  t seez2
eigenvalues of
£ix2 njxy n2xz  
n3xy t3V3 nAyz 
n3xz  n3yz esz3
The system is nondegenerate if and only if the following expressions do not vanish
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Label Nondegeneracy condition
w e3e3e4 -  n,
(b) *2<s<s — n3
(c) «1«2«4 -  n3
(d) <4«5«S — «4
(') -  n5
<0 «3«4«S -  n«
(s) ei«3 — nin3
(h) €l<s — «2^5
(¡) <3«5 -  «4^6
0) ns(«2«3 -  <4«i) +  n6(«i<4 -  <2«3) — <«(<i«3 -  n ,n3)
(k) ”3(<2<5 -  €««2) +  «4(<1«6 -  «2^5) -  <4(«1<S -  «2”*)
0) n l(e4<S — <«” 4) +  n2(e3i6 — <4”«) — <2(*3«S — »*4«*^
(m) «i<3<5 — <snin3 — C3U2U5 — <>»«4«« + n3n3nt +  nin4ns
From now on we assume that the trivial branch (x,y,z) =  (0^1,0) is stable before 
bifurcations occur
<2 =  «< =  <a =  — 1
and the primary bifurcations are subcritical
«1 =  «3 =  «3 =  I.
This choice is the most likely to occur in physical applications. However, for other 
values of the i, the procedure is analogous.
Primary bifurcations occur at the following values of A
From To Critical A
(0) (i) A01 = 0
(0) (2 ) A02 =
(0) (3) A 03 =  r2
Thus, the primary branches depend on f |,fa  as
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Under the assumption that all primary bifurcations are supercritical, we have sec­
ondary bifurcations at the following values of A if the associated conditions are satisfied.
From To Critical A Bifurcation iff 
Supercritical iff
(i) (4) An =  A0i +  (£j(Aoa — A0i) sgn(Aoj -  A«) =  sgn(c) 
sgn(A02 -  Aoi) =  sgn(g)
(i) (3) Ais =  Aoi + {¿j(Ao3 — A«) »gulden -  Ao,) =  sgn(e) 
sgn(Aoj -X m )  =  ign(ft)
(2) (4) Aj< =  A0j + — Aoj) •gn(Ao, -  *0,) -  ign(o)
agnfAoi -  *oj) “  >gn(j)
(2) (6) Am =  A0j + (/j(Ao3 — Aoj) sgn(Ao3 -  Aoj) =  sgn(/) 
sgn(Ao3 -  Aoj) =  sgn(i)
(3) (3) A35 =  A 03 + fJj(Aoi — A 03) sgn(A0i -  A03) =  sgn(6) 
sgn(Aoi -  A03) =  sgn(h)
(3) (6) A3« =  A 03 + jjj(Aoj — A 03) sgn(A0j -  A03) =  sgn(d) 
sgn(A0j -  A03) = sgn(i)
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Tertiary bifurcations occur at the following values of A if the associated conditions 
are satisfied.
From To Critical A Bifurcation iff
(4) (7) A47 =  A14 +  ^T|f^(Ais — Ah ) 
=  A,4 +  i# 1(AM- A a4)
sgn(A02 -  A01) =  sgn(c) or -sgn(a) 
and sgn(A0] -  A0j) =  sgn(c) =>
=> sgn(A„ -  Ah ) =  sgn(c)sgn(e)sgn(>) 
and sgn(A0i -  A02) =  sgn(a) =>
=> sgnfAj* -  A 34 ) = sgn(a)sgn(/)sgn(>)
(5) (7) A57 =  Ajs +  % ^(A i4 — Ais) 
= A35 + ( A36 — A 3 5 )
sgn(A03 -  A01) =  sgn(e) or -sgn(6) 
and sgn(A03 -  A01) =  sgn(e) =►
=> sgn(Au -  A,s) =  sgn(c)sgn(e)sgn(Âr) 
and sgn(A0i — A03) =  sgn(6) =>
=► sgnfAaa -  Aas) =  sgn(6)sgn(d)sgn(fc)
(6) (7) A67 = A 26 + ^ p ( A 24 — A26) 
=  A36 + ¡/pi A35 — A s a )
sgn(Ao3 -  A02) =  sgn( /)  or -sgn(d) 
and sgn(Ao3 -  A,») =  sgn(/) =>
=> sgn(A24 -  A») = sgn(a)sgn(/)sgn(/) 
and sgn(A02 — A 03) =  sgn(d) =>
=► sgn(As5 -  A*) = sgn(6)sgn(d)sgn(/)
The information in the tables above is enough to draw the bifurcation diagrams 
given the values of t i j .  The possible cases are not listed here because they are too 
many. However, in chapter 4 on an application to the Bénard convection problem, we 
show how to draw the bifurcation diagrams by reading these tables.
Appendix  B
Norm al Form with  
Z 2 ® D ^Sym m etry
In this appendix we consider the normal form for a set of equations 
/(x ,y ,z ,A ) =  0,
where /  : ?.3 x R —♦ R3 is equivariant under an action of the group Z2 © D4 and A is a 
bifurcation parameter. Such mapping has a one parameter universal unfolding H. The 
form of H is given and analysed here. In section B.l the S2-symmetry of H  is broken 
with an additional unfolding parameter and tables containing all the information about 
existence and criticality of bifurcating branches are given.
Define an action of Z2 © D4 as being generated by
ri : (*.VnVa) *-* (~*,yi,ya) 
ra : (* .* .*>) •-* (*,-Vi,Va)
» • (*,Vt.Va) •-* (x.Va.Vi)-
The table of isotropy subgroups and fixed point subspaces is follows:
Label Isotropy subgroup Fixed point subspace Dimension
( 0 ) z 2 © d 4 ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) 0
(1 ) D, ( * , 0 , 0 ) 1
(2 ) ( 0 , # „ 0 ) 1
(3) z j e S j (O .si.si) 1
(4) z ? 2
(3) s, (*. » i. »1 ) 2
(«) Z} ( 0 ,  J i . y , ) 2
JIL_ 1 (».Vi.»,) 3
where Z2 = ( t j ) .  The lattice of isotropy subgroups ii
By a direct calculation using the generators of Z2 © D< given above, we get the 
general form of an equivariant depending on a bifurcation parameter as
/ i( * ,y iiJ /2 ,A) =  ax
/aOttyi'lft'A) = (& + c% i 
/s(x ,y i,y2tA) =  (b~c6)y2,
where a, 6, c are functions of x2, y\ +  y\, (y2 — y2)2 and A; and 6 =  y\ — y\. We proceed 
by reducing /  to normal form.
P roposition 12 The germ f  is Z2 © equivalent to the normal form
M x ,» i,n ,A ) =  [«ix’ + nilvi +  Kaf + M ]*
= [n n 1 + n 3(jf  + y|) +  <,(», — y?) +
M * . V i . I f l . A )  =  | n , i ’  +  n , ( y i  +  y | )  -  t 3( » J  -  tf) +
where
«i = syn(<»N,) «2 =  «yn(oA) <3 =  sgn(c) e4 = sgn(bx)
I I | <*a | , 11 1 .
n > ■  —  =  - — r\°N' n 3 “ 7 r * » ’| c o a | | « at, ®a | I d
and Ni = x2, W2 = y\ +  y2 and A is the bifurcation parameter.
P ro o f The 3rd order truncation of the germ /  is
/i(ar, y i, y2. A) =  [anxx2 +  ast (y\ +  y\) +  oaAJx 
/ a(*»yi.ya.A) =  I6jv1xa +  6/V,(y li  +  y |)  +  c ( y | - y J )  +  6AA]y,
/3(x,yi,y2, A) = [i*/v,x2 +  f»^ a(y,2 + y\) -  c(y| -  y,2) +  M ]y 2-
A germ h is Z2 © D4-equivalent to /  up to 3rd order if and only if
M*.y.,ya. A) =  S f ( X ,  A) (B.l)
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where
A '(*,yi,ya,A) = (A x ,B yx,B y2)
A(A) =  <rA
/ C O  0 \
5 (x ,y ,,y a,A) = 0 D  0
V 0 0 D )
and A, B ,C , D .a  are positive constants. By substituting X , A and 5  in (B.l) we get
M*.yi»ya.A) = (aNiA*Cx2 + aNiAB7C(y] + y\) + a\<rAC\)x
Aj(x,y,,y2,A) =  (6*. A2fl£>*2 +  bN,B 3D(y2 + y2) +  cfl3£>(y2 -  y2) +  b\oBDX)yx
^3(x,yi,y2, A) =  (bNiA 2BD x2 +  bNlB 3D(y] + y2) -  cB3D(y2 -  yj) +  b\oBDX)y2.
By imposing the conditions
K -, |/tsC =  1 \a\\trAC =  1 |c|B5D  =  1 =  1
we get the required result. □
The normal form h has a Z 2 © D .(-universal unfolding as follows:
ZM*» yi * ya > A, n j , na, n3, p, ) =  [e,*2 +  n,(y,J +  y 2) +  eaA]x 
//a (* ,y i ,y a,A ,n ,,n a,n 3,p ,)  = [nax2 + n3(y,2 + y\)  +  e3(y | -  y \ )  + e«A + pi]yi 
^ 3 (x ,y i,y a,A ,n i ,n a,n 3,p i)  =  (nax2 +  n3(y,2 +  y \ )  -  e3(yj -  y?) +  i4A +  p x)y 2,
where (n i,n a,n 3,pi) varies on a neighbourhood of (n i,n a,n3,0).
We proceed by analysing bifurcations of the set of equations
H (x,y,x ,X ,n ,p ) = 0
for the bifurcation parameter A. The coefficients hj are the moduli parameters and px 
is the unfolding parameter.
The branching equations and eigenvalues are as
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Label Branching equations Signs of eigenvalues
(1) A - «1
n2x2 + e*A +  pi [twice]
(2) A = -e 4pi -  «<(”3 -  «3)y? «iy2+  «aA 
n3 - t 3
«3
(3) A =  - e 4pi -  2e4n3y? 2njy? +  c2A
«3
-« 3
(4) A = -«i£2z 2 -  ejiiiy?
= -UP\ -  t 4n2x2 -  €4(1*3 -  «3 )y?
tr =  £,x2 +  (n3 -  c3)y2 
det =  [ei(n3 -  e3) -  njn2]x2y?
C3
(S) A = -ei«2*2 -2 e jn ,y 2 
= ~UP\ -  «4»»a*2 -  2e4n3y2
tr  =  cjx2 +  2n3y\
det =  2(e1n3 — n xn2)x2y\
- e 3
The system is nondegenerate if the following expressions do not vanish
Label Nondegeneracy condition
(a) e , e 2n 2 - 14
(b) n3
(c) n 3 -  «3
(<*) « 3  -  « 2 « 4 » l
(e) « 4 « !  -  «*(»*3 -  «3)
(0 n 3 -  C i n j n 2
J s L _ i | ( n 3 - « s ) - n i n ,
FYom now on we assume that the trivial branch (x,yi,y2) 
bifurcations occur
e2 =  e4 = —1.
We assume also that
c, = <3 = 1.
(0,0,0) is stable before
Primary bifurcations occur at the values of A in the table below. Branch (1) is al­
ways supercritical under our assumptions on the tj. Conditions for supercriticality of 
branches (2) and (3) are also given.
From To Critical A Supercritical iff
(0) (1) A01 = 0
(0) (2) A02 = pi ( c )> 0
(0) (3) Aq3 = Pi (6) > 0
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Secondary bifurcations are at the following values of A if the associated conditions 
are satisfied.
From To Critical A Bifurcation iff
(i) (4) Ah =  A0i + (¿)(Aoj — A0i) sgn(Ao, -  Ao,) = sgn(a)
0 ) (3) Ajs =  A0i + t~t( Ao3 — A0i) sgn(A03 -  A01) =  sgn(a)
(2) (4) Aj4 =  A0J + (7j(Aoi — A02) sgn(A0i -  A02) =  sgn(e)
(3) (3) A35 =  A03 — {^(Aoi — A03) sgn(A0i -  A03) =  sgn(d)
We proceed by identifying the distinct moduli regions and drawing the bifurcation 
diagrams corresponding to some of then. For n j <  1 (<» (a) > 0) there are 27 distinct 
regions. They are found by considering two distinct cross sections of constant n2, one 
with negative constant and the other positive.
n2 < 0

all the necessary information, we only need to read them.
A: (b)>0, (c)>0, (d)>0, (e)>0
A : (f)>0. (g)>0 
P, <0
A0 : (f)X), (g)<0 
P, <0
P, >0
Pi >0
A’ : (f)<0, (g)<0 
P, <0 P, >0
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B . l  B r e a k i n g  t h e  S 2- s y m m e t r y
We break the Sj-symmetry of the Z2 © D4-unfolding H  by introducing the parameter 
fa as
G\ (*» Vi» Vj * A, n 2, n2, n3) fa, fa) =  [<i** + ni(y,2 + v |) +  «2A]x
i»2(*,yi, y3, A, n , , na, n3, fa, fa) = [n2x2 + »»3(y? + yj) +  <3(y | -  y?) + +  fa + fa]y,
G3{x,yu y2, \ , n u h 2,h3,fa ,fa)  = [fi2x2 + n3(y,2 + y2) -  e3(y | - y ? )  + «4A + Pi -  fa]y2,
where (n i,n2, n3,fa ,fa) varies on a neighbourhood of (n i,n2,n 3, 0,0). Now the branch­
ing equations and eigenvalues are
Label Branching equations Signs of eigenvalues
0 ) A =  - t \ t 2X2 *1
n2x 2 +  c4A + Pi + fa 
n2x 3 +  c4A + fa -  fa
(2 .1 ) A =  -u { fa  +  ¿2) -  «4(»3 -  <3)y? «iy? +  C2A 
n3 — e3
(«3 +  «3)y2 + «4A + fa — fa
(2 .2 ) A =  - c 4(pi -  fa) -  e4(n3 -  e3)y| n\V2 +  «2 A
(n3 +  e3)y2 + «4A +  fa +  fa 
n3 — e3
(4.1) A =  —ejc2*2 — e2nxy\
= —«4(Pi +  fa) -  <4n2i 2 -  ^(na -  t 3) y \
tr  =  «,*’ + (n, -  <z)yl
det = [e,(n, -  t,)  -  n ,n I]x, |r'
n ,x 2 + (n, + 1 1 )11} + U* + Pi -  Pi
(4.2) A =  -ci« 2x2 -  c2niy2
=  —«4(p> ~ fa )~  <4»»a*2 -  <4(n3 -  t 3 ) y \
tr  =  cix2 +  (n3 -  t 3 ) y \
n2x 2 +  (n3 + <3)y| +  «4A +  fa +  fa
det =  [«i(n3 -  c3) -  n in2)x2y|
(6) A *  -< 4(pi +  f a )  -  e4(n3 -  <3)y,2 -  c4(n3 +  <3)y| 
=  -  f a )  -  «<(»*3 +  <3)y2 -  «<(n3 -  e3)y|
" i(y ?  +  ni) +  «iA 
tr  =  n3 -  e3 
det =  - n 3e3
(2) A -  - t l « ,* 1 +
= -« « (¿ 1  +  fa) -  n2e4x2 -  e4(n3 -  e3)yj 
- e 4(n3 + t3)y\
= -<<(pi -  fa) -  n2t4x2 -  e4(n3 +  e3)y? 
-< 4(n3 -  i3)y]
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We keep the assumptions
e3 = e4 = - 1
and
«1 =  «3 =  1.
The values of A where primary bifurcations occur are as in the table below. Again, 
given the assumptions on the ej, branch (1 ) is always supercritical and the criticality 
of branches (2 .1 ) and (2.2 ) depends on the sign of expression (c).
From To Critical A Supercritical iff
(0) (1 ) Aoi =  0
(0) (2 .1 ) A 02.1 =  P\ +  Pi (c) > 0
(0) (2 .2) 0^2.2 — P\ — P2 (c) > 0
If (c) > 0, all primary bifurcations are supercritical and th e  primary branches 
depend on Pi,P2 as follows:
Pl=-P? Pl=P2
If (c) < 0, the bifurcations at pt ±  p2 became subcritical. Secondary bifurcations 
are at the following values of A if the associated conditions are satisfied.
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From To Critical A Bifurcation iff 
Supercritical iff
a ) (4.1) Ah .i =  A0i +  |jy(Aoa.i — A0i) sgn(Ao2.i -  Aoi) =  sgn(a) 
sgn(Ao2.i -  Aoi) =  sgn($)
( i ) (4.2) A 14.2 =  Aoi +  ( Ao2.2 — Aoi) sgn(Ao2.2 -  Aoi) =  sgn(a) 
sgn(A02.2 -  A0i)  =  sgn(</)
(2.1) (4.1) A24.1 =  A02.1 +  |f) (Aoi — A02.1) sgn(Aoi -  A02.1 ) =  sgn(e) 
sgn(A0i -  A02.1 ) =  sgn($)
(2.1) (6) A26.I =  A02.I — ^ (A o2.2 — A02.1 ) A02.2 — A02.1 <  0 
( 6 ) > 0
(2.2) (4.2) A24.2 =  A02.2 +  (7)(^oi — A02.2) sgn(A0i -  A02.2 ) =  sgn(e) 
sgn(A0i -  A02.2 ) =  sgn(g)
(2.2) (6) A26.2 =  A02.2 — ^(-^02.1 — ^02.2) A02.1 — A02.2 <  0 
( 6 )> 0
Tertiary bifurcations occur at the following values of A if the associated conditions 
are satisfied.
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From To Critical A Bifurcation iff
(4.1) (7) \ 47 .i =  Am.i -  ¥ (A |4.a -  A,«.,) sgn(Aoj., -  A0I) =  sgn(o) or -sgn(e)
=  Am.i + j^ j(A26.i — A24.i ) and sgn(A02.i — A01) =  sgn(a) =»
=> sgn(Ai4.3 -  Ai4.j) =  -sgn(a) 
and sgn(A0i -  A,».») =  sgn(e) =►
=» »gn(AM., -  A34,]) *  sgn(a)sgn(c)sgn(e)
(4.2) (7) A47.3 =  A,4.3 -  ^ (A h .i -  A,4.3) sgn(Ao3.3 -  A01) =  sgn(a) or -sgn(e)
=  A24.2 + ^ ^ j(A26.2 — A24.2) and sgn(A02.2 — A01) =  sgn(a) ^
=> sgn(AM.i -  A14.2) =  -sgn(a) 
and sgn(A0i -  A02.2) =  sgn(e) =»
=> sgn(A26.2 -  A24.2) =  sgn(a)sgn(c)sgn(e)
(6) (7) Ag7 — A26.1 +  };
— A26.2 +  j;
(A2.1.1 — A26.1) A02.2 — A02.1 <  0 =►  sg n (A 24.i .)  =
J(A24.2 -  A2«.2) =  sgn(6)sgn(c)sgn(d)sgn(sr)
A02.1 — A02.2 < 0 ^  sgn(A24.2 — A26.2) = 
= sgn(6)8gn(c)sgn(d)8gn(^)
Recall that the bifurcation diagrams for p2 = 0 and (a) > 0 are shown before. 
The picture can be completed for p2 ±  0 directly from the tables above. This is not 
done here. We end this appendix by noting that it is enough to draw the bifurcation 
diagrams for either p2 > 0 or p2 < 0 since these two cases are S2-conjugate.
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